Title word cross-reference

\((\alpha, k)\) [LXW17]. 1 \[VDL+15\]. 16 × 16 \[TPGC15\]. 2 \[CCW06, PDC16\]. 2pq [CL14]. 3 \[ACIC+13, DCG11, EMEY14, KSM+08a, MBP16, MCY+07, MJL01, OLG+15, PSLC11, PSCK+15, RWK17, TTR+10, YBC+07, ZLKK17\]. 2 \[YNX+16\]. \(\ell\) \[YL01, ZJKL10\]. \(n\) \[LSP15\]. \(c\) \[HW16\]. \(\ell\) \[DHV03\]. \(G(d)\) \[WCA08\]. \(K\) \[LFZ07, DHV03, GR13, KH12, PGL+17, TLX+17\]. \(LU\) \[DFLL14\]. \(N\) \[BDH15, CGK14, GGV14, SSB+14, TL14, AS15, PGL+17, PDCA17\]. \(s\) \[PGL+17\]. \(t\) \[HJM+11\]. \(x\) \[IR11\].

.NET [BH05, HLB10].

/OpenMP [VDL+15].

1 [RMP+13a], 1.1 [OA02], 1.2 [CG01], 1.3 [MP04], 10th [Kni06, WT15],
128-processor [LL01], 1394 [HON04], 14th [GJ17], 1516 [MP04], 1605 [Ano06], 17 [Ano06], 18th [PCC17], 1940 [DKMM14].

2 [BS04, BB13, BC¸G14, JLT06, LXW+16, LSK04], 2.0
[CBHTE11, DWC09, DH15, FP09, LVN+12, MWL+15, PFC+09, ZL09, Zic12],
2.0-based [MLW+15], 2.2 [HRR+11]. 2000 [LL01, LSK04, PIIH04, Wis02].
2001 [ZGRSC10], 2003 [ZMJZ10], 2005 [WC08], 2007 [BL09a], 2008
[BL09b, NCD+08], 2009 [BL11a, SHT11], 2010 [BL11b, Bou13, HTBR12],
2011 [BL13b], 2012 [BL13a, HTW14, Hou12, QFG14], 2013
[AF14, LBW14, PDD14, WDGK15, WT15], 2014
[CCJ+16, FB16, HTBR16, LBS15], 2015 [LBT16], 21st [BHJ+16].
21st-century [BHJ+16], 2D [ZZZ+15], 2D-DWT [ZZZ+15], 2nd [FZ08].

3.0 [DBB+16], 30.7 [SLM+10], 369 [GKS09], 3D [SL14, LXW+16], 3G
[KCS07], 3rd [CC09].

4.0 [JCP15].

5G [GLL16].

6 [OCC+05]. 6.1 [ZMJZ10]. 6.2 [ZMJZ10], 600 [LSK04], 6th [Run10].
77 [AL04].

8 [SAdB+16], 802.11s [BOB13], 802.21 [WCLH12].

90 [FSPC+02]. 90/HPF [FSPC+02]. 95 [vWAH+02], '99 [TM01].

A-LDA [GLD17], A2 [FNBS16], AAA [MML+17], AAA-based
[MML+17], AAAA [WBB+07], AAH [GQR16], ABC [BPL12], ABC-GA
[BPL12]. abnormal [GBXL17], ABS [SAdB+16], abstract
[AHM06, CTY15, DWC09], abstraction [IAH+15, JMF09, LFG05, WP12],
abstractions [VS02]. Accelerate [YXLZ16, FBV+13, MTHK14],
accelerated [ANPR16, BDW14, CGK+16, CMMB13, CP14, DCD+14,
IOOH12, JLT+16, LZL+17b, LS15, MCB14, MPSSD14, NSN+17, QSX+17,
RK15, SBC15, TDM+15, ZWL+17, ADK+16]. Accelerating
[BKLH09, DCK12, EDB+14, KHF+17, LL16a, NHH+14, PRCV16, RCA+11,
SJSVR17, SNK+15, TB12, ZCD+12, CCO15a, ISO+14, SAD13, SIOS02],
Acceleration [ZO14, ABG+13, KC13, PZ11]. accelerators
[ADF+13, BKSM+15, BHKW12, CGST17, HJB12, HCKF15, SRF13, YOBS16].
acceptance [ALL+15]. Access [AK01, RCB+04, SW11, AFGL09, AC02,
AV07, AAF+07, BDI+07, BHA+15b, CSL08, CLH+16, DFC12, DKMV07,
GvHK11, GBSH01, JSG17, KFS+06, LZW13, LCMY13, MLL+11,
MTGZ17, MCB14, MD02, OTG+07, RR01, SKNH09, SS07, SW12, SCLK15,
TYH12, sTzNL16, WLW11, WYBS16, XHH12, YBO10, ZYN+07, ZWX16b].
Access-controlled [RCB+04]. accesses [LPC+14]. accessible [OK15].
Accessing [GKP+09, Wit10]. account [RSPV17]. Accounting
[GEJ+08, HGT14, MAS+14, SAC+07]. accounts [WBB+07]. accumulator
[LSY+16]. accumulator-based [LSY+16]. accuracy
[DFLL14, EMEY14, TLM17]. Accurate
[BCK+09, GW15, AAF+07, FOTW04, GQR16, MCC16, TCP+05, VB16],
accurately [VˇSC17]. ACES [Run10]. achieving [CAG+13, PQP13, YLLZ09].
Achieving [CBPP02, DPP03, DFLL14, SSZ13, WLW11, ZYN+07, XTLG08].
ACM [Fox01, Fox05]. acoustic [MS07, OFR+17]. ACPI [XRD17].
ACPI-compliant [XRD17]. acquisition [CMCAA17]. across
[AAE+09, BPdM06, CC15]. Active
[PLL14, RM11, ZHT08, ZTGW17, DT17, PUN01, SM04, XM02, ZL06].
ActiveSpaces [DZJ+15]. activities [WWL17b]. activity
[BDMM+05, QGR16]. actor [BAT13]. acyclic [AS17]. ad
[CNPP09, Den07, DA15, EB10, HKA+15, HIB15, KOO12, KKK10, KABD07,
MLRR09, QWW+16, Sha15, SK17, YWM+10]. ad-hoc
[Den07, HIB15, KABD07]. ADAGE [YR15]. adaptability
[DT15a, SPSNvS07, ZBZH11]. Adaptable [CZL+17, dRL10, PGO+04].
Adaptation [LLH+09, RCR+15, AAHWR04, GFBR10, LW05, MvNK+06,
RK17, WO02, WRC09, WFHT17, XLT+17]. Adapting
[LBTE14, ZYH09, KL02]. Adaptive
d[OCPPJ13, CZZG16, GVC10, KR06, LPS+09, LGQ+17, LCYM13, PGK11,
PCD15, RHRB13, TBDR+10, AR16, BJ01, BCD+02, BB12, BM08, BFVRC15,
CRB09, CCW+15, DFP+06, GvDHS12, HKRR08, HHKA14, JN03, LSJ16,
LB11, MV16, Nak02, NC05, RBK11, SYMA17, SWD+17, VB16, WCR+14,
WLW14, WLLL03a, YCL11, YLD13, YESG+17, ZH15, dOOO+12]. adaptively
[LPSF11, PWM16]. adaptivity [VD05]. Adding
[SRX+15, vRS05]. address [ADK+16, CWX17, HKS+12, ZDB+14].
Addressing [CBBCD08]. Adelson [BBB16]. Adelson-Velicki [BBB16].
ADIOS [LLT+14]. Adjusting [YYCH10, JKZ03, YYC10]. admission
[DMA13, XCL09, ZCC+06]. Adolescent [CS09]. adoption [HLX+16].
advance [ET09]. Advanced [FR02, Fox12, LBFS17, MCAB+02, NC05,
SRdS09, SF10, AP06, FSCP+02, Fer15, LAC+08, LL13, QLL10, SE01].
Advancements [MRJ+14]. Advances [Ano15a, BCX15, MLY10, PIGK16,
SFN12, XCHK14, XHZ12, XCHY13, Zha08, DM15, DL17, LMH+14, LL15,
LNBL17, MPSGD14, Not16a, QD17, RS13, SRTG+07, WS17, YMLR16].
Advancing [KJM14]. advertisement [XY17]. aerial [LZH+15]. AES
[CLH+11, FLYL16, PZ11]. affecting [HMM+09]. affinity [KB13]. against
YL01, ZJL13, ZLH+15, ZWMT12. allocations [SB17]. almost [BK05].
almost-whole [BK05]. alternative [BFU07, ELM+16, Ku14]. alternatives [AM01].
Alting [WBM+10]. Amadeus [BPB08]. Amazon [MSL+14, MDH+16]. AMBA [MS10]. Ambient [dMd+17]. AMC [CCW+15]. American [GG07, DCJ12, HLCW15, PW12, TZKH12]. among [BFU07, MÖO17]. AMSBA [PIGK16]. AMULET1 [The01]. AMUSE [LDS+08]. analyses [BAD+11, DZ13, SMBT07, TCH+13]. Analysing [LLT09, Sch04]. Analysis [AM07, CLZX10, CLW+15, DXWC16, GHMX13, GG07, GGR+10, HLYD12, KNT+01, MFG+13, PQP13, ULS03, AA16, ABB+10, AHB+10, Aia15, AQAQ+17, AAF+07, AC06, AHH+14, BRK+10, GYB+11, Ger05, GMT07, GO10, GPW03, GYP+16, HJB12, HGT14, HFR+17, HPS12, ISS+02, IAH+15, JLYH14, KvsG+14, KR15, KHM+11b, KYVB17, KCZ+05, LLRS03, LAC+08, LWG+15, LZW+17, LH17, LLLy16, LL16c, LQL+09, LJML10, LFHT15, LSW07, LPC+14, LGD15, MRM+15, MSL+14, MTT15, MO02a, MS10, MP17, MJD+15, MJD17, MWHW16, MDV07, MWW10, MWS11, NLYZ12, OAS+15, OFR+17, PWC+14, PFC14, PVR+09, PLL17, PPF10, Puf13, QHZ16, QZY16, RVD+12, RVRD10, dRRdCRR16, RVVPD+17]. analysis [RS07, RJB+15, SGJ+17, SAOKM04, SLV12, SER15, SGCA+16, SLG16, SWD+15, SM09, SWB12, SWL+01, SWD+17, TNI15, TNI16, TQL+14, TWN07, TWB13, TF03, WCA08, WZC16, WBC+02, WWG+11, WMDM07, WKL+11, WCH+07, XWPH08, XTZ10, XYER16, XZZ+16a, XBB13, XZZ16b, YWL+17b, YHH13, ZCC+06, ZPG10, ZH16, Zhe16, CKOG10, MCSML07].
analysis-driven [HPS12]. analytic [TPV17]. analytical [CS13, JAA08, LC17, PRS01, RGAK15, TYPH12, WTN07, ZHM+17].
[PHGK10, RVD+12, RO12a, RO12b, SWD+15, TDM+02, AV07, BHD13, BvIF10, CRC+15b, CCO15a, dOCPFJ13, CZ15b, CM07a, CKBB14, DZL+17a, DL17, ESG17, FCY17, FJG+13, GA08, GSV03, GAE+06, GWVP+14, HLX+16, HVM+15, HKAC14, HYL15, HK02, HIB15, JZW15, JN03, KOK14, KSM+08a, KA11, LHBW15, MKB01, MvWL+10, NZKK11, PW+14, PZ03, QZH16, RNJM17, RMCHMG15, SBBE07, SL+12, SM03, SBDP15, SIM+07, SVN12, TKA+02, TY15, TK0, TBK+15, VSR+09, VS+15, WXY10, XHI12, XM02, YDS+14, YBC+07, ZS01, ZDA+07, ZYL10, ZKJ+07, ZZ+15, ZLC17b, dRL10, vAVS12, RTPPH12].

Application-aware [DZL+17a]. Application-driven [RVD+12]. application-runtime [GA08]. Application-specific [RO12a, RO12b, ZS01, ZLC17b]. Applications [CL08, CC09, EN09, Fed13, LWL17, PPST09, PC17b, SNM15, TM01, Tur04, YWT+12, ACJ10, ALKD16, ABtGT+12, AMSS15, AK01, ASS+05, ACFT15, AC06, Ang08, ACG15, AFG16, Ano06, AAV+15, AAE+09, BH16, BL17, BM03, BFR05, BCD+02, BEQOR13, BBK11, BSP11, BR04, BF+06, BFVRC15, BP06, BSB+03, CML+10, CEH+06, CGK+16, CGST17, CV07, CDMS15, CSBL12, CGIP16, CSL12, CWM06, CA06, CKC09, CN02, CSPM13, CSWB11, DJM12, DFPT06, DHH+13, DVM07, DvNM+11a, ET15, EP14, EMS11, EDSV09, EFY17, EDBS08, EABVGV14, EMS15, EJF+16, FBM+01, FE17, FT06, FNSBS, GFBR10, GTA10, GWC+11, HFDJ10, HKS+12, HLHC12, ISO+14, JOC+15, JCK+13, JKL+17, JZZL06, JK06, KTR11, KKM+06, LBTE14, Lm17, LHL10, LL05, LPH09, LLWS09, LDPZ14, LLL16, MWL+13, MHJH16, MMMP01, MK1004, MLC04, MBC+14, MMS07].

Applying [AMVOSGAC17, BHD13, CAG+13, CBP+04, CKBB14, KW11, LWW06, MCV+07, SGSC08, VSK09, dCHMJ12, ASG+08].

Approach [Air17, AAHRW04, AR16, AMSS15, AML+15, ACMM06, AT17, ADD+05, BB17, BTBC16, BPL12, BKM+07a, BAZ09, BCC+05, BC17, CWMZ13, CA15, CLMM12, CG10, CKOG10, CLYC16, CWM01, CLZ+17, CLS14, CL07, CBP+04, DSTM11, DGA+10, DED07, DAB09b, DS15, ELM+16, ESO9, EAGVBV11, EEA+17, FHH15, FMS15, zGWXT09, GB08, DA GC11, GVC10, GI17, HKA+15, HM16, KR15, KHZ+15, KHV17, KTM+09, LBV16, LWF+15, LHZ+15, LWT+16, LGQ+17, LWY15, LPA+08, MIZ17, MY17, MTA+07, MNS16, DMR15, MJD17, MCPP15, MPVT17, MK15b,
approach

approaches

Approaching

approximate
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arbitration

architecting
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Assisted
LFH08a, Lyc16, LSJ16, MS13, MRL16, MSP+13, DMRS15, PPBB14, PRV11, QLD+11, RHZ+17, RIWS17, RAFD14, RGB+15, STO17, SBDP15, SV12, TKZQ17, WSL15, WQS+16, WDW+15, WSW+12, YBO10, YSC+17, ZLY+13, YCWH07. 

Awareness [CAC15, RH07]. 

AxML [SLM04]. Azure [CTAB16, KBT+14, LRS15, XBB13]. Azure-based [KBT+14].


Balancing [DT17, WTL+16, AS15, AR16, APHB16, DBR13, FJ05, FT06, GCL08, KTKHL13, KRY04, LJJ+17, MKIO04, QCB17, WJYH16, WLL03b, XBZ10, XTB17, ZEB10].


Base [XZH+16]. Based [HJTX17, MN10, ALKD16, AaBT16, AFGL09, ABC+16, ASWR12, AR16, AM15, AK01, AMRW06, ABC+08a, AKG13, AC02, AAQAR17, ADSV16, ALL+15, ABC+13, BTCL17, BM10, BBG17, BTCB16, BOB13, BKCP09, BXLJ16, BHK08, BZD16, BAO9, BBU16, BCC+05, BLWD16, BWEB14, BJC17, BHS14, CMW02, CRB+17, Can06, CYD+15, CAC15, CC10, CRC+15b, CR12, CWL03, CA06, CY07, CWYX17, CWM15, CVK15, CM06, CKC09, CW07, CL07, CSB+16, CM02, CGB+06, CNNP09, CRGR+12, CMT13, CLX+12, CDF+17, CMD17, DD17, DVD+12, DCJ12, DHV03, DBR13, DBGA16, DXG13, DRS+13, DLX+16, DCY+08, DGI1, DGR+07, DAC12, DHM14, DH+13, DPS07, DBH+17, DH13, Dra15, DFR07, DT15b, EPB14, EME14, ET09, EFY17, EAGVBS11, EFA+17, FE17, FX16, FIO15, FJZ+14, FPC15, FAPC16, FVRM15, FH13, FN13, GS08].

Based [GY14, GDJ16, GMMT17, God12, GIVRC+10, GS04a, GE08, GIL17, GBG+14, GYS+17, GHY+06, GLD17, GPZ04, GKP+09, HDJ10, HZC+14, HZHP09, HXY+12, HAJ16, HLF+17, Hol+06, HSHT14, HM16, HLL+15, HLCW15, HWR03, HFTQ+13, HGB+08, HW16, HCK+08, HY12, JC07, JNUH17, JBL15, JQSP08, JGL13, JHH14, JML+16, JZL06, JWW17, JSG17, JPWH02, JS07, KC15, KHZN06, KGT12, KR15, KB17, KHH13, KHL17b, KBT+14, KJS+15, KKWZ15, KZY15, KKS12, KABD07, Kri05, Kri13, KPS14, KR11, KBH+15b, KSC12, LVN+12, Lan17, LG16a, LLN+14, LHL10, LM08, LI04, LLH+09, LWC12, LMK13, LDZ+14a, LLL15, LDZ+15, LLG+15, LLX+15a, LZY+16, LWYM16, LYW+16, LCT16, LQG+17, LH17, LXYC17, LWZ+17, LFZ+17, LFW15, LGL+17, LWB13, LHI+15, LHT+09, LWZ11, LZX14, LLX15b, LGG16, LJW+17, LJI+17, LAL02, LSW07, LPC+14, LZZ+15, LCJ14, LXHY08, LXL+09, MLL+11, MLS+15, MWPL15, MRY+16, MY17]. Based [MRMC15, MS17a, MHLC+05,
MZ06, MMO+16, MB12, MMMP01, MSST15, MZW+16, MK15a, MTT15, MCY+10, MKAKG14, MRJ+14, MML+17, MB14, MLWL+15, MT08, MLLY17, MNL15, MS10, NIU17, NKN+07, NNvD09, NC05, NMKB03, NJ05, OLG+15, PW+14, PSRR14, PFC14, PYKL16, PRCV16, PGL+17, PDC1A7, PCT04, PDC16, PPC+15, PSHEL11, PC17a, PK17, PSC+17, PB16, PCD15, PWS11, PGW+08, PME+08, PJW+14, QLLS15, QXXX16, QZDJ16, QML+17, RAGAK15, RBQ‘02, RR15, RLZ15, RMCN+07, RGCC15, RSMFE+12, RWS17, RCLSK16, RG17, RHTS17, RCT03, RRWS08, SJ14, SS17a, SAB15, SBBE07, SRM+15, SPR+07, SGD15, SS15a, SRL13, SWL17, SACJ04, SR17, SPBL06, SNC+16, SWW+16, Soo16, SM04, STL+15, SWD+17, SC07b, SS17b, SW12, TJ17b, TZYL13, TQL+14, TPLC15, TLY+15, TLYTY15, TLX+17, TCP+05, TFG+12, TV14, TSBR10].

based [TBK+15, VS02, VDPC03, VDB09, VRDS15, VRDTB+16, VO15, VS10, WZ12, WZ04, WKT08, WLDL08, WRC09, WDL10, WRLS12, WJ12, WZJD13, WZZL13, WCR+14, WZS+15, WZ16, WFHT17, WLFX17, WML+17a, WJP14, WBC+17, WZZZ12, WK07, WCLH12, WRDZ13, WML+17b, XHH12, XWPH08, XDL+11, XWB+12, XBZ10, XZZ+16a, XJJ11, XCH+16, XXY+16, YCZ+13, YWL+17a, YTF+01, YHK09, YP10, YWC11, YT15, YK+15, YCZ+15, YXXW17, YLB14, YZ10, YHH13, YYY+12, ZK08, ZP06, ZCC+06, ZEB10, ZLH12, WRDZ13, WWL+17a, WWL+17b, ZK08, ZWJ12, ZYP14, ZWC16, ZML17, ZML17a, ZWL+17a, ZXXN06, ZCS06, ZWMT12, dO00+12, dM+17, dHKT+11, vNM+05, FHH15, HZC+14].
bases [NZKK11].

big-data [ESG17, PIKG16]. BigData [ZH16]. BIGhybrid [AFG16]. bilevel [LZZ\textsuperscript{+15}]. Bilinear [LZY\textsuperscript{+16}]. Bilinear-map [LZY\textsuperscript{+16}]. binary [CL14, LCM12, MPS11, PDC\textsuperscript{+17}, SR17, ZZ14]. binding [DXZ\textsuperscript{+16}]. Bio [WSL15, ABG\textsuperscript{+13}, CBHTE11, CSL12, CP14, GPVC\textsuperscript{+12}]. Bio-inspired [WSL15, ABG\textsuperscript{+13}, CSL12, CP14, GPVC\textsuperscript{+12}]. bio-inspiration [WSL15, ABG\textsuperscript{+13}, CSL12, CP14, GPVC\textsuperscript{+12}]. bio-science [CBHTE11]. biochemical [KOK14, LTM\textsuperscript{+14}]. Biocompute [CBHTE11]. biodiversity [ABB\textsuperscript{+15}, WSP17]. bioextract [LGD15]. biofuel [HLL\textsuperscript{+15}]. bioinformatic [GvHKK11]. bioinformatics [BAD\textsuperscript{+11}, GFG\textsuperscript{+09}, HSR11, LBTE14, PRC\textsuperscript{+14}, SFLS04, VRSJ15]. bioinspired [HdV13, LGdVH13]. biological [AHP\textsuperscript{+13}, GR13, KKW\textsuperscript{+14}, SKA\textsuperscript{+14}, YGG14]. Biologically [PCS\textsuperscript{+12}, HAE09]. Biologically-inspired [PCS\textsuperscript{+12}]. Biology [BA04, Mar05, CCP\textsuperscript{+15}, LTM\textsuperscript{+14}, MPSGD14, THM\textsuperscript{+11}, WOH\textsuperscript{+13}]. Biomashups [HSRN11]. biomass [HLL\textsuperscript{+15}]. biomass-to-biofuel [HLL\textsuperscript{+15}]. biomedical [GWC\textsuperscript{+11}, YOBS16]. biomedicine [VRSJ15]. biometric [ZQD16]. biometrics [LH14]. bioscience [HCG07]. BioScope [HLL\textsuperscript{+15}]. bipartite [XWX\textsuperscript{+17}]. Birds [PCS\textsuperscript{+12}]. bit [HLO\textsuperscript{+16}]. bit-parallel [HLO\textsuperscript{+16}]. BitTorrent [JJGL13, LNKZ08, TWN07]. BitTorrent-like [TWN07]. black [HW14, BHPS14]. Blacklight [CP\textsuperscript{+14}]. BladeCenter [SLM\textsuperscript{+10}]. blame [BWEB14]. BLAS [Sør13]. BLAST [Kri05, SL14, YHK09]. blind [CLS14, LLQL14]. Blinn [DG11]. Block [Has17, ABV05, KYBV17, LB11, PZZ08, PZZ10, SAD13, TPGC15, TQL\textsuperscript{+14}, MDL\textsuperscript{+10}]. block-structured [LB11]. block-Toeplitz [ABV05]. blockcipher [CMMS17]. Blocking [LGY17, Cho01, ESGQ\textsuperscript{+11}, KYBV17]. blocks [IQOvdG13, Tan12]. blog [LWY\textsuperscript{+17}]. BLOR [LWF\textsuperscript{+15}]. Blue [EMS11, RGL15]. Bluetooth [CNPP09, WCC\textsuperscript{+05}]. Bluetooth-based [CNPP09]. board [ABDO09, ZJS11]. Boas [Kul14]. body [CGK14, GGV14, SSB\textsuperscript{+14}, TL14]. boldly [LS15]. Boltzmann [BFM\textsuperscript{+10}, CGK16, MWLS11, VLJ17]. bone [BCA\textsuperscript{+10}, THM\textsuperscript{+11}]. bones [CSC\textsuperscript{+17}]. bookmarking [God12]. Boosting [ACIC\textsuperscript{+13}]. Border [DT15b]. Bot [SRS16]. botnets [KKS12]. bound [CMMB13, CT11b, Cuz11, FOTW04, GLM\textsuperscript{+16}, GMMT17, MCB14, PSIP16, SBDP15]. bounded [DZ13, LC09, WYZ\textsuperscript{+17}]. bounding [MCB14, YZW\textsuperscript{+15}]. bounds [FMP10, LGFM\textsuperscript{+05}, vRGNP09]. box [XHCL15]. BPEL [Ley06, Slo06, TMF\textsuperscript{+10}]. BPEL4\textsf{WS} [CKNW06]. brain [BDMM\textsuperscript{+05}, EMEY14, PVR\textsuperscript{+09}]. branch [CMMB13, GLM\textsuperscript{+16}, GMMT17, MCB14, PSJM13, SBDP15]. branch-and-bound [CMMB13, GLM\textsuperscript{+16}, GMMT17, MCB14, SBDP15]. Brazil [PS13]. Brazilian [GBMM15]. breaches [Kin04]. Breaking [WWS\textsuperscript{+12}]. BRGP [LZZ\textsuperscript{+17}]. bridge [MMS\textsuperscript{+01}, VDL\textsuperscript{+15}]. Bridging [RSSM06, HMF\textsuperscript{+15}, Hun15, MTHK14]. bring [ADM06]. Broadband [DAC12, RDP10]. broadcast [KHZN06, LL10, MTK16, XZ\textsuperscript{+17}].
China [ZGRSC10, JW10, MZS+10, YQL+15, ZZYW10]. Chinese
[HLX+16, ZQD+17]. chip [GGFPGB14, GA09, LLN+14, MCP+12, MST13,
Pufi13, RS12, SPS17, XLL+15]. chip-multiprocessors [RS12]. chips
[HTHW16, SS04]. Chiron [ODS+13]. choice
[CHZ10, CHZ12, SSMB15, WBM+10]. Cholesky [ZDG+14]. choose
[PLY13]. Choosing [BFU07]. chord [BKHO8, CCG+08]. chord-based
[BKHO8]. Chord-like [CCG+08]. Choreography [Ley06, ZDC15]. chosen
[LZC14]. chosen-ciphertext [LZC14]. chunking [STO17]. churn [WTN07].
CILogon [BFG14]. CIM [DLX+16]. cipher [WYL14]. ciphers [TQL+14].
ciphertext [LFWS15, LZC14, WZC16, WLFX17]. ciphertext-policy
[LFWS15, WZC16]. circuit [AMSR14, CKRO13, MOK04]. circuit-switched
[MOK04]. circuits [AMSR14, GLC+04, Sin10]. citizen [HAV+13]. city
[BKLI09, WKL+11]. Civil [HCBRM16]. clairvoyant [BCM15, dSGD14].
class [God12, HWR03, KHL17b, LLT+14, SRF13]. CLASSe [MML+17].
classes [Bac03, GG09, WMA07]. Classification
[KBE07, DLJ15, God12, HYLG15, HHKA14, LZL+17b, LGQS12, MPS11,
MSM+14, PLZ14, Pla08, QXXZ16, RS16, SN16]. classified [CZL+17].
classifiers [HZL+16, LCM+17]. classroom [GRGP12]. ClearSpeed
[GSB+12]. client [BYN+17, FHH15, PB07a, PRS01]. client-server [PRS01].
clients [MJS+17]. clients [MJS+17]. client-side [FHFI15]. climate
[WJY+16, Zho06, ZBC+07, ZDC+09, ZCD+12]. clinical [KSM+08a, KSM15].
cloaking [KHHC13]. Clock [BH09, JK13]. clocks [TAI+11]. clone
[LKKL16, ZWL+17]. CLORIFI [LKKL16]. closed [BLDW16, LXYC17].
closed-form [BLDW16]. closer [MZW16]. Cloud
[CR13, CPS17, EBMD13, GCC+11, HSHT14, JRH16, LFPP17, LV12,
PPC+15, RCC17, SRAG16, TDL15, VMRB13, WLFX17, ZBE17, AaBT16,
AaBT17, ACC+15, AMBT17a, Air17, AG17, AJY+15, ACG15, AMAB17,
BYN+17, BTCL17, BV16, BCX15, BHD13, BZD16, BXQ17, CSMB15,
CMCA17, CRB+17, CCC+16, CYD+15, CLQ+17, CSL12, CL13, CJZ+15,
CPXL15, CLH+16, CJZZ10, C1Z1b, CKV15, CRV15, DD16, DRS+13, DM15,
DS17, DZL+17b, DZX+16, DCG15, ETR+13, FHO+15, FHH15, FCY17,
FLYL16, FPC15, FTR15, GQH17, GMTP15, GCZ+17, GWVP+14,
HAAWA+16, HPD+15, HHHI16, JIB15, KC15, KB17, KM13, KYM17,
KTB17, KCKC15, KBT+14, KKT13, KSK17, LZZ+17, IWC12, LLCJ14,
L1L15, LUL15, LWG+15, LZY+16, LZW+13, LDXC13, LW13, LQL+15,
LBY+16, LHLH16, LZF17, LRS15, LSMV15, MTGZ17, MWPG17, MS13,
MSST15, MCP+12, MK15a, MTI15, MPVT17, NR17, LYL13, PYK16].
cloak [PRCV16, PRD+13, PT12, QCB17, RHRB13, RB012, RBNG15, dRRdCRR16,
RB17, RLDZ13, RH17, STO17, SBC15, SPJ14, SWP17, SKB+17, SSW+16,
Soo16, SGL+17, SAK+14, SCLK15, TZ16, THF15, TSL15, TLF17, TXZ+17,
TY15, TPV17, VŠC17, WLW11, WL12, WYBS16, WLZ17, WZLQ16,
WZL+17b, WG+11, WSWL12, WNN+15, XRD+17, XBB13, XXX15,
XWH+17, XTB17, YSL+15, YLD13, YXL17, YSC+17, YZCT17, YT15,
[NRW04, TMS+12]. Collaborative
[LF15, AMSS15, ACFT15, BHA+15b, CBHTE11, CH04, Dra15, DR15,
EMB11, LH17, LGD15, MTS15, NAP+07, PBD+15, PML+05, SHG+07,
SAM+17, TZLC15, TSL15, WBHW08, WW08, ZDA+07, SPR+07].
collaboratory [MP02, ZSL+10, vLRF+02]. collapse [CSS14], collecting
[BDL+15]. collection [ANPR16, BCK+09, BML08, HM03, KSN16, TC12].
collection-oriented [YQL+15]. Collections [Tan12]. Collections
[Ano15a, MLY10, MN10, BC16, CLH13, DZC16, FN13, Fox12, MRL16,
RTET15, SSZ13, ZHM+17]. communities
[EMB11, JJGLl13, JWY+17, MRY+16, PFC+09, RWK+02, ZK09].
Community [WD07, vLRF+02, BSC+15, BD1+07, CWYX17, HLF+17,
LZWD+15, SFCAV16, WDW+15, WBB+07]. community-based [HLF+17].
comparing [AKG13]. compact [IHA+15, PZ17]. comparative
[HPVRPF14, LLN+14, NJ15, PBF15, SAOKM04, SBC15, SCBH09].
compare [DHM14, KW01]. compare-and-swap [DHM14]. Comparing
[GSB+12, KF01, KSG+11, LKJ03, SHT+17, NTK08]. Comparison
[GPS+07, LF17, PH12, BB13, Dra15, Fer13, GPW05, KIM+03, KHW05,
KR04, KO06, LCM+17, MKIO04, PGB03, PSHL11, PRS01, RBD17, SM02,
SCR11, SSK11, TMF+10, TZ16, ZKA07]. comparison-based [PSHL11].
comparisons [BKZ+13, CLY16]. compass [RGCC15]. Compatibility
[SM02, IABE11]. Compensation [SE01, TLM17]. competition
[MME13, XTZ10]. competitive [TBK06]. compilation
[AC09, KKK04, MGI17]. Compiler [CCC12b, KL12b, RMCA12, TJF14,
TXY+16, WmV+09, LHC+07, LYL07, MCAB+02, MLP04, RMG+10].
compiler-assisted [RMG+10]. Compilers
[Kni06, TFDA07, GE06, SM02, YTF+01, KB12]. Compiling
completeness [ZX11]. completion [NNK+07]. Complex [BCD+10, BFM+10, BDY02, Cog04, CMD17, DJM12, Kar14a, KSS+17, LHL10, RW10, RH BK11, ZLaA+17]. complexities [MvWvM+17]. complexity [CL14, HZHP09, HK02, OKM10]. compliant [dFMSPSW06, XR D+17]. Component [Ber07, JPWH02, JSS07, SBBE07, Zho06, ALKD16, AKM+06, CGB+06, DGR+07, EJF+16, J LCA07, M ST+05, MB12, PFC14, PCC+15, PB16, SARL13, SVN12, TMR+07, V DPC03, WK07, XWFH08]. Component-based [JPWH02, JSS07, CGB+06, DGR+07, MB12, PCC+15, PB16, SARL13, V DPC03, WK07, XWFH08]. Component-oriented [SBBE07, JLCA07]. Components [JZZL06, AFR09, CGGH17, GBSHA01, KL12a, LSW07, PXY+07, QH10, RE03, RBO+02, S PLO06, SLB08, YBC+07]. composable [YL16]. Composing [EABVGV14]. composite [GYM14, RCKV12, ZLY+13]. composition [DCP+17, EAGVBVS11, KL12a, NPTT06, Pre01, XDL+11, XWD+12, YLD13]. Compositional [DAB09b, MSS16]. compositions [LLX+15a, PPBB14, SGD15]. compound [SAP16]. Comprehensive [BDP+14, JAA08, VSK17, dP06, dMd+17]. compressible [WJLD09]. compression [CMMS17, CS13, LSE+13, UMD+13]. Computation [FH01, TH10, ABDP15, CP14, ETR+13, EJD15, FLMR02, GSV03, HZHP09, LRLY17, LG08, LPA+08, MB16, NRR15, PSCK+15, PXy+07, Riz04, TWB13, W LWX14, WLRX16, WSRM12, ZP07, ZZ14, ZKJ+07, ZZZ+17a, ZZZ+17b, vRKS03, Ano06]. Computational [BA04, DDE+12, HBBH02, Mar05, Qiu11, QFG14, QFT14, RBBH02, TCDMR+17, vds06b, BFM+06, BP D06, CKC09, CCP+15, CD P+17, DBR13, DS07, DMD16, FP02, FS08, KV12, KBG+09, KKWZ15, LMH+14, MP02, MADS+10, MSTR06, MTVF14, MD02, NAP+07, PW12, PSG03, PB07a, PYY02, PCC17, PV15, RCB03, SNH15, Sha15, SR17, TP14, TRH+02, TV14, VDL+15, WGLZ06, YHK09, YLC11, ZSL+10, vHKT+11, vdS06a, GTG11]. computationally [GPV09, RMCN+07]. computations [BCI+09, DIK14, DKJ13, EFY17, GGV14, GDMT+12, GEB17, GS04b, MCP+12, MRS08, NNH+14, NDL17, OCC+05, RMCA12, Rav16, RLMG16, RCA+12, RPRG17, SAP16]. Compute [MDH+16, BAC+15, MÖÖ17, S KHN09, ZWW14]. Computer [BM04, Nel05, SNM15, AKW04, BHJ+16, CPG+16, CPX06, D MW+10, FJG+13, GQ04, LGdVH13, LHC14, LWW15, MCP+12, M002b, NSSAK13, NSSAK16, PSJM13, RGA15, SRM13a, WAD12, ZDC+09]. computer-aided [LGdVH13]. computer/digital [LHC14]. Computers [Kni06, TFDA07, BCM+07, BCC+05, DSO+01, ON01, ON02, PCVZ+04, RV RD10, RMCN+07, RSTV05, RLRG15, SSK11, SS15c, VdSK+05]. Computing [ACF+07, Ano15a, ACD02, Ber07, BRCV16, CR13, CM07b, FZ07, GM10, GPPR17, IBvA+02, JX06, KB12, LV12, MLY10, PHGK10, PW05, RR11, SN06, SCNH07, SFN12, Tho07, VC16, ZHY09, ZQH12, AaBT16, AML+15, AJY+15, ADF+13, Ano06, ATI17, AKM+06, ABG+05,
computing [IHBI5, JRHJ16, JCK13, JPWH02, JK13, KDC15, KBB17, KB17, KM13, KMJ+17, KYM17, KSM+08a, KKT13, Kri05, LGLA15, LBV16, LWC12, LLLJ14, LL15, LSS15, LDXC13, LLH+15, LQ+15, LBY+16, LBF17, LAL02, LMOT10, MTGZ17, MIJH16, MAS16, MS17a, MB12, MK15a, MDH+16, MM17, MSB17, MJD15, MM10, MZK16, MGR02, NR17, NNK+07, NC05, NJ05, OISS07, PW12, PYKL16, PRD+13, PIAH12, PC14, PRG+14, PK17, PT12, QZDJ16, QLL10, RRB11, RHRB13, RVD+12, RBP12, RBNG15, RSSM06, RHZ+17, RCA+12, RBB+09, RB17, RLC16, RCLSK16, SRS16, SM04, SL10, SG16, SBC15, ISSC17, SSRG16, SFH13, S0016, SRL+14, SWHL16, SS07, SAM+17, TTD+11, TZ16, TKZQ17, TWSM05, TTL05, TTPJ16, TY15, VD05, WLL16, WO04, WBS16, WYZ+17, WLZ17, WZLQ16, WS+12, XCL09, XFW15, XALC15, XLYL17].

computing [XBB13, XXX15, XBM14, XWH+17, XTB17, YCL11, YDB+13, YBX+17, YLEB14, ZBE17, ZH08, ZZ16, ZZC+17, ZQ+17, DYM17, ZYH12, ZZ17, ZXXN06, ZWW14, ZJS11, dAAVS12, dMD17, BM12, GJ17, SANB08, WLL03a, WLL03b]. computing-based [MS17a]. conception [PBD+15]. Concepts [DMW+10, SP16, Sch04].

Concurrency [ANO06, FH01, HIO10, BVGVEA11, BMS+09, BT04, CAC+08, CM02, FR02, HL06, H0a10, LSW07, TRW07, WJH06, dCMH12].

Concurrent [AGFL09, BHM+12, BH05, SW09, Tan12, AKG13, ACGG06, ABS16, BL04, CL10, CGIP16, DZM+15, GM04, IR11, JK10, Kar14a, Kar14b, KIM+03, Kuh14, LPSF11, LDPZ14, LSW07, MKIO04, MISV13, MS05, MCC16, NRR15, RCKV12, SSZ14, WZZ13, WOC04, WO14, WL11b].

Condensed [BKI+11]. condition [IR11, SWL17]. conditional [FBS16, SKB+17]. conditions [LBDS15, LFG05, SWH08]. condor [LTM+14, TTL05]. Conference [AF14, FZ08, WDM14, CL13, DR15, GWD15, PDD14, PCC17, WDGG15, WTT15, Fox01, Fox05]. confidentiality [XBW+15]. Configurable [SRF13, CGB+06, GKPT13, WZ04, YDL09].

configuration [AMVOSGAC17, CKRO13, GBSHA01, KKT1L13, KAM11]. configurations [PTL+16]. configured [STWS12]. Configuring [ERZ+11].

Cooperation [Ano02, PRT09, KOOB15, MZW+16].
Cooperative [GCL08, HK07, HJTX17, IOOH12, JX06, QLS13, SK17, Bou06, CPB07, CWL03, DA15, FXX16, KIM+03, KKS12, MKIO04, SE01, WLLL16, WBJZ10, XZH+17]. coopetition [CDH+15]. Coordinated [NB12, YZR14, Sod05]. Coordinating [CCT15, OM06b, BHBD13, CW11b, LLYL16, MZ06, OM06a, SNB+01, TCH+13].

Coprocessor [DWC+15]. copying [GE06, HM03]. CORBA [BMV03, DPP03, MMSN01, NDP05, OSK01, PvLV02, SNB01]. Core [ZQH12, AYN14, ART14, AMTM17, ABC+15, AAW+02, ACCM17, BGGL07, BHBD13, BUVS10, BRCV16, CLH+11, CZH16, CZL+17, CS17, CZL2, CLRB15, DLZ16, ELM+16, GLM+16, HTHW16, HKAC14, HvNJB15, HFR+17, IZXM09, KSG11, LGLA15, LL16a, LQL+09, MGBC16, MCP+12, MM17, MSB17, OAS+15, PZ11, RMP+13a, RLMG16, RHBK11, SPW09, SPQ+17, STL+15, SEF+14, TYL+15, VDL+15, WJYH16, XZ09, ZYH09, ZYH12, ZZL17a]. cores [BKSM15, DXZ+16, GPPR17, HT15, QZQ+16]. Correct [CT16]. correction [LLZ17, ZYLT06]. correctness [ASS08].


Cross-domain [GRSB09, LPG+14]. cross-Grid [ET09].
Cross-layer [WRLS12, HKA+15]. Cross-organization [ZBC+07].
cross-platform [MD02]. cross-realm [XZJ11]. crossbars [LLN+14].
cross [WLQL16]. crossing [CZQ17]. crowdsensing [SWLJ17].
crowdsourcing [LYF+17, WJM17, XZH+16]. crowdturfing [LNBL17].
Crunching [GTL06]. crypto [CLH+11].
crypto-core [CLH+11]. cryptanalysis [WYL14].
crypto-core [CLH+11]. cryptographically [HJM+11].
cryptography [BOB13, BBB16, NLYZ12].
cryptography-based [BOB13]. crystalline [XBB13]. CSC [LXP+12].
CSE2015 [PCC17]. CSFS [HYX05]. CSP [MS10]. CTL [BCCM16].
Cube [EJD15, WLQL16, AS15]. cubic [PMAL14]. CUDA [BY12, CLYC16, DCD+14, ER12, FJZ+14, GWVP+14, HP11, HLO+16,
KVGH11, KPS14, MMO+16, PSHL11, TNIB17, ZZZ+15]. CUDA-quicksort [MMO+16].
Cultural [PCJ17, GIL17, PC17a]. cumulative [CH04]. curbing [LNBL17].
currency [DCJ14]. Current [TFDA07, Dik07, EDB+14, GKSR14, HFR+17, MG09a].
curve [BBB16, LBH07]. customer [JZL15]. customized [CSMB15].
cyber-infrastructure [WWL+15]. cyber-physical [GOLL17].
cyberGIS [HLL+15, LPW15, PWC+14]. cyberinfrastructure [BFG14, CW07,
HLL+15, IUCH+17, THM+11b, LLD15, MyWvM+17, PRC+14].
cyberinfrastructure-based [HLL+15]. cyberinfrastructures [MRJ+14, PSC+17].
cybersecurity [GQH17]. cyberspace [LNG+16, LNBL17]. cycle [KD10, NQL+17].
cycle-scavenging [KD10]. cyclic [RS12]. cycling [CGW13]. cyclotomic [CL14].
Cyclotron [KD10].

D [CCW06, OLG+15, RWK17, VDL+15, ACIC+13, DCG11, EMEY14,
KSM+08a, MBP16, MCY+07, MJL01, PSLC11, PDC16, PSCK+15, TTR+10,
YBC+07, ZLKK17]. D3 [JKL+17]. DAC [HPD+15, ABFL17]. DAC-Hmm
[HPD+15]. DAG [RRR15]. DAG-schedules [RRR15]. DAI
[AKK+07, AAB+05]. daily [MAVG16]. DALP [LWYM16]. damage
[ZYL10]. DARPA [SAC+10]. DART [DPK10]. DartGrid [CWMZ06].
Data
[ABB+15, CLT+16, EPB14, GS04b, GPZ04, HYQ17, KPS14, Lan17, LY14,
MLS+15, MP04, PB07b, PK08, PS13, AaBT17, AKK+07, AHB+10, ANP16,
AC08, APHB16, ADM06, AMAB17, BC16, BDG08, BCTB16, BCF12, BM16,
BB12, BB04, BV11, BKZ+13, BZDr+10, BSZ09, BHA+15b, BMPP17,
BDMM+05, CMCAA17, CEH+06, CRB+17, CV07, CYD+15, CBHTE11,
CY15, CT12, CSS10, CLH+16, CBQ+11, CFV+08, CT11b, CCP+15,
CTAB16, Cuz11, CS13, DCG11, DFLNP07, DLX+16, DGW16, DIK14,
DCY+08, DGL+12, DPK10, DZJ+15, DDF+17, DM15, DZC16, DS17, DL17,
DMX+17, DS15, DYW16, DA15, ESG17, EJD15, EJD17, FVLS15, FAB+07,
GLM+16, GD07, GvDHS12, GTO16, GKP+09, HMF15, HVM+15, HKA+15,
HAAWA+16, HZHP09, HWQ+16, HAJL16, HCG07, HWZ+15, HLB10, HAVi13, IÁEi11, IÁBEi11, JCP15, JLQ+17, JFI+08, JKL+17, JZL14, JZL15. 

Data [KTBI17, KMJ14, KOOB15, KKL06, KCZ+05, KB13, LSE+13, LSS05, LL10, LTL+17, LPH09, LLL14, LWF+15, LLC+15a, LWL15, LZY+16, LGY17, LRLY17, LFWS15, LGL+16, LLYL16, LL16c, LWLZ11, LFW15, LBY+16, LHLH16, LXW17, LHH+17, LMOT10, LPG+14, LLL16, LGD15, MWL+13, MMW16, MY17, Ma105, MTT15, MRS03, MISV13, MCB14, MCXP15, MGM+08, MWHW16, MSM+14, MLVW12, NCD+08, NDT+16, OOTK01, OHJ13, Pa108, PDY14, PHCR09, PC17b, PPGK16, PdCMsdS+12, PS07, PXY+07, PRU14, QXXZ16, QWW+16, QZY16, RK502, RZL15, RJ01, RLC16, SK04, SGD15, SdA+16, SBJ+15, SdOVM16, SRAG16, SMBT07, SKA+14, SCV+08, SWZ12, TZK16, TTV08, TJ17b, TJ17a, TRLC15, TCDMR+17, TC12, UMD+13, VSI17, VB106, WWS+12, WLW11, WSL15, WZS+16, WYBS16, WYZ+17, WMC17, WBC+02, WZL+17b, XCHK14, XPS+15, XAK16, XSMZ16, XER16, XZH+17]. Data-aware [XBB13, XXX15, XGXH15, XAK16, XSMZ16, XER16, XZH+17]. Data-driven [LY14, KCZ+05, SRAG16, TCDMR+17]. Data-intensive [CTAB16, HAAWA+16, JKL+17, MWL+13, WSL15, WQS+16, YR15, ZWL+15, ZWF+06]. Data-operation [LWLZ11]. Data-oriented [QZY16]. Data-parallel [BB04, GvDHS12, LPH09]. Data-related [LLL16]. Data-rich [LPW15]. Data-sharing [ZZ15]. Database [AAB+05, CWMZ06, CNG13, HnLGP03, LLB04, LLWS09, LW13, RPK08, dFMSPSW06, WLDL08].

Databases [GMF01, BGM03, GR13, OCS01, Ral16, SC07b, SW12, WDL10].

[MAS+14]. desk [HFF07]. desktop
[GKG+04, LJHL10, TAB+06, THF15, WJ09, ACJ10, LWY+16]. Detailed
[SLGL16]. Detect [MRY+16]. Detecting
[MAdS+10, WWL+17b, ZT09, HPD+15, LCH+06]. Detection
[AMSS15, SLZ12, VYL+17b, BTCB16, BMPP17, CRB+17, CCCC06,
CYD+15, DLJ15, DDF+17, FRKS12, GF07, HDDG09, JLQ+17, JKV+15,
LLL15, LWT+16, LGQ+17, LZZ17, LGQS12, LZeC+02, MPVT17, PFC14,
PDC17, RS07, RS16, RLDZ13, RG17, VRDTB+16, WL11a, WZJD13,
WBC+17, ZBZ+15, ZLC+17]. detections [Qi17]. detector
[JKV+15, YDL09]. determination [MJL01]. determining
[FOTW04, Riz04]. Deterministic [CDA09, BB12, SSMB15]. Developing
[RHZ+17, SRTG+07, YAA07, LLT+14, SMY+15]. Development
[FBH+01, KSN16, KHZ+15, MMKB04, MTVF14, NOv02, SFLS04, YLEB14,
BR10, DCY+08, DFCF08, FÄBE11, FPC15, HCC+15, KA11, LGD15,
MO02a, MGR02, PGP+10, PSL11, SKK01, VFA17, VSB+15, vLRF+02].
developments [DDF+15, SFT15]. deviations [RVRD10]. Device
[BAZ09]. DFA [TJD+17]. dHPF [MCAB+02]. DHT [ZFJ16].
DHT-based [ZJF16]. DHTs [CCG+08, ZLLL11].
diabetic [ZBZ+15]. diagnosis [CMW02, DFH10, LM07, XJZ13]. diagnostic
[MMKB04]. diagnostics [ROA+07]. diagonal [XLL+15]. diagrams
[WCR+14]. dialect [Bac03]. difference [OFR+17, PSCK+15]. differenting
[MWHW16, PH12]. different
[Boe12, GMRVGS15, GC+17, MLS+12, RVVPD+17, WMA07]. differential
[BJ01, PS07, PIAH12, RLVRGA14, TKB09, TCSBMG17, WYL14].
derifferentiated [YESG+17]. differentiation [vdKEL10, WYY+13]. Diffie
[LZC14]. diffusion [ZLa+17]. Digging [DPS16]. digital
[ASS08, CL01, DLM13, KHF+17, LsCY17, TGS14, VYK+10]. digitized
[DKMM14]. dilatational [HTR10]. dimension [CBQ+11]. dimensional
[CWYX17, GSB+12, HLCW15, JQL+15, JN03, JdM12, KOOB15, MMW16,
MJJ17, MABP13, Ogi02, SWZ12, TBK06, WCh+07, ZM13, ZH+13].
Dimensions [AvdADtH09, HP11]. Direct [AV07, BdL06, PGL+17, WJ09].
directed [AS17]. directions [PMG+15]. directive [NO02]. directive/MPi
[NO02]. directory [JCP15]. DISCOVER [MMP01]. Discovering
[GD07, GBXL17, SKA+14]. Discovery [KKW+14, LHYX08, AMRW06,
BM16, CTTT13, GZ+16, GFG+09, GWVP+14, HVM+15, LKKL16,
LDXC13, LAM+09, LLX15b, MLS+15, MTHK14, ORDG15, RCB+04,
RCXS09, RSTV07, SG07, WGG+07, ZSS15, SG07]. discrete
[FSB16, MQQOH01, SP16, SHP14]. discrete-time [MQQOH01].
discrimination [GPVcBR02, XLMH14]. DisCSP [PP17]. disease
[Riz04]. disjunctively [QW17]. disk [WCH+07, WTL+16, YYS15, ZBB+15].
disk-resident [WCh+07]. disks [DXZ+16]. Dispatching [CKSC10].
dissemination [BLSP11, LWF+15, MWPX17, MLRR09, PF12, RSPV17, WZS+15].
disseminative [SW11]. Distance [YZW+15, BOF15, CMD17, ZGS17].
distance-based [CMD17]. Distance-bounding [YZW+15]. distinguished [EMB11]. Distributed [RTPPH12].
Distance-bounding [YZW+15].

distributed [JKL+17, JSPE15, JZL15, KSN16, KAL07, Kes04, KTB17, KHM+11b, KG14, KO06, KHZ+15, LL15, LWT+16, LWL17, LRY17, Lia16, LZC09, LLa08, LBDS15, LMOT10, MvWvM+17, MST+05, MZ06, MMBP12, MLC04, MJ11, MFF04, MPSGD14, MRH14, MA15, MVML11, MP03, MLD+10, Nol16a, OSK+01, OHJ13, OAS+15, OM06a, PCVZ+04, PF14, PRS16, FVR+09, PWMX16, PWMX17, PAM+15, PSC+17, PQP+13, RBO+02, Rav16, RS11, RGCC15, RHD+16, RM11, RO12a, RSTV05, RMCHMG15, SBJ14, SK08, SFLS04, SLV12, SRM13a, SFCAV16, SG16, SARL13, SFT+15, SLM05, SAM+17, SHP14, SS15c, TTV08, TTL06, TCH+13, TBK+15, VGL16, VT15, WGLZ06, WJYH16, WZLQ16, WW08, WTN07, XCHY13, XPWF15, XL+17, WX13, XZL17, XLYL17, XLL+12, YDL09, YLJZ13, ZLKK17, ZQZ+16, ZW17, ZKR+07, ZZ17, dSGD14, vHMB08, vLDW11, TM101].
distributed-shared [BDV02]. Distributing [MT08]. Distribution [BD04, HMPPT13, MP04, QKSJ07, CCC+16, LLLyL16, LNKZ08, LFX+08, MLG15, MAS+14, MSG10, NPTT06, NTK08, PF12, QWW+16, RK802, RTPPH12, SGCCI09, XGXI15, YWL+17a, YHHS16, YF13]. distributions [SRM+15]. divergence [CMMB13, DBH+17]. divergences [CSPM13].
diverse [HMM+09, VRJS15]. Divide [ZLT+16, CCW06, NDL17, YA04]. Divide-and-conquer [ZLT+16, CCW06, NDL17]. divider [LCM12].


DVMS [QLS13]. DWT [ZZZ+15]. Dynamic [ALVY05, AMAB17, DLJ15, FT06, GBSHA01, KTR11, KKL09, KSC12, MRS03, NPTT06, NCD+08, NQL+17, PYKL16, PSJM13, RPKV08, SPJ14, SHC+16, VCP16, VGN+16, WZL+17b, YYW+10, BB12, BB15, BDF15, CK13, CY07, CYWXY17, CJZZ10, DSO+01, DZJ+15, DKJ13, FÁBE11, GYB+11, GLMT15, GD07, GD08, GPW03, IÁBE11, JOC+15, KJL+17, KJS+15, KR04, KYBV17, KaH4, LOKW+10, LK03, LJJ+17, LSMVLM15, MZ06, DMR55, NSB07, NSN+17, RHRB13, RCA+12, SKK02, Sod05, STL+15, TMS+12, WRDZ13, XCL09, XBS13, XBR10, LYYL17, XWH+17, YL01, ZP06, ZEB10, ZZY+15].

dynamic-memory [GYB+11]. dynamical [GQ04]. Dynamically [KL02, And13, GGFPGB14, HLYD12, Li04, SWH08, WCL+10].

dynamics [AaBT16, AHP+13, BDW14, CAG+13, CDP17, GKS09, KF11, LGGL16a, RCB03, TCP+05, VCV13, WJLD09, XTZ10, ZNT+16].
dynamics-based [AaBT16].
e-Science [DMM+07, GBB+15, HF05, WAS07, WC08, Xu08, KA11, LFH+08b, BD08, CCK+17, FGP+11, PME+08, RLS+09, SM11, SBP12, SGV12, VBW06, WHW10, YDB+13]. e-services [Hus15]. E2 [WYL14].
eager [NC05]. EAP [HZC+14]. EAP-based [HZC+14]. Early [SMY+15, OKW15, SC07b]. earth [Nak02, TKA+02, TMAG03, AFRO9, KHW05, Ogio2, PXY+07, VGL06, Zho06, ZBC+07].

Earthquake [Aku02, ZSL+10, FKP+02, HTR10, ISS+02, JW10, MHR14, OKM10, PWW10, SNK+15, TRH+02, TTR+10, YLEB14, YZ10, ZGRS01, ZMJZ10].


ecosystem [HFTQ13, SAM+17]. ecosystems [LFTQ15]. ECperf [BG04].
EDA [LWK15]. edge [DED07]. editing [VYK+10]. Editor [ZQH12].
Editorial [AF14, BL17, BG14, BL13a, BXQ17, CR13, CL13, Din09, DS17, DKJ13, DKJ16, EN09, ESG17, FN13, FH01, Fox10, HYQ17, Lee09, LBT17, LBS17, LWW17, Li17, LNBL17, MHJH16, MP SGD14, PCJ17, Pie08, PDD14, PC17b, QD17, RHJ13, RS13, SRM13a, SG16, SFH13, SNM15, TP14, WR17, WDM14, WDGK15, XCHK14, XCHY13, XPWF15, XADLC15, XBM14, ZBE17, ZZ17, LS14, McE10].
education [Air17, AMRT14, LMH+14, LPW15]. EEG [KOOB15]. Effect [SC07a, BGGS14, CAC+08, KNT+01, KKGO04, TV14]. Effective [EBGS01, WO02, CM05, CCC12b, CS13, ESGQ+11, JK10, LSE+13, MSP+13, MXP15, MA15, SS17a, YBX+17, ZLN+13]. effectiveness [CRB+17, CTY15, Eng15, KAL07, LDa08]. effects [BDW14, ZZYW10].
edicacy [LWW06]. Efficiency [PDD14, dAGC11, GAO9, GCPs+14, GVP+14, QXS+17, SSZ13, TY15, Tru15, WR17, WCLH12, WTL+16, XL+15, XL17]. Efficient [AD02, ANPR16, BBO2, CCW04, CLF+17, CGN15, DVL13, DZC16, GKS+07, GP07, HZC+14, HWQ+16, HC07, HLO+16, LLKO8, LST12, LDZ14b, LDZ+15, LRLY17, LAM+09, PZ11, RLDZ13, STO17, SZR16, WYZ12, WLLL16, WHXZL15, XBS13, YCW08, ZLLL11, ZSL+15, ZYW+16, ACGG06, AZF+12, AMAB17, BD08, BF07, BG14, BB12, BB15, BAVM11, BT04, CLH+11, CLH13, CGKW13, CS16, CS13, DCJ12, DRS+13, DPP03, DMM14, EA12, FLL+14, FIO15, zGWXT09, GTFA13, Gog11, HKA+11, HCKF15, JL06, JZL14, JWZ13, Kar16, KB17, KKWZ15, KVGH11, KKL06, KHKV17, LLRS03, LLLJ14, LDPZ14, LWF+15, LLL15, LCT16, LZZ+17b, LYY+17, MST13, OGA+01, PPP10, PS07, RMP13b, SRS16, SRM+15, SER15, SK04, Sha15, SHST13, SGV12, SYMA17, TJD+17, WBJ10, WZ16, WSWL12, XR+17, XJJ13, XGH15, XY17, YBO10, YLLZ09, YYYC10, YF13, XZ16, XZ16a, ZYB15, ZY12, ZLL13]. efficient [ZSZ+14, ZZ15, ZQS+16, ZH15, ZZZ15, ZHZ+13, ZF16, ZHGX16, ZGX+11, vNMW+05]. efficiently [ZYH12]. eigenproblem [PV04]. eigensolver [AYN+14, BWD15, RR11]. eigenvalue [BWD15, BI+11, GSV03, GKK09, YDS+14]. Elastic
Elastic [MDH+16, MVML11, PB16, GYP+16, LDCX13, MWPL15]. elasticity [dRRdCRR16]. elastohydrodynamic [GB07]. electric [CAC15].
electromagnetic [AML+15, XM17]. electromagnetics [PSG03]. Electron
[CR+15b, GSB+12]. electronic [CKRO13, GGFPGB14, RGL+15, SGL+17]. electrophysiology [KSM08a]. electrostatic [VDL+15]. element
[BJ01, BCA⁺¹⁰, CC13, CSTV06, GGR⁺¹⁰, HKB07, JN03, LHBW15, MO02a, OA02, QH10, XM02]. element-by-element [OA02]. elements [BHPS14, TGB⁺¹⁰]. elevation [DLM13]. elicitation [RBDI17]. Elimination [LGFM05, AM01, DDF⁺¹⁵, FED03, LWW06, Tan12, TLX⁺¹⁷]. elliptic [BJ01, BBB16, DVD⁺¹²]. Embedded [Fox17, HTW14, MJHJ16, VKi2, Bri16, HXY⁺¹², KHZ⁺¹⁵, MSp⁺¹³, MOO17, RHT13, STWSP12, VH12, WST⁺¹⁷, XCHY13, YWW⁺¹⁰]. embedding [Li04, TJ17b, WLP⁺¹⁷]. embodiment [Fox17, HTW14, MHH16, VK12, Bri16, HXY12, KHZ15, MSP⁺¹³, MOO17, RHT13, STWSP12, VH12, WST⁺¹⁷, XCH13, YWW⁺¹⁰]. Embedding [BJ01, BBB16, DVD⁺¹²]. Emde [Kul14]. emergency [MSST15, RHS17, XZH⁺¹⁶]. emergent [GGR⁺¹⁰]. Emerging [Ang07, CY15, CS06, ZYH09, GLL16, WAD12, Qiu11, QFG14, QFT14]. Emmerald [AB01]. eMOLST [vLDW11]. empathy [HCBRM16]. Empirical [AHH14, Bok12, CHZ10, GGV14, LH17]. employing [HON04, TLX⁺¹⁷]. emulated [VRDTB⁺¹⁶]. emulation [NR08]. Enable [Air17, ADM06, BM10, BBGA03, KKL09, TMS⁺¹²]. enabled [DFLNP07, ETR⁺¹⁵, FMM08, GHB⁺⁰⁶, HYX05, LAC⁺⁰⁸, ORdSL13, PXY⁺⁰⁷, RSTV07, SGV12, WBD⁺⁰³, ZYLT06]. enables [CDH⁺¹⁵]. Enabling [ACC⁺¹⁵, BDI⁺⁰⁷, CPS⁺¹⁴, DPK⁺¹⁰, DDF⁺¹⁷, DZL⁺¹⁷a, LLLJ14, PF12, PML⁺⁰⁵, SPNS⁺⁰⁷, BR04, DR15, FPR⁺⁰⁵, LPW15, RMCA12, dRRdCRR16]. enactment [OKP16]. encoding [BSZ09, DXG13]. encrypted [LZY⁺¹⁶, LW13]. encryption [BZD16, CLH⁺¹⁶, CMMS17, CZ15b, LFZ⁺¹⁷, LFWS15, LZC14, LJW⁺¹⁷, MMS17, MML⁺¹⁶, SKB⁺¹⁷, WZC16, WLFX17, XXC14, XXX⁺¹⁵, YZCT17]. end [CK13, GM10, JK13, LGL⁺¹⁷, TMZ07, WL02, ZKJ⁺⁰⁷]. end-host [TMZ07]. end-to-end [CK13]. Energy [AZF⁺¹², ANK⁺¹⁷, CFTT17, JZW13, Kar16, KHM⁺¹¹b, KKWZ15, LDPZ14, LZL⁺¹⁷b, MABP13, PRV11, RWS17, SRS16, Sh15, SHST13, SYMA17, XGH15, YBO10, ZJL13, ALZ11, AAC⁺¹⁵, ADI⁺¹⁴, ADMQ04, ADSV16, AHH⁺¹⁵, AMAB13, ABDR13, BG14, BB12, BB15, CGST17, CAC15, CLS14, CLH13, CGKW13, CSB⁺¹⁶, DXM⁺¹⁷, FMT16, GTFA13, GMVRG15, GA09, GCP⁺¹⁴, GVP⁺¹⁴, HKA⁺¹⁵, JZL14, KC15, KBB17, KTB17, LYS16, MS13, MAYG16, MST13, MCC16, NSSAK13, NSSAK16, PLL14, PTL⁺¹⁶, PLL17, QSX⁺¹⁷, RR15, RMCN⁺⁰⁷, dRRdCRR16, RGB⁺¹⁵, SNPE14, SPQ⁺¹⁷, SSZ13, TY15, Tr15, WBZ10, WCZX16, XRD⁺¹⁷, XXL17, ZY12, ZQD⁺¹⁷, ZH15, ZGL07, PDD14]. Energy-aware [CFTT17, PRV11, RWS17, CGST17, DXM⁺¹⁷, JZL14, KC15, LYS16, MS13, RGB⁺¹⁵]. Energy-efficient [JZW13, Kar16, LDPZ14, LZL⁺¹⁷b, SRS16, SHST13, SYMA17, XGH15, ZJL13, BG14, BB15, CLH13, CGKW13, GTFA13, HKA⁺¹⁵, KBB17, MST13, WBZ10, XRD⁺¹⁷, ZY12, ZH15]. ENES [VGL06]. enforcement [Dam11, EBMD13]. enforcing [MLL⁺¹¹]. engagement [XLY⁺¹⁶]. engine [CEM⁺⁰⁸, Kar14a, KSS⁺¹⁷, MG17, MMS⁺⁰¹, ODS⁺¹³, PPBB14, RDP10, SGJ⁺¹⁷, VJK13, WJP14, DAC12]. Engineering [AF14, MP02, BHJ⁺¹⁶, HPS05, HY12, JCK⁺¹³, LSS05, LBFS17, LM07,
LHBW15, MHRI14, PCC17, SRAG16, TQL+14, XLY+16, YLEB14. 
engineering-level [XLY+16]. engines [WZ04, WZ16, XLYX11b]. enhance 
[dAGC11, Jon09, LW06, MJ17]. Enhanced 
[AMBT17a, BTDtS13, DXWD16, FE17, FTT15, HFR+17, KABD07, 
LLC+15b, MRS+10, PZZ08, PZZ10, PLZ14, WO14, XL17, YHJ+14]. 
enhancement [DXM+17, PBD+15, PJW16]. 
enhancements [AM07, AKK+07]. Enhancing [ADI+14, JCJ17, mLGP03, DWC09]. enough 
[PLR+14]. ensemble [BY12, QXXZ16, ZKJ+07]. ensuring [SGL+17]. ENT 
[IUCH+17]. enterprise [DZL+17b, KD10, KM13, SLD+12, LR05, YAA07]. 
enhancement [DXM+17, PBD+15, PJW16]. 
enhancements [AM07, AKK+07]. Enhancing [ADI+14, JCJ17, mLGP03, DWC09]. enough 
[PLR+14]. ensemble [BY12, QXXZ16, ZKJ+07]. ensuring [SGL+17]. ENT 
[IUCH+17]. enterprise [DZL+17b, KD10, KM13, SLD+12, LR05, YAA07].
Euro-Par [BL09a, BL09b, BL11a, BL11b, BL13b, BL13a, LBW14, LBS15, LBT16, LBT17, Wis02].

Evaluation [AJY15, CTY15, FVLS15, MOF15, OSK01, TKHA13, VSR09, VdSK05, GMVRS15, KKV13, MRS09, Rua15]. Evaluations [TMP16].

Event [XXY16, CWZL13, FP02, FBS16, GCN09, Kar14a, KW11, LWT16, LLX15b, SWD17, SHP14, VEJD17, WK12, WCLC13, YP10, ZtC15, ZFT08].

Example [EFY17, HZL16]. Examples [EFY17, HZL16].

Experience [ANO06, BW05, SNB01, TH01, BCC05, CHP07, GTL06, KBH15b, LRS15, MKB01, RSC15, TTL05, TDM02, WWG11, WJLD09, FH01]. Experiences [AHK15, BGV15, DFJ14, FIO15, GRS06, HWY17, RGAK15, WOH13, ZPG10].

Evaluating [AJY15, CTY15, FVLS15, MOF15, OSK01, TKHA13, VSR09, VdSK05, GMVRS15, KKV13, MRS09, Rua15]. Evaluation [CGST17, dCPD13, MN10, SGJ17, XZH16]. Everywhere [AJM12], evidence [TLWZ14, ZW09].

Evidence [ZW09]. evidence-based [SWD17, YP10, ZFT08]. event-based [SWD17, YP10, ZFT08].

evaluation [MPVT17]. evasion [MPVT17].

Evolutionary [ZQLZ12, ADD05, CMVRRVGI17, CQXW14, CLW15, DST11, JC07, LC09, LF17]. Evolvable [HXY12]. evolving [ER12, FNBS16, Li04, QXXZ16].

Execution [SAP16, AHM06, AAM09, BPB08, CMB06, CCP15, DRS13, EJ15, FABE11, FOTW04, FM08, HPS12, KWL04, LM08, LPS09, LCT16, LF17, LY14, MYDM06, PPBB14, QLD11, RC09, RMCHMG15, TSK16, TN1B17, TBK15, XLZD13, dOOO12]. executions [NB12, dSGD14]. executables [RS12]. exemplars [KB13]. exercise [GPS07]. exhaustive [KHF17]. exhibits [WST17]. Existing [BDT01].

ExStencils [KHVK17]. exception [QLD11, TCBR10, WFHT17]. exchange [AR16, AKG13, DCJ14, FIO15, FBS16, GVK12, LVN12, LBY16, PSC17, QMK12]. exchanged [QLLS15]. Exchanges [AS15].

Evaluation [AJY15, CTY15, FVLS15, MOF15, OSK01, TKHA13, VSR09, VdSK05, GMVRS15, KKV13, MRS09, Rua15]. Evaluations [TMP16].

Event [XXY16, CWZL13, FP02, FBS16, GCN09, Kar14a, KW11, LWT16, LLX15b, SWD17, SHP14, VEJD17, WK12, WCLC13, YP10, ZtC15, ZFT08].

Example [EFY17, HZL16]. Examples [EFY17, HZL16].

Experience [ANO06, BW05, SNB01, TH01, BCC05, CHP07, GTL06, KBH15b, LRS15, MKB01, RSC15, TTL05, TDM02, WWG11, WJLD09, FH01]. Experiences [AHK15, BGV15, DFJ14, FIO15, GRS06, HWY17, RGAK15, WOH13, ZPG10].

Evaluating [AJY15, CTY15, FVLS15, MOF15, OSK01, TKHA13, VSR09, VdSK05, GMVRS15, KKV13, MRS09, Rua15]. Evaluation [CGST17, dCPD13, MN10, SGJ17, XZH16]. Everywhere [AJM12], evidence [TLWZ14, ZW09].

Evidence [ZW09]. evidence-based [SWD17, YP10, ZFT08]. event-based [SWD17, YP10, ZFT08].

Evaluation [OTG07]. EuroPar [CM07b]. Evaluation [BL09a, BL09b, BL11a, BL11b, BL13b, BL13a, LBW14, LBS15, LBT16, LBT17, Wis02].

Evaluation [BL09a, BL09b, BL11a, BL11b, BL13b, BL13a, LBW14, LBS15, LBT16, LBT17, Wis02].

Evaluation [BL09a, BL09b, BL11a, BL11b, BL13b, BL13a, LBW14, LBS15, LBT16, LBT17, Wis02].

Evaluation [BL09a, BL09b, BL11a, BL11b, BL13b, BL13a, LBW14, LBS15, LBT16, LBT17, Wis02].
Exploration [FTT15, ABDP15, BYN+17, KAP13, PDY14, PL15, WBC+17].
Exploration/exploitation [FTT15]. explorations [JCVU15]. exploratory [HSRN11, XYER16].
Exploring [BS10, CSL12, CS17, DZJ+15, HTHW16, LNKZ08, SZA08, ZYH09, ZYH12, YBZ15].
ExPregel [SNH15]. expression [KHL+17a]. expressiveness [YS07]. expressivity [KS04].
Extended [DPS16, LXW17, SSZ14, AS15]. Extending [BVGVEA11, BEQOR17, BDB+13, FTR15, FMMD13].
extensibility [Slo06]. extensible [CS15, DLZ16, RHD+16]. extension [DIK14, HKRR08, SCV+08, ZG04].
extensions [ANTZ09, BDT01, ISKvW02, Pac16, SIOS02, ZZ14, vRKS03]. Extract [CSBL12, MGM+08].
extracting [CSBL12, MGM+08]. extractions [BTCB16, DCG11, DPK10, HLO+16, LFX+08, RVVPD+17, TJ17a, WYZ12].
extrapolation [CH04, KRS11].
Extreme [BCA+10, BBB+14, DZJ+15, EN16, RLRG15, TLX+17, WQS+16].
extricate [CN15]. Extractions [LWZ+17]. Extracting [CSBL12, MGM+08]. extraction [BTCB16, DCG11, DPK10, HLO+16, LFX+08, RVVPD+17, TJ17a, WYZ12].
extraneous [CZL+17].
[AHB\textsuperscript{+}10]. fly [PS07]. flying [SK17]. FMIPv6 [WCLH12]. FMM [ABC\textsuperscript{+}16, MRH14]. focus [AHH14]. focused [DH13, PZZ08, PZZ10]. fog [YBX\textsuperscript{+}17, SWHL16]. folded [QLLS15]. Folders [Ros06]. folding [NCWD\textsuperscript{+}04, TTD\textsuperscript{+}05]. folksonomy [FBYO12]. follow [PBD\textsuperscript{+}15, PdCMdS\textsuperscript{+}12]. follow-up [PBD\textsuperscript{+}15, PdCMdS\textsuperscript{+}12]. following [LJPP16]. food [MKX\textsuperscript{+}15]. footprint [DS15, SZR16]. forecast [ABC\textsuperscript{+}08a, VCW13, ZZYW10]. forecasting [HHKA14, TTR\textsuperscript{+}10]. foreign [DCJ14]. Forensic [CMCAA17, RCC17]. forensic-by-design [RCC17]. foresight [WKL\textsuperscript{+}11]. forest [ACCM17]. Foreword [BL17, PCC17, WR17, ZZ17, KKT13]. fork [RR15]. fork-join-based [RR15]. form [BLDW16]. Formal [KAP13, Aia15, BAZ09, EL01, QLF\textsuperscript{+}06, WXXC14]. formalisms [WGP\textsuperscript{+}15]. formalized [XBZ10]. Formation [CG10, BCdlCT06, HAAWA\textsuperscript{+}16]. forms [BIK\textsuperscript{+}11, GKK09, ZXW16b]. formulae [vEGW06]. formulations [SSB\textsuperscript{+}14]. Fortran [BB02, BSB\textsuperscript{+}03, CCW04, FSP\textsuperscript{+}02, ISK\textsuperscript{+}W02, KS02, LCC\textsuperscript{+}03, MDV07, SIOS02, SD03, vWAH\textsuperscript{+}02]. Forum [GPW03, Lee09, SKNH09]. forward [BB\textsuperscript{+}13, OKW15]. forwarding [WDW\textsuperscript{+}15]. Fostering [VAC\textsuperscript{+}07]. Foundations [Nar05]. four [WCH\textsuperscript{+}07]. four-dimensional [WCH\textsuperscript{+}07]. Fourier [SP16]. Fourth [CW11a]. FPGA [GSB\textsuperscript{+}12, LDZ14b, LGQ\textsuperscript{+}17, QSX\textsuperscript{+}17, WZ04, YOBS16, ZDX12]. FPGA-accelerated [QSX\textsuperscript{+}17]. FPGA-based [LGQ\textsuperscript{+}17, WZ04]. fragmentation [LCMY13]. frame [MPHL03, TKHA13]. FRAMESELF [AM15]. Framework [Ber07, EFG\textsuperscript{+}03, AM15, ALZR11, AAW\textsuperscript{+}02, ABC\textsuperscript{+}08b, ADK\textsuperscript{+}16, BPdM06, BB15, BKCP09, BR04, BAC\textsuperscript{+}15, BSZ09, BMPP17, BP06, CCWC13, CKL17, CA06, CVK15, CS15, CN16, CM02, CGB\textsuperscript{+}06, Cuz11, DZW\textsuperscript{+}11, EBM13, EDBS08, EHSU07, FAPC16, FRB\textsuperscript{+}06, FMT16, FJG\textsuperscript{+}13, GGH17, GWW17, GD08, GLC07, HK02, HAE09, HLHC12, HFTQ13, IAH\textsuperscript{+}15, JZJW15, JM07, KDC17, Kri05, KTBO4, KSK17, Lev06, LZL17a, LGL\textsuperscript{+}17, LG16, LMT010, MB14, MDV07, MV16, NMM\textsuperscript{+}10, Nev17, NRW04, OISS07, OTG\textsuperscript{+}07, PSRR14, PWWR05, PTL\textsuperscript{+}16, PRG15, PMG\textsuperscript{+}15, QXJS17, QSMK04, RBO\textsuperscript{+}02, RSC\textsuperscript{+}15, RHD\textsuperscript{+}16, RSMFE\textsuperscript{+}12, RCLSK16, SPG08, SZL09, TTV08, TMP16, TKB16, TPV17, TBK\textsuperscript{+}15, UAW09, VS02, WFHT17, WJMJ17, WNT02, WLW14, WSWL12, XZJ11, YGL05, YR15, ZXW16a, ZS01, ZP06, ZLN\textsuperscript{+}13, ZSS\textsuperscript{+}14, ZCL14, ZDB\textsuperscript{+}14, ZL12, ZHM\textsuperscript{+}17, AK01, Zho06]. Framework [ZBC\textsuperscript{+}07]. Frameworks [HmLP03, vdS06b, GPS\textsuperscript{+}07, GGV14, LLT\textsuperscript{+}14, PPMH15, PBF15, SK17, YWA07, vdS06a]. framing [CHZ10, CHZ12]. FRAPP [ZLN\textsuperscript{+}13]. free [BT04, BAS07, DDF\textsuperscript{+}17, JYW\textsuperscript{+}17, LLC\textsuperscript{+}15a, LS05]. freedom [IR11, YESG\textsuperscript{+}17]. frequency [AD15, CSBL12, EA12, Kar16, LZW13, NLYZ12, PLZ14, XBXS13, YZW\textsuperscript{+}15, AMAB17]. frequency-division [LZW13]. frequency-improved [PLZ14]. frequency-inverse [PLZ14]. frequent [CT11a, LXYC17, ZSZ\textsuperscript{+}14]. freshness [ASS08]. friend [HLF\textsuperscript{+}17]. friendliness [BKM\textsuperscript{+}07a]. Frontier [XADLC15, LWL15, TZXK16]. Frontiers
[ZYH09, ZYH12]. FRP [WZLQ16]. FT [XTLG08]. FT-Grid [XTLG08]. Fulfilling [HHPL16]. Full [CSC+17, RSTV05, MB16, Pla08, ZNT+16].
full-pixel [Pla08]. fully [OHJ13, SK04]. fun [vds06b]. Function [So06, Boe12, CMMS17, LGQS12, PWJ10, PSM+11, SJISVR17, TQL+14].
functional [CC15, KS05, LDPZ14, SRL+14]. functions [CMVRRVGI17, LPSF11, QZDJ16, SPZ+10, vWAH+02]. fused [FTT15]. fusion
[AT01, And13, GIVRC+10, RMCHMG15, WLW14, WZXZ12].
Future [SCNH07, Arz17, DLP03, QD17, WKL+11]. futures [BGGS14].
fuzzy [ACG15, ACG17, BTCB16, CWYX17, HW16, LZZ+17b, LWW06, MBBP12, RSR06].
G [LCYJ08, MCWL06, RMP+13a, RSTV07, YHK09]. G# [YHK09]. G-PASS [MCWL06]. GA [BPL12, FTT15].
GAF [PWWR05]. Galaxies [MCC+15]. Galaxy [ACC+15, MSL+14]. Game
[BJC17, HJTX17, PRC+14, CG10, CQXW14, CLW+15, FCY17, FXX16,
HAAPA+16, LC09, MZW+16, SS17a, TXZ+17, WWS+12, WLZ17, XZH+17].
gap [CZQ17, Hun15, RSSM06, BHJ+16]. garbage
[AP06, BCK+09, HM03, Kal11, Puf13]. gas [WJLD09]. Gaspar [MSS16].
gate [NNH+14]. Gateway
[DT15b, WDGK15, BSC+15, CM07a, CGK+07, CDH+15, GW15, JvAB+15,
MRJ+14, MWL+15, MXK+15, PGP+10, PMG+15, SBJ+15, SVD+15,
SBB+15, SMI+15, Sod07, VS+15, CGK+07, GBB+15, LPW15, PYF02].
Gateways [WD07, ACF+07, GBM15, HMFK15, LZW+15, MCC+15,
MTA+07, MCD+15, OTG+07, SVD015, Sod07, WBB+07]. gather [MTK16].
GAUGE [HBG+06]. Gaussian [BEQOR17, Has17, Tan12].
Gaze [MBR+09]. GCC2004 [JX06].
GCE [Tho07]. GCF [FRB+06]. GCV[RI [TSBR10]. ge [BTCGL17].
GEANT4 [CRC+15b]. GenApp [BAC+15]. gene
[KHL+17a, EMS11, RRL+15]. Gene/L [EMS11]. Gene/P [RGL+15].
General [ETR+13, ABDP15, BS09, FRB+06, FBV+13, LKP09,
MWPL15, PSR14, RMP+13a, SNS+15, TX+16, WLV+14].
General-purpose [ETR+13, ABDP15, LKP09, RMP+13a, SNS+15].
generalized [BCM+07, BMS+09, CL14, DFC12, KSM15]. Generate
[DIK14]. Generate-map-reduce [DIK14]. generated [YOB16].
Generating [ER12, vHKT+11, AAP13, Ios11, KHVK17]. Generation
[LXL+09, Aia15, Ang07, BFK+17, CSC+17, CC13, Can06, CD08, CS06,
CPS+14, CEM+17, DCD+14, GPS+07, HCKF15, ISS+02, KKTHL13, KB06,
KBE07, KMI14, LMO15, LB07, MSL+14, MK12, PPMH15, PWMX17,
QE+10, UAW09, WX13, XBM14]. generations [AP06, RVD+12].
Generative [HBG+06]. generator [DYW16, TNIB17, vWAH+02]. Generic
[LL05, APHB16, GvDHS12, SO16, XZJ11]. genes [COdO+11]. Genetic
genetic-based \[ \text{MKAKG14, WWL} \]

genome \[ \text{MKAKG14} \]

genome-wide \[ \text{WWL} \]

geo \[ \text{JZL15, PAM} \]

geo-distributed \[ \text{JZL15} \]

geodynamics \[ \text{ZKJ} \]

distributed \[ \text{JZL15} \]

georeferencing \[ \text{PAM} \]

geographic \[ \text{JWZ13} \]

geographical \[ \text{ASG} \]

distributed \[ \text{ASG} \]

geolocated \[ \text{PAM} \]

geometric \[ \text{CLZ} \]

geometrical \[ \text{FMS15} \]

GEONGrid \[ \text{YBB} \]

Geosciences \[ \text{PW05, MCY} \]

geoscientific \[ \text{BvIF10} \]

geospatial \[ \text{BMPP17, DCY} \]

gotagged \[ \text{Jun16} \]

GF \[ \text{SAD13} \]

Gibraltar \[ \text{CSWB11} \]

gigabyte \[ \text{FCT} \]

GIS \[ \text{ABC} \]

GIS-based \[ \text{ABC} \]

glass \[ \text{JWW17} \]

gLite \[ \text{KSM} \]

Global \[ \text{BFL} \]

global-scale \[ \text{BFL} \]

Global-view \[ \text{NDT} \]

Globus \[ \text{ACFT15, DCY} \]

GMarte \[ \text{AHM06} \]

GMP \[ \text{SFLS04} \]

GNSS \[ \text{LWZ} \]

GPU \[ \text{ADK} \]

GPU-based \[ \text{ADK} \]

GPUs \[ \text{ALKD16, AHK} \]

GPUsGD \[ \text{JLH} \]

GRADE \[ \text{Kac11} \]

gradient \[ \text{JLH} \]

gradual \[ \text{RC09} \]
grain [Hoa10, JCP15, NNvVdA09, Yos06]. grained
[BHA+15b, CDA09, CLH+16, CLX+12, KWL+04, MDL+10, RAFD14, RLVRGA14, TNN15, TNI16, sTzNL16, WLIW11, WZL+17a, ZYN+07]. gram
[PDCA17]. grammar [PS10]. grammar-driven [PS10]. grammars [LS05].
GRAND [VDdN+07]. Grande [Fox01, Fox05, GPW03, GPW05].
granularity [DKJ13, RCA+12, TJF14, dSGD14]. GRAPES [LXRJ13].
Graph [PS10, BOF15, CLF+17, CMD17, DZL+17a, EPB14, Hoh06, LZZ+17, PZH+15, SNH15, SKk02, SS15a, ZBZH11, ZHGX16]. graph-based [Hoh06].

GRID

[Ang07, CS06, ACF+07, ACD02, CL08, CC09, FKP+02, GIVRC+10, GHPR05, Lee09, MTD+02, NNTH+02, PV15, AQ08, BC16, BAD+11, BKM+07a, BFVRC15, BZdR+10, BW+08, CBP07, CHL15, CRC+15b, CSL08, CY08, CVF+08, CLX+12, CS13, Dab09a, DZC16, FHO+15, FMS11, FTRA15, HGB+08, IOOH12, Is011, JQSP08, Kac11, KD10, KV12, KKT13, KZY15, KBH+15b, KA11, LC09, LZC08, LLSL15, MLS+15, MB12, MAS+14, DMRS15, ME08, MSY+10, NNvVdA09, PVR+09, PV15, RRB11, RHRB13, RSTV07, RGV09, Sha15, SGV12, SR17, SKH09, THF15, TV14, TSSR10, VDB09, VSK17, VSKK09, WCL+10, WSW+12, dRL10, dAAVS12, vdABST10, vLFGL01, ACJ10, AKK+07, AC02, ACC+07, AHM06, ABR+06, AV07, ACMM06, AC06, AAB+05, ADM06, AFG+05, BR04, BM+07a, BDG+10, BPB08, BLSP11, BAGS02, BM02].

Grid

[BBGA03, CEM+08, CV07, CLX07, CR08, CWMZ06, CA06, CY07, CR08, CW07, CLH+08, CL07, CMBO6, CDL08, CBP+04, CGB+06, Cyb06, DDP+06, DDX+06, DCY+08, DPFT06, DK07, DSC07, DKMV07, ET09, Erw02, FJP+05, FP02, FG06, FAB+07, FZ07, FS07, FZ08, Fox10, GEJ+08, Ger05, GKG+04, GSO4a, GD07, GAE+06, GTO, GHB+06, GKP+09, HK07, HBG+06, HPS05, Hoh06, JZJL06, JX06, KA09, KWL+04, KR06, KFS+06, Kri05, LW05, LAC+08, Ley06, LWL+06, LX08, LZC09, LFH+08b, MCWL06, MRS+10, MCY+07, MJW+10, MP02, MBP+05, MCGC11, MPT07, MGR02, NAP+07, NZK+11, NSBR07, NNN+07, NWC+04, NPR06, Nov02, NJ05, OISS07, PFU+05, PML+05, PWWR05, PB07a, PHGK10, PXY+07, QL+06, QC04, RWK+02, RO+07, RBBH02, SWH08, SBBE07, SDB02, SM04, SN06, SCNH07, SANB08, SRdS09, SF10, SL10].

Grid
hardware-aware [BHKW12], hardware-oriented [TGB+10], harmonic [SEF+14], harvested [JWZ13], harvesting [CSB+16], hash [MA15, WTN07], hashing [CZL12, KSC12], Haskell [TL14], HBenchmark [ZS01], HD [DZM+15], HDD [LHH+17], HDD/SSD [LHH+17], HDKV [ZH+13], head [ESGQ+11], head-of-line [ESGQ+11], header [GBXL17], healing [FMS11, MO15], health [EPA15, SGL+17, LRS15, LDS+08], heart [BTCB16, OKP16], heavy [RVRD10], heavy-tails [RVRD10], Hellman [LZC14], Hello [BLDW16], heterogeneous [SF16, VLJ17, YBX+17, AHP+13, ABC+16, AGMR05, Ano06, ATNW11, BFR05, BG14, BCM15, BHQOS15, BHKW12, CHP17, CLQ+17, CW11b, CLT+16, CPXA06, DLPV07, DKJ13, DL07, ELM+16, EAGVBVDS11, EJF+16, FNBS16, FM08, GVC10, GCPS+14, HCG07, ITK09, KSM15, LBTE14, LWL17, LJJ+17, MP17, MJD17, MRS08, NZKK11, PSLC11, PSC+17, PP10, RBO+02, RMCA12, RCA+12, SRS16, SJSJ17, SHC+16, SJPB17, SLH17, XLY17, XLY+16, YCL11, ZLKK17, ZY06, ZQW+17, VFAD17], HeteroPar [CˇCˇJ+16], heuristic [AMTM17, GCWE15, LBV16, PPST09, SRM13b, YLR+13, ZH15], heuristics [Ano06, BFR05, BB12, XXLL17, YPLJ11], HEVC [JML+16], HEVC/H.265 [JML+16], hexahedral [WO02], HiCOMB [Mar05], hidden [EMEY14, HPD+15], hiding [DWC+15], Hierarchical [LPG+14, TCSBMG17, BDV02, EMEY14, GKS14, GMTT17, LFZ+17, LBY+16, MRL16, PFF12, SS15a, TW07, VS02, XJZ13, Yos06, ZWX16b, ZLA+15], Hierarchically [GBD16], hierarchies [DP14], High [AAP13, AP10, BA04, Ber07, BDT01, BXQ17, BDH15, DRZ13, DDE+12, EMY14, EB14, GM10, LSS15, Mar05, MLY0, MB02, NTK08, PHG10, PW05, PPBB14, PK17, RCB03, SFN12, SFH13, ZKJ+07, AC06, AC08, AKM+06, BCD+10, BHJ+16, BFM+10, BDB0, BDG+10, BPT+16, BDV02, BPD06, CLH+11, CLF+17, CSL14, CEG+05, CF+12, CRGR+12, Dam11, DL10, DMD16, DPK10, DFL14, DZM+15, DA15, EDB+14, ESG17, EMS15, ETR+13, FGC06, FMT16, Fox12, FJG+13, GFB10, GKS14, GBMM15, GC09, GA08, GDD+04, GGP+14, HDDG09, HLHC12, HLCW15, HY12, JOC+15, JK13, KDC17, KKH01, Kar14a, KSM+08a, KTR11, KOOB15, Kri05, KWK05, LL05, LCM12, LGL+17, LHH+15, LAL02, MM16, MJZ17, MMMP01, MH16, MDH+16, MPT07, MO02b, MHR14, MA15, MCC16, QXXZ16, QSX+17, RVRD10, RCLSK16], high [SRF13, lSsCY17, SFT15, SKA+14, SRL+14, SS07, SAM+17, SWZ12, TTD+11, TKQ17, TFG+12, TTPJ16, VS02, VJK13, VdSK+05, WL02, WQ07, XLL+15, XL17, ZZ16, ZGS17, ZQD+17, ZHZ+13, BB02, CCW04, KS02, MP04, RK01, SIOS02], High-accuracy [EMEY14], high-bandwidth [GDD+04], high-density [FGC06], high-dimensional [HLCW15, KOOB15, MM16, MJZ17, SWZ12, ZHZ+13], high-efficient
[CLH+11]. High-end [GM10, JK13, LGL+17, WL02, ZKJ+07].
high-integrity [KWK05]. High-level
[AAP13, NTK08, BDV02, MHH16, MPT07, MCC16]. High-Performance
[Ber07, MLY10, PW05, AP10, BDT01, BDH15, DRZ13, LSS15, MB02,
PPBB14, RCB03, AC06, AC08, AKM+06, BHJ+16, BFM+10, BPD06,
CEG+05, CFP+03, CRGR+12, Dam11, DMD16, DZM+15, ESG17, FJG+13,
GFBR10, GBMM15, GCN09, GA08, GVP+14, HDDG09, HLHC12, HY12,
KDC17, KSM+08a, KTR11, LL05, LLI+15, LAL02, MMMP01, MDH+16,
VRD10, SFT15, SS07, TTD+11, TTPJ16, VS02, VdSK+05, WK07].
high-productivity [TFG+12]. high-quality [CLF+17].
high-resolution [BDY03].
high-speed [ZKJ+07, DPK10, DA15, ZGS17].
High-throughput [EB14, EDB+14, FMT16, JOC+15, Kri05, SKA+14, SAM+17].
high-volume [MHRI14].
higher [Air17, BBSW17, JMF09].
Highly [MKAKG14, DCK12, HKVW16, KM03, KSS+17, KHL17b, TCP+05, VCP16].
Hilbert [KHHC13]. Hilbert-order [KHHC13]. HIRLAM [VCW13]. HKE
[LYB+16]. HKE-BC [LYB+16]. HLA [DBR13, FAPC16, MTO8, ZGO4].
HLA-based [DBR13, FAPC16]. HLog [LSP15]. Hmm [HPD+15]. Hoare
[vO01]. hoc [CPNP09, Den07, DA15, DA15, EDB+14, FMT16, JOC+15, Kri05, SKA+14, SAM+17].
homological [TFG+12]. holonic [FD01].
home [PBD+15, LMO10].
home-therapy [PBD+15]. Homomorphic [Tan15, CZL12]. hop
[BAT13, DZ13, JKZ03, MS07, MA15]. hormone [PB12, Pac16]. host
[LLRS03, TMZ07]. host-parasite [LLRS03]. Hot
[Man08, LLX15b, VKM+09]. hot-spot [VKM+09]. HPC
[CS15, BRK+17, BHJ+16, BDP+14, CGST17, GMVRGS15, KAM11, MRL16,
MOF15, OTG+07, dRRdCRR16, SWD+15, SKNH09, TGB+10].
HPC-Europa [OTG+07]. HPC-GAP [BJH+16]. HPCS [SCC+10]. HPCT
[ABF+10]. HPCx [ABG+05]. HPF [DS02, ISKvW02, MAH+02, NNON02,
Ogi02, OA02, PGS03, SM02, SIOS02, vWAH+02]. HPF/JA
[ISKvW02, Ogi02, SIOS02]. HPF/SX [MAH+02]. HPJava [LCFkL05].
HPL [BCD+10]. HTC [FMT16, LHL10]. HTC-Sim [FMT16]. HTTP
[GBXL17]. Huard [BEQOR17, Has17]. Hub [GBB+15, LWY+17].
HubZero [MCD+15]. huge [LTKF11]. human
[BCA+10, CPG+16, GQR16, KSM+08a, LGQ+17, LSS15, RK15].
human-computer [CPG+16]. humans [GOLL17]. HWMP [BOB13].
Hybrid [ABB+15, AP10, AR16, AML+15, AFG16, BLDW16, CLT+16,
CCW+15, CKRO13, Den07, EAGBVDS11, FMS15, FTT15, GGFPGB14,
GKS09, GKS+14, HAS17, HR06, LM08, LBBO4, LG08, LGL16b, LHH+17,
MLS+15, MB12, MB14, MJM15, N002, RM03, SJVR15, SD15, THF15,
TYL+15, TAI+11, WZJD13, WDG+14, XDE+04, YWC11, ZK08, ZCD+12,
BOB13, PGW06]. hybrid-enhanced [FTT15]. hybridism [BPL12].
HybridMR [THF15]. Hydra [COdO+11, PA08]. hydraulic [MO02a].
Hyper [ZQK15, AMTM17]. hyper-heuristic [AMTM17]. Hyper-star
[ZQK15]. hypercuboid [BDF15, QLLS15]. hypercube-based [QLLS15].
MB16, RSC+15, WCL+10, WCLH12, YYS15, CPG+16, CLS14, HKRR08, RMCHMG15, TCSBMG17, Tru15. in-core [BGGL07]. In-memory [ZJS+17, MY17, SGJ+17]. In-place [LTL+17, DVL13, PSHL11]. In-VIGO [MTA+07]. inAspect [ASS+05]. Incentive [ZXXN06, CLW+15, MZW+16, MME13, WLP+17], Incentive-based [ZXXN06]. incentives [LPY+17, MY17, SGJ+17]. Incentivising [PRP+15]. incident [GQH17, RCC17]. inclusive [DWC09]. incompressible [HKB07, ZYW+16]. Incorporating [XLZD13, HmLG03, vdKEL10, LMH+14]. increased [YS07]. Increasing [CLZ+17, PHCR09]. Incremental [BM07, Rav16, LWT+16, TJI17a]. indefinite [BDR+17, YTD17]. independent [BKSM+15, CDMS15, GPW03, PFC14]. index [DKMM14, HCC+15, LW13, SER15, TPV17]. indexing [ATSAK15, DXG13, ZHW+16]. indicator [PRD+13]. indicators [DPS16]. indirect [PGL+17]. indirection [LGFM05]. Indirectly [CKSC10]. indiscriminate [YSC+17]. individually [LF15]. indoor [KBH15a]. inductive [FMS11]. industrial [JKZ03]. industry [Air17, ZQD+17]. inefficiency [WMDM07]. inference [MKAKG14, SJVR15, SLM04, SLM05]. InfiniBand [VKM+09, ZJKL10]. influence [CHZ12, GRS+17]. informatics [TTR+10, vLDW11]. Information [Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano14h, Ano14i, Ano14j, Ano14k, Ano14l, Ano14m, Ano14n, Ano14o, Ano14p, Ano14q, Ano14r, Ano14s, Ano14t, Ano14u, Ano14v, Ano14w, Ano14x, Ano14y, Ano14z, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano15h, Ano15i, Ano15j, Ano15k, Ano15l, Ano15m, Ano15n, Ano15o, Ano15p, Ano15q, Ano15r, Ano15s, Ano15t, Ano15u, Ano15v, Ano15w, Ano15x, Ano15y, Ano15z, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano16h, Ano16i, Ano16j, Ano16k, Ano16l, Ano16m, Ano16n, Ano16o, Ano16p, Ano16q, Ano16r, Ano16s, Ano16t, Ano16u, Ano16v, Ano16w, Ano16x, Ano16y, Ano16z, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j, Ano17k, Ano17l, Ano17m, Ano17n, Ano17o, Ano17p, Ano17q, Ano17r, Ano17s, Ano17t, Pie08, SARL13, AP10, AR16, And13, ASC+08, BDL+15, CZL15a, CW09, GD08, HSM14, KKW+14, KSC12, KTM+09, LLKC08, LWG+15, LWZ+17]. information [MLRR09, PAM+15, PEO+08, QMK12, SW11, TMS+12, WAD12, Boe12, LWW+06]. information-based [KSC12]. Infostation [TD07]. infrastructure [ACMA07, AJY+15, ANK+17, CRC+15b, CZO+08, CWMZ06, CPSP17, CMS17, Cyb06, DMA13, JvAB+15, JKL+17, JQSP08, KMJ14, KA11, CWL06, MPT07, MPVT17, MP03, PFU+05, PCH+08, SACJ04, WWL+15, WSP17, YDB+13, ZWL+13, ABB+15, DR15, WLR05]. infrastructure-as-a-service [CMS17]. infrastructure-less [DAM13]. infrastructures [AFG16, CSMB15, CHL15, CXPL15, GWVP+14, GKP+09, Io11, Kac11, LBV16, LSMVM15, MVML11, RLS+09, THF15]. inherently [KA16]. inheritance [LYO12]. inhibiting [BGGS14]. Initial [VDL+15, MRS+09, RBBH02]. initiated [AR16]. inlining [LH05]. Innovations [ACD02]. innovative [DS17]. Input [TJD+17, AAI12]. input/output [AAI12]. insider [DCG15]. Insights [HLX+16, WLZ17]. inspection [HLG17]. inspired [ABG+13, CSL12, CP14, CT16, GPVCdBRO12, HAE09,
installation [CGGH17], installation [DL07], instance [KCKC15, MCWL06, TKB16, XWH+17], instance-intensive [XWH+17], instance-oriented [MCWL06], instances [Io51, VRD'T16, LMAH+14], instantiation [CSC+17], instantiations [KCB09], Instruction [GSG06, LHC14], instructions [AB01, PBB504], instrument [MH07], instrumentation [BDM+05, KS07], instruments [MH07], insulated [LDZ+14a], insurance [GQH17], integer [GLM+16, KVGH11], InteGrade [CM+10, CC10, GKG+04, dCGKG06], integrated [ABC+08a, AMS14, AFR09, BAC+15, Fec12, GKS+07, GLC+04, JZL06, KB06, LZ09, PXY+07, ROA+07, Sch02, VDL+15, YGL05, YP10], integrates [SAM+17], Integrating [AP06, CRC15a, MML+17, ZKR+07, BGF+01, BHW05, CLX07, DCF+08, HCG07, MCD+15, SKA+14], Integration [DvdS06, FHO+15, SM03, TPV17, BDD02, CLH+08, GMPT15, GD08, RJ01, SZR16, SS15c, XLY+16], Integrity [AabT17, AL04, BC16, CZZ10, KWK05, SSW+16, WZL+17b, XCH15, YXN+16], Intel [AB01, CL15, FBS16, MCP+12, RGB+15, SWB12, Tan12, VDL+15], intelligence [PCS*12], Intelligent [BM12, BFVRC15, DDF16, ESZ09, VC16, DBGA16, HS15, KSN16, KKT13, LXL+09, ULS03, WZT11, XCHK14, HXQ17], intensity [LLZ+17], intensive [CBHTE11, CTA16, GGH16, HA2A+16, HZP09, JK17, LCY08, MWL+13, RMCN+07, SAD+16, TKA+02, VJHB05, WSL15, WQS+16, XWH+17, YR15, ZWL+15, ZL16, ZWF+06], inter [HJB12], inter-node [HJB12], interacting [NAK+15], interaction [BPdM06, CPG+16, HC07, IB15, JS15, MM01, MB04, MF03, YR14, ZP06], interactions [JQSP08, RCT03], Interative [VTK+10, WJ09, WST+17, CEH+06, CZWH07, GRP12, HGWZ08, IBvA+02, KB04, MLD+10, PWC+14, PML+05, VSC17, vSB06], interceptor [Ang08], Interceptors [NMMS01, BMV03], interchange [BBG17, QZ+16], interconnect [GDD+04], Interconnection [AS15, NZK11, ESG17, JAA08, KMA04, QLS15], interconnects [CKRO13], interdependent [Sah15], interdiscipliary [CN02], Interest [ZACG16, CRC15a, DCJ14], interested [XY17], interesting [LJP+16], Interface [KK03, AMJ05, DBB+16, GHB+06, HRR+11, Jac02, KOB01, OORVB14, ULS03, WKL14, AMHC11, SWL+01], Interfaces [WD07, LOK+10, VHKT+11], interfacing [ASS+05], interference [WLL14, YZX+17, ZWW17], InterGrid [dABV08], interleaved [GSG06], intermediate [PGL+17, YXLZ16, YLY+12], internal [ABF17], International [Ang07, CR08, CL08, CC09, CW11a, CR13, CS06, DR15, FZ08, GJ17, IUCH+17, Kni06, Mar05, PC17b, BL17, CL13, PCC17, WT15, AF14], internet [RS13, AD15, Den07, GTA10, IA+15, Li17, LWW06, LTKF11, MK15b, MB15, PC17, RMCN+07, RO12b, SS15b, SRN+15, XPWF15, ZIC15, ZZY+15, ZLC17a, dMD+17], Internet-based [RMCN+07].
Internet-of-Things [MK15b]. internetworking [dABV08]. interoperability [ET09, GLC07, ZBC+07]. interoperable [FÁBE11, MP02]. Interoperating [CHL15]. Interoperation [RLS+09, HAA+07]. interplay [SD11a]. interpolation [MAVG16]. interprediction [RSMFE+12]. interprocess [TV14]. intersection [Eng15, LZY+16]. interval [FLMRC02, LRLY17]. intra [HJB12, XPS+15, CRC+15b]. intra-group [XPS+15]. intra-node [HJB12]. Intra-Operative [CRC+15b]. intrinsics [KL12b]. Introducing [JKL+17]. Introduction [HTBR12, HTW14, Pie08, PDD14, RHT13, Run10, SHT11, VK12, ZQH12]. intrusion [LLL15, RRWS08]. invariants [CMD17]. inventory [LXP+12]. inverse [GG09, PV04, PLZ14]. inversion [BEQOR13, BEQOR17, RSTV05]. investigate [WJT+14]. Investigation [YWA07, BDW14, HK01, KKK10]. invocation [MKB01, BVGVEAFG11, NMMS01]. invoking [OK15]. IO [DL10, LGG16]. Ion [KF11]. IoT [IAH+15, PCJ17, BJC17, CDP17, GIL17, PC17a, ZKWK17]. IoT-based [BJC17, GIL17]. IP [JJL12]. ipcmd [WKL14]. iPlant [LGD15, WWL+15]. iPortal [KBH+15b]. IPv6 [DEF08, HLX+16, ORdSL13]. IPv6-enabled [ORdSL13]. IQ [CEH+06]. IQ-Services [CEH+06]. irregular [AAF+07, GPZ04, KR06, LY07, Nev17, YWL+17a]. IS-FMIPv6 [WCLH12]. ISABELA [LSE+13]. Isabelle [Sch04, vO01]. Isabelle/HOL [Sch04, vO01]. ISCOPE [Fox05]. ISENGARD [KA11]. iShare [WTL+16]. island [LF17]. islands [dABV08]. isolated [KD10, ZZD+17]. isolation [CRB+17, WTL+16]. isolation-based [CRB+17]. isosurface [DCG11]. Issue [AHP+13, Ang07, Ano02, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano14h, Ano14i, Ano14j, Ano14k, Ano14m, Ano14n, Ano14o, Ano14p, Ano14q, Ano14r, Ano15c, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano15h, Ano15i, Ano15j, Ano15k, Ano15l, Ano15m, Ano15n, Ano15o, Ano15p, Ano15q, Ano15r, Ano15s, Ano15t, Ano15u, Ano15v, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano16h, Ano16i, Ano16j, Ano16k, Ano16l, Ano16m, Ano16n, Ano16o, Ano16p, Ano16q, Ano16r, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j, Ano17k, Ano17l, Ano17m, Ano17n, Ano17o, Ano17p, Ano17q, Ano17r, Ano17s, Ano17t, AM07, BA04, BM12, BHD13, BM04, Ber07, BKZ+13, BDB+13, BL09a, BL09b, BL11a, BL11b, BL13b, BL13a]. Issue [CWZL13, CCCW13, CCJ+16, dOCPPFJ13, CLTT13, CR08, CC09, CW11a, CKRO13, CAG+13, CS09, CS06, CMT13, CM07b, CS13, DRZ13, DRS+13, DVL13, DDE+12, DLM13, DH13, EBMD13, ETR+13, Fed13, FN13, Fox01, Fox05, FG06, FZ07, FS07, FZ08, GG07, GM10, GvHK11, GMF01, GHPR05, HL13, HQoS11, HF05, HTW14, HMPPT13, HFTQ13, JJGL13, JX06, KS02, KM13, KR06, Kui06, KB12, Lee09, LBS15, LXRJ13, LMK13, LV12, LDXC13, LW13, MWL+13, MS13, Man08, MSP+13, Mar05, MFG+13, MISV13, ML10, MN10, MLA+08, Nar05, Nel05, NSSAK13, ODS+13, OM06b, PLY13, Par02,
PRD+13, PHGK10, PW05, Pie08, PB07b, PK08, Puf13, Qin11, QFT14, QLS13, RMP+13a, RRHB13, RK01, RTMZ13, Run10, SN06, SCNH07, SANB08, SRdS09, SF10, SRF13, SFN12, SD11b, TM01, Tho07, TH10, TWB13. Issue [TFDA07, Tur04, Ur07, VK12, VCW13, WAS07, WZZL13, WC08, WCLC13, WD07, WDM14, Wis02, XZ09, XLWZ11, XBXS13, WX13, Xuf08, XJJ13, YLD13, YLJZ13, ZWL+13, ZLY+13, ZLN+13, Zha08, ZHY09, ZHY12, ZHZ+13, ZL09, vdS06b, AF14, CL08, CR13, CL13, DKJ16, EL01, ESG17, GTGT11, GWD15, HLX+16, HYQ17, HdV13, Hus15, LBW14, LBT16, LBT17, LBF517, LL13, OEP+15, PDD14, PCC17, QLL10, RHT13, TP14, WAD12, WR17, WDGK15, ZZ17, BL17, HTBR12, SHT11]. Issues [Nel05, vdS06a, AAI12, DP14, GB07, GLC07, MCCG11, SWHL16]. Itanium [JLT06]. item [LH17, ZSZ+14]. item-based [LH17]. items [CT11a]. itemset [LXYC17]. itemsets [HMM+09]. iteration [TYL+15]. iteration-based [TYL+15]. Iterative [SAD13, AYN+14, AAC+15, CSTV06, EDSV09, GSV03, HC07, JSS07, KKGO04, LLB04, NO02, Nak02, PSRR14, RPRG17, YGG14, ZW09]. IVM [GMMT17]. IVM-based [GMMT17]. J2EE [BG04]. JAC [HL06]. Jacobi [KSYBV17, RR11]. JaMP [KBV07]. Japanese [SM02]. JASAG [AAV+15]. Java [Fox01, Fox05, HTW14, VK12, KvGS+14, SADB+16, AJMJS05, AK01, ASS+05, AFT01, Bac03, BVGVEA11, BVGVEAFG11, BH05, BDT01, BP03, BK05, BS03, CM05, CG01, Cog03, Cog04, DVL13, EFG+03, EL01, EABGV14, ETR+13, FR02, FT06, Fox17, GYB+11, GE08, GPW03, GPW05, GS04b, HL13, HL06, HYX05, KHM+11a, KOB01, KBVP07, KSR14, KW01, KWK05, LH05, LAL02, LD08, LW07, LWC17, LGFM05, Lyo02, MLB05, MCV+10, MMG03, NMMS01, NO05, NMB03, OGA+01, PSM03, PPMH15, PSH11, Puf13, RT17, RS12, RHT13, RCB03, RR01, Sch04, SCBH09, SM03, SGV12, SPS17, TTD+11, VDPC03, VHB03, WCC05, WJH06, WBM+10, WK12, WCC04, XHH12, YP10, ZS01, ZYJ06, vHM08, vNMW+05, vRKS03, vRS05, vLFGL01, vLGL+02, vO01]. Java-based [AK01, MCV+10, NO05, vNMW+05]. JavaBeans [LR05, YAA07]. JavaNws [KW01]. JavaScript [MG17, VCP16]. JavaSymphony [FJ05]. Jcluster [ZY06]. JCSP [WBM+10]. Jeeg [MS05]. JEL [DvNM+11a]. JFJ [BLA+14]. Jigsaw [CW03]. Jim [Bou13]. JIT [GE06]. JML [MPH03]. Job [BBW+08, KSM+08b, NNK+07, BLS011, EGGA+04, GQ04, Jon09, KWL+04, LL16b, NV09, RMCHMG15, SR17, Sod05, TZK16, WGZL06, YCL11, ZF14]. job-centric [KSM+08b]. job-scheduling [SR17]. jobs [CNP+15, LGCJ+13]. join [LFZ07, MJZ17, RR15]. joins [BG17, MMW16]. Joint [dRRdCRR16]. Joint-analysis [dRRdCRR16]. JOPI [AJMJS05]. Jordan [Tan12]. JParEnt [SJPB17]. JPEG [SHC+16, SJPB17]. JS4Cloud [MTT15]. JTRES [HTW14, SHT11]. JTRES2011 [RHT13]. JTRES2013 [Fox17]. Jump [WSWL12]. Jump-start [WSWL12]. just [MG17]. just-in-time
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DEF08, Fer13, Fer15, LB11, RLMG16, VLJ17, WOO2, XJZ13, YHHS16].
meshes [FYKW15]. mesoscale [BDY02]. message
[AD02, BCM+07, BMA03, BBD10, BHB13, CMMS17, EN16, Gog11,
HdV13, MP05, NMKB03, OKW15, PFU+05, RMG+10, RM11, SVS+08,
SSZ14, WKL14, WDV+15, AMHC11, SWL+01]. message-oriented [MP05].
message-passing [BCM+07, RMG+10, RM11, SVS+08, SSZ14]. messages
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[XZZ+16a]. meta-predictor [BKCP09]. meta-workflows [HPHB+15].
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Modifying [VˇSC17]. Modular [MPHL03, CGST17, HTHW16, MMSG17], MOEA [ACIC+13], molecular [Hun15, SO16].

moldable [Hun15, SO16]. molecular

modulation [LLQL14]. modules [FGC06, ISS+02].
[BKH08, CCC06]. Monitoring [CPG+16, BAT13, FLB+05, GIL17, HDFJ10, HGB+08, JBL16, LTL+17, LLI15, NMM+10, QLC04, SWD+15, TBK+15, XBXS13, ZSZ+14, ZYZC17, MCSML07]. monitors [CMPT08].

Monte

[CCO15a, ATVML14, GQH17, KDC17, NDT+16, RDP10, SS15c, WZJD13].

Morton [TBK06]. MoSGrid [HPHB+15]. motif [DRZ13, FMS15]. motion [ABG+13, Qi17, TNH15, TNI16]. move [Ros06]. movement [BCD+02].

Mover [AC08]. Moving [LTKF11, ATSAK15, LOSJ17].

MpCCI [JK06].

MPDATA [RIWS17, RWK17]. MPI [BDB+13, BR04, CC10, CDMS15, DL10, DBB+16, EDSV09, FMS15, FLB+05, HRR+11, KC06, LGG16, LL01, LZZ+02, LKJ03, LCC+03, LKYS04, LSK04, MTK16, MWL+10, NSBR07, PDL14, PTL+16, QBD12, WLR05, YWC11].

MPI-2 [LSK04]. MPI-CHECK [LCC+03]. MPI-IO [DL10, LGG16].


Multi [BAT13, CCC12a, CWYX17, CCTW11, DL07, EJD17, KH12, MM17, OKP16, TSL15, WJ12, WBD+03, XZ09, ZYH09, ALKD16, AT01, AFGL09, AYN+14, ART14, AMTM17, ACCM17, BLL12, BIK+11, BKS+15, BDY03, BRC16, dCPD13, CKG10, CZG16, CZL+17, CCW+15, CJ15b, CGN15, CN16, DCC12, DLZ16, DWC+15, DXZ+16, DA15, EFG+03, EHSU07, EJF+16, EFA+17, GWW17, GLM+16, GMMT17, GPvdBRO12, HJB12, HTHW16, HKAC14, HFR+17, HM16, HAA+07, IZX09, JvA+15, JCVU15, JC07, JQ+15, JL10, Jm09, JK10, KSG11, KOOB15, vdKEL10, LPFZ14, LXW+16, LZZ+17a, LPY+08, LQG+09, LSMV15, MGB16, MHL+05, MS07, MFG+13, MHO7, MSB17, MML16, MLBV12, MLD+10, OLG+15, OAS+15, OM06a, PMS16, PZ11, PRT09, TPCN07, Puf13, QC17, RHBK11, SKK02, SAD13, SLV12, SAP16, SPW09, SWW+16, STL+15, SVN12, TLY+15, TMAG03, VCN+16].

multi [VLF+13, WLWX14, WJYH16, WLWX16, YCL11, YLC11, ZWL+13, ZL13, ZQZ+16, ZZZ+15, ZJL15, ZZL+17a, ZTW17, dCRS11, SAP16]. Multi- [ZYH09]. multi-agent [CGN15, CN16, EFA+17, GPvdBRO12, HM16, OM06a]. multi-asset [DCJ12]. multi-channel [LZQ+16]. multi-cloud [LSMV15, QCB17, SWW+16].


Multi-GPU [KH12, GMMT17, VLFP13, dCRS11].
multi-grained [MDL10]. multi-graphics [GWW17, OLG15, SAD13].
Multi-hop [BAT13, MS07]. multi-infrastructure [JVAB15].
Multi-installment [DL07]. multi-kernel [SAP16]. multi-language
[HAA07, PTCN07]. Multi-layered [OKP16]. multi-layers [LZL17a].
Multi-level [CCC12a, BPL12, CCW15, HJB12, LPY08, ZZZ15].
multi-objective [JCVU15, JC07, KOOB15, vdKEL10, MHL1505].
Multi-organization [CCTW11, PRT09]. multi-party
multi-processor [AFGL09, MGBC16, Puf13]. multi-programmed
[CG16]. multi-rate [DA15]. multi-resolution [BDY03]. Multi-scale
[EJD17, WJ12, SLV12]. multi-server [CKOG10]. multi-service
[AT01]. multi-swarm [dCPD13]. Multi-tenancy [TSL15]. multi-tenant
[VGN16]. multi-threaded [BIK11, EFG03, EHSU07, TMAG03, ZJL15].
multi-tiered [PRS16]. multi-use [CZ15b, MFG13]. multi-user
[AFGL09, MH07, MML16]. Multi-wavelength [WBD03]. multiagent
[CCC12b, YZR14]. multibody [XM02]. multicast
[CQXW14, EBGS01, LGY17, MMSN01, TMZ07, YLY04, ZLC17a].
multicasts [RGX17]. multicloud [JSG17]. multicomponent [MWLS11].
multicomputer [SAOKM04]. multicomputers [CDA09]. Multicore
[DP14, ZQH12, ADMQO14, ATNW11, BHM12, BHKW12, BLKD08,
CGP16, CLYC16, CEM17, DRZ13, DJM12, DMD16, DFG17, EPB14,
FP09, GGV14, HLYD12, JdM12, KLDB10, LXRJ13, LS14, MHJH16,
MS13, Nob08, PDY14, PPBB14, QB12, RVD12, SCR11, SLD12,
SSK11, SM09, SHC16, SJPB17, SW09, TTY15, WJ09, XLY15, XL17,
YWC11, YB12, ZHY12, RGD15]. multicore-aware [PPBB14]. multicores
[BH16, BL17, CCS14, HT15, May10, PRU14]. multidesignated [AYSZ14].
multidimensional [CWMW15, GBD16, LGL16a, LLQ14, MMG03, PDY14,
SS15c, TNP16, ZZY15]. multidisciplinary [RWK02]. multigrid
[BFR17, DVD12, GKS14, GR17, LW05]. multihop [MBP16].
multiplexing [BVGVEAFG11, GCZ17]. Multiplication
[ALKD16, AHK15, DS04, FJZ14, GWW17, GW15, GR14, MRL16, NA15,

XHZ12, XADLC15, XBW+15, XZZ+16a, XLL+15, XL17, YCZ+13, ZPG10, ZY12, ZSL+15, ZWLY16, ZKJ+07, ZHGX16, ZYL+08, ZZ11, ZX11, LLX15b]. Network-aware [DCP+17, Jon09, MRL16, CEH+06, CRCC09].


NoSQL [HWZ+15, HWY+17]. Note [Ano13, Ano15d, Ano15b, Ano15c, RBNG15]. nothing [BOF15]. novel [ABFL17, BOB13, GWV+17, GYS+17, HZHP09, HXY+12, HYLG15, HCG07, JML+16, JN03, LSH+16, LWZ+17, MJZ17, MTGZ17, PZH+15, PSIP16, RMCHMG15, VRDFT+16, WZL+17a, WZXZ12, XZHW09]. Novo [LGL16a].


O [LFG05, BKN16, BD101, JC17, LGL+17, LQL+09, LLT+14, LFG05, WTL+16]. OaaS [FR15]. OB [XCL15]. Obfuscation [CZ15b]. Obituary [OS09]. Object [EB05, HWR03, SWL+01, VJHB05, AM01, AJMJS05, Bac03, BGM03, BKCP09, BP03, CL01, CMPT08, CGS15, CM02, DLH01, GKG+04, HumLG03, HK02, HPS12, HCK+08, JL10, KS04, LVN+12, LH05, MP03, NMB03, OCS01, ORdSL13, Pre01, QSMK04, RJo1, dFMSF06, SKK11, YB12, GMF01]. object-based [BKCP09, CM02, HCK+08, NMB03]. Object-oriented [EB05, HWR03, SWL+01, AM01, CL01, CGS15, DLH01, GKG+04, HumLG03, HK02, KS04, OCS01, QSMK04, RJ01, SKK11, YB12, GMF01].

object-passing [AJMJS05]. objective [JCVU15, JC07, KOO15, vdKEL10, MHLC+05]. Objects [TM01, ATSAK15, DPP03, DS15, FHO+15, FRK12, IR11, LL10, LOSJ17, MS05, NN07, Pum01]. oblivious [HT15]. Observation [SM09]. observations [LOSJ17, vHvdSL03]. Observing [TV14]. obtain [AMV02GAC17]. Ocean [JWY+05, DvdS06, KDC17]. oceanographic [vHvdSL03]. OCR [SS17b]. object [CC13]. ODMG [dFMSF06].

One-to-all [KMA04]. Online [KTB17, LGL16b, LLX15b, RS16, BDL+15, BB12, CS13, HLF+17, Ios11, JSPE15, JWW17, Kar14b, MCXP15, RS07, SZR16, WYZ+17, ZW09, ZWX16a, ZF+17, dSGD14]. ontologies [FTR15]. Ontology [FTR15, MPS11, MST15, AM15, AHH14, DHC11, DH13, FTRA15, KGTL12, PME+08, UAW09, XWD+12]. ontology-based [AM15, KGTL12, PME+08, XWD+12]. ontology-learning-based [DH13]. OODB [mLG03]. OOLKIT [ABF+10]. Open [BFG01, BDP+14, DGA+10, KMJ+17, KZY15, MRJ+14, Men03, MGM+08, Nob08, PSLC11, PPC+15, TTL06, YWA07, ACF+07, CEG+05, DT15b, Lee09, MM10, SKNH09]. open-source [BDP+14, Nob08, PPC+15, TTL06, YWA07]. OpenACC [CGK+16, JCP15]. OpenCL [ABDP15, FE17, FVLS15, LL16c, SAP16, WJP14, ZWL+17]. OpenCL-accelerated [ZWL+17]. OpenCL-based [WJP14]. OpenFlow [GCWE15, NIIU17]. opening [LZC14]. OpenMP [CLYC16, CBPP02, GG09, HDDG09, JCP15, KOB01, KBVP07, KBG+09, KC06, LH+07, LL01, MLC04, Nob08, YWC11]. OpenMP-like [KOB01]. OpenMP-oriented [MLC04]. OpenUH [LHC+07]. operating [Cha03, LBDS15, PT12, SZR16, YL01]. operation [LWLZ11, ON02, PCVZ+04, SRM+15, SSMB15, YYS15]. operational [YGL05]. operations [AAI12, DHM14, HKRR08, JLT06, KLDB10, LZY+16, OK15, SGCA+16, ZX11]. Operative [CRC+15b]. operator [ABFL17, DPS16]. opinions [ZTM12]. Opportunistic [EB10, CC10, CPD+17, CCM+17, DKKL06, FBC10, dAGC11, HM12, NQL+17, PGK11, TYHL12, ZQLZ12]. Opportunities [YWT+12, LH05]. optic [ZBZ+15]. Optical [AS15, LLN+14, GDD+04, OORVB14, RLVRGÁ14]. Optimal [BB12, CWW13, KB06, KB17, AMVOSGAC17, CSBL12, CW11b, DKLJ13, ER12, JL10, JKV+15, KA16, LS15, LQ+15, PT16, RCA+12, XWH+17, ZQK15]. optimality [Mal05, Viv03]. optimisation [GCWE15, GvDHS12, YOBS16]. optimization-based [TV14]. optimize [JCVU15, KKL09, LL16c, SAdB+16, VHBB03, VCV13]. Optimizer [KB17]. Optimizing [BH09, BYN+17, BBK11, Cha03, CQXW14, CCG+08, GE06, HM12, HWZ+15, ITH09, KHL+17a, KR11, PSCK+15, RKS02, RC09, RSMFE+12, SK09, SRL+14, TK10, VS11, XY17, ZY+12, CSC+17, DAL15, EDBS08]
optimum [SS17b].

option [CCO15a, HLCW15, LL16a, TTPJ16, ZO14]. options [DCJ12, PW12, TZK12]. orchestration [JDB16, LM08, MK15a, PPC+15, RBNG15, SHP14]. order [BBW17, CCM+17, KHH13, LW13, MSV+10, PCT04, RC09].

order-based [PCT04]. ordering [KYBV17, RMCHMG15]. organization [CCTW11, DDZ+06, PLY13, PRT09, ZBC+07]. organizational [DCJ12, PW12, TZK12]. orchestration [JDB16, LM08, MK15a, PPC+15, RBNG15, SHP14]. order [BBW17, CCM+17, KHH13, LW13, MSV+10, PCT04, RC09].

order-based [PCT04]. ordering [KYBV17, RMCHMG15]. organization [CCTW11, DDZ+06, PLY13, PRT09, ZBC+07]. organizational [DCJ12, PW12, TZK12]. orchestration [JDB16, LM08, MK15a, PPC+15, RBNG15, SHP14]. order [BBW17, CCM+17, KHH13, LW13, MSV+10, PCT04, RC09].

order-based [PCT04]. ordering [KYBV17, RMCHMG15]. organization [CCTW11, DDZ+06, PLY13, PRT09, ZBC+07]. organizational [DCJ12, PW12, TZK12]. orchestration [JDB16, LM08, MK15a, PPC+15, RBNG15, SHP14]. order [BBW17, CCM+17, KHH13, LW13, MSV+10, PCT04, RC09].

order-based [PCT04]. ordering [KYBV17, RMCHMG15]. organization [CCTW11, DDZ+06, PLY13, PRT09, ZBC+07]. organizational [DCJ12, PW12, TZK12]. orchestration [JDB16, LM08, MK15a, PPC+15, RBNG15, SHP14]. order [BBW17, CCM+17, KHH13, LW13, MSV+10, PCT04, RC09].

order-based [PCT04]. ordering [KYBV17, RMCHMG15]. organization [CCTW11, DDZ+06, PLY13, PRT09, ZBC+07]. organizational [DCJ12, PW12, TZK12]. orchestration [JDB16, LM08, MK15a, PPC+15, RBNG15, SHP14]. order [BBW17, CCM+17, KHH13, LW13, MSV+10, PCT04, RC09].

order-based [PCT04]. ordering [KYBV17, RMCHMG15]. organization [CCTW11, DDZ+06, PLY13, PRT09, ZBC+07]. organizational [DCJ12, PW12, TZK12]. orchestration [JDB16, LM08, MK15a, PPC+15, RBNG15, SHP14]. order [BBW17, CCM+17, KHH13, LW13, MSV+10, PCT04, RC09].

order-based [PCT04]. ordering [KYBV17, RMCHMG15]. organization [CCTW11, DDZ+06, PLY13, PRT09, ZBC+07]. organizational [DCJ12, PW12, TZK12]. orchestration [JDB16, LM08, MK15a, PPC+15, RBNG15, SHP14]. order [BBW17, CCM+17, KHH13, LW13, MSV+10, PCT04, RC09].

order-based [PCT04]. ordering [KYBV17, RMCHMG15]. organization [CCTW11, DDZ+06, PLY13, PRT09, ZBC+07]. organizational [DCJ12, PW12, TZK12]. orchestration [JDB16, LM08, MK15a, PPC+15, RBNG15, SHP14]. order [BBW17, CCM+17, KHH13, LW13, MSV+10, PCT04, RC09].
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order-based [PCT04]. ordering [KYBV17, RMCHMG15]. organization [CCTW11, DDZ+06, PLY13, PRT09, ZBC+07]. organizational [DCJ12, PW12, TZK12]. orchestration [JDB16, LM08, MK15a, PPC+15, RBNG15, SHP14]. order [BBW17, CCM+17, KHH13, LW13, MSV+10, PCT04, RC09].
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order-based [PCT04]. ordering [KYBV17, RMCHMG15]. organization [CCTW11, DDZ+06, PLY13, PRT09, ZBC+07]. organizational [DCJ12, PW12, TZK12]. orchestration [JDB16, LM08, MK15a, PPC+15, RBNG15, SHP14]. order [BBW17, CCM+17, KHH13, LW13, MSV+10, PCT04, RC09].

order-based [PCT04]. ordering [KYBV17, RMCHMG15]. organization [CCTW11, DDZ+06, PLY13, PRT09, ZBC+07]. organizational [DCJ12, PW12, TZK12]. orchestration [JDB16, LM08, MK15a, PPC+15, RBNG15, SHP14]. order [BBW17, CCM+17, KHH13, LW13, MSV+10, PCT04, RC09].

order-based [PCT04]. ordering [KYBV17, RMCHMG15]. organization [CCTW11, DDZ+06, PLY13, PRT09, ZBC+07]. organizational [DCJ12, PW12, TZK20]. orchestration [JDB16, LM08, MK15a, PPC+15, RBNG15, SHP14]. order [BBW17, CCM+17, KHH13, LW13, MSV+10, PCT04, RC09].
PAR-3D-BLAST [SL14]. paradigm

[CKBB14, FJ05, PRS01, ZBP06, ZDC+09]. paradigms

[CS13, GWC+11, MLS+12, FRS01]. Parallel

[AMHC11, AMTM17, Ano15a, BGGS14, BHQOS15, Bok12, BDY02, BLKD08, CC13, CMVRGG17, CMP108, CACC11, CCW06, CSTV06, DCG11, DSO+01, FLMRC02, FCT+02, GKS14, GA08, GSV03, GKK09, GJ17, HLCW15, HM04, ISS+02, JN03, JKV+15, Kni06, KLP+08, KB12, LJPP16, LKPM09, LS05, LBH07, MMW16, MKB01, MQQOH01, MSM+14, NO02, Nak02, OLC+15, PCVZ+04, PIA04, PA08, PA08, PDD14].

PARALLELISM [BPL12, VRSJ15, ABFL17, DS04, FJ05, GVC10, HJBJ12, MB14].

parallel/distributed [MCS107]. parallelisation [RVVPD+17].
Parallelism-based [VRSJ15]. Parallelization [GB07, HKB07, Riz04, SS15a, SSK11, TRH+02, ZZL+17a, ZZL+17b, CEM+17, DT15b, HC07, LF17, PSJM13, SMBT07, TRW07]. parallelize [SJVR15, SPW09]. Parallelized [GPV09, MKAKG14]. Parallelizing [BHL+09, BHPS14, CCP+15, DK09, KSS+17, LXW+16, BY12, Dut17, YTF+01]. ParaMEDIC [BFL+10]. parameter [AAE+09, ISO+14, KHL+17a, RMCN+07, YGG14, YK10]. Parameterizable [ZCL14]. parameterized [CHM15, SS07]. parameters [JCVU15, OORV14, WLZ17]. Parametric [vEGW06, I ´AE11, KS04]. parasite [LLRS03]. Pareto [KB17, MHLC+05, Mal05, RLVRA14, TZK16]. Pareto-based [KB17, MHLC+05]. parity [LDZ+15, PK17]. parity-check [LDZ+15]. parsimony [LDZ+15]. Partial [ZHW+16, BJ01, DFLL14, KKW+14, LWLZ11, MCG+08, PS10]. Partially [XLL+15]. participatory [BvIF10, CGOF15]. Particle [KHL17b, AA16, BDY02, BDY03, dCPD13, CDF17, MLVB05, QH10, RK15, VDL+15, XDF+04, ZHT08, ZT09]. particle-in-cell [MLVB05, QH10, VDL+15]. partition [BTCB16, DZL+17a, HWZ+15, PZZ08, PZZ10]. partitioned [ZDB+14]. partitioning [GP07]. pathways [GP07]. paths [LM08, YZZ+10]. Peer [Man08, Zha08, BM10, CRC15a, DCEK15, DS07, DvNM+11b, EDBS08, EB05, FG16, FPR05, GS08, LDXC13, LNZK08, LFZ07, LAM+09, MABP13, MME13, NR08, PGW+08, QMK12, RGV09, SAC+07, TLWZ14, Tru15, XLL+12, ZK08, ZCS06, dP06]. Peer-to-Peer [Man08, Zha08, CRC15a, DCEK15, DS07, DvNM+11b, EB05, FG16, FPR05, GS08, LDXC13, LNZK08, LFZ07, LAM+09, MABP13, MME13, NR08, PGW+08, QMK12, RGV09, SAC+07, TLWZ14, Tru15, XLL+12, ZK08, ZCS06, dP06]. Peer-to-peer-based [BM10]. Peer-to-peer-distributed [EDBS08]. PeerfactSim.KOM [FG16]. PEGASUS
[TBK⁺15, LPS⁺09, MCD⁺15]. **PEKS** [ZQD16]. **PEN** [XL17]. **penalties** [KF15, LFG05]. **access** [Sch04]. **AVC** [RSMFE⁺12]. **B.E.** [BHH09, VSR⁺09]. **black** [KC13]. **C** [SSB⁺14]. **CDMA** [MS07]. **cloud** [MB12]. **cost** [GWVP⁺14]. **digital** [LHC14]. **distributed** [MCSML07]. **exploitation** [FTT15]. **graphics** [GGV14]. **H.265** [JML⁺16]. **HOL** [Sch04, vO01]. **HPF** [FSPC⁺02]. **JA** [ISKvW02, Ogi02, SIOS02]. **MAX** [BTG06]. **MPI** [NO02]. **multi-core** [SEP⁺14]. **multi-GPU** [SAP16]. **O** [BFL⁺10]. **off-line** [zGWXT09]. **OpenMP** [VDL⁺15]. **optical** [CKRO13]. **output** [AAI12]. **P** [RGL⁺15]. **Pegasus** [KG⁺08]. **portlets** [YAA07]. **RT-1.1** [SKD⁺04]. **RV** [MP05]. **SSD** [LHH⁺17]. **subscribe** [BBPV05, MWPL15, MWPX17, TKK⁺11]. **SX** [MAH⁺02]. **unload** [YZ10, ZYL10]. **PENNANT** [Fer15]. **People** [Li17, ZLC17a]. **Peptide** [MHLC⁺05, WJP14]. **perfect** [JCVU15]. **perfectly** [ZLKK17]. **Performance** [ALKD16, AHP⁺13, AF14, AC06, AFG⁺05, AM07, BA04, BB02, Ber07, BSP11, BY12, BD04, BUVS10, BLSP11, CML⁺10, CGK⁺16, CRCC09, CCW04, DDE⁺12, DMA13, ESSG11, FNM08, FN13, FJG⁺13, GG07, GLMT15, GMVRS15, GS04a, GRS⁺17, GHPR05, HJB12, HKVV16, HKS⁺12, HK01, HFR⁺17, IHB15, JFT⁺08, JLH14, KAL07, KS02, KO06, KYBV17, LLRS03, LS05, LHL10, Li04, LWG⁺15, LL16b, LJML10, LKYS04, MST⁺05, Mar05, MDH⁺16, MLY10, MWW10, MN10, MNL15, MWLS11, Ncl05, NJ⁺05, OCS⁺15, OAS⁺15, PFU⁺05, PGB03, PHGK10, PW05, QB12, RGA⁺15, RK01, ROMCN⁺07, RVVP⁺17, SFCAV16, SIOS02, SWB12, SEN12, TWN07, TMR⁺07, WKT08, YWC11, YOBS16, ZPG10, AA16, AKK⁺07, ABF⁺10, ABDP15, AP10, AAC⁺15, AdI⁺14, AC08, AKM⁺06, BCD⁺10, BHJ⁺16, BB12, BFM⁺10, BM08, BS10, BDT01, BBD10]. **performance** [BDG⁺10, BPT⁺16, BWEB14, BXQ17, BDH15, BPD06, CMW02, CC13, CHP17, CGP⁺16, dOCFPJ13, CKCG10, Cha03, CLYC16, CBPP02, CNG13, CXP15, CLS14, CL16, CEG⁺05, CFR⁺03, CRGR⁺12, CMS17, DD17, DLVP07, Dam11, DRZ13, DDX⁺06, DSO2, DMR⁺07, DPS16, DL10, DMD16, DFL114, DZM⁺15, DLT⁺16, EGGA⁺04, EMS11, ESSG17, EMS15, ETR⁺13, FBH⁺01, FE17, FLYL16, FMP10, Fox12, FBS16, GBFR10, GWW⁺10, Ger05, GF07, GMT07, GO10, GKR14, GVC14, GBMM15, GCN09, GA08, GWVP⁺14, GTA10, GW15, GYP⁺16, GVP⁺14, HM12, HDDG09, HTHW16, HMM⁺09, HPS05, HVT05, HvNB15, HLHC12, HY12, JC17, JYW⁺05, KF15, KDC17, KA09, Kar14a, KHZN06, KHH05, KL12a, KCB09, KSM⁺08a, KTR11, KW01, KFI1, LL05, LM07, LSH⁺16, LSS15, LHBW15, LHH⁺15, LFI08a, LQ10⁺09, LAL02, LL01, LK03, LSK04, MBP16, Mal05, MMMP01]. **performance** [MLB05, MMSG17, MBC⁺14, MSB17, MJD17, MOK04, M02b, MV07, MA15, MKSS16, MB02, MM10, NMM⁺10, Not16b, OFR⁺17, PSRR14, PPBB14, PLL17, PK17, PBF15, QXXZ16, RVRD10, dRRdCRR16, RCB03, RGL⁺15, RCLSK16, RM03, RGB⁺15, SM02, dFMSPSW06, SAB15, SRF13, SER15, SSC⁺10, SLGL16, SCBH09, lSSC17, SSK11, SWD⁺15, SM09, SIM⁺07, SSB⁺14, SFH13, SFT15, SPQ⁺17, SB17,
SRL+14, STL+15, SLM+10, SWD+17, SS07, TTD+11, TKZQ17, TYHL12, TCSBMG17, TTPJ16, TRW07, TF03, VS02, VJK13, VDL+15, VdsK+05, WK07, WTN07, WCL+10, WTL+16, XWD+12, XZZ+16a, YYS15, YBC+07, ZF14, ZC+06, ZCL14, ZZ16, ZL12, ZZD+17, ZJL15, ZDX12.


personal [CGOF15, GHMX13]. personalization [FHH15, WLDL08].

Personalized [LXW17, AMBT17b, AMBT17a, CLMM12, God12].


photons [BG14]. phylogenetic [BAD+11, SJVR15, SJISVR17, SLM04, SLM05]. phylogenies [MKAKG14].

Physical [HJTX17, SZ11, DZW+11, GOLL17, GWVP+14, IT03, ZX11].

physics [Fer13, Sod07, TB12, VDPC03]. PI [ZZYW10]. PID [LWW06].

Piecewise [PAC+17]. pilot [RMCHMG15]. PIPE [SMBT07, ZYW+16].

Pipeline [CGS15, TCBR11, WWG+11]. pipelined [DKJ13, GPV09, MKSS16, RCA+12]. Pipelines [AGMR05, GVC10, KK10].


plasmas [RMCHMG15]. Platform [GPW03, MZK16, ACFT15, AFG16, ATNW11, BRK+17, CSMB15, CZZZ10, CS15, DJM12, FÁBE11, HVM+15, LTL+17, MCD+15, MD02, NO02, PPC+15, PC17a, RCM12, WNW+15, WZLQ16, XBB13, YP10, CEG+05].

platform-as-a-service [ACFT15]. platforms [AYN+14, ATI17, ACCM17, BEQOR13, BCM15, BHHQS15, CHP17, KSR14, LQL+09, MRL16, MB12, MTT15, OFR+17, PRV11, QLS13, SER15, The01].

POGGI [Ios11]. **point** [BTG06, LCM12, LDZ14b, MMS07, OTG+07, TLM17, WCR+14, YZZ+10]. **point-set** [WCR+14]. **points** [LCJ14, QML+17, Soo16, TLX+17]. **points-based** [Soo16]. **PoLAPACK** [Cho01]. **Polder** [IBvA02]. **policies** [BBC16, KKV13, NNvVdA09, OSK01]. **policy** [BBC16, CVK15, HDX+17, LFWS15, RAFC14, WZC+16, YL01]. **policy-based** [CVK15]. **pollution** [BGdCCA11]. **polygonal** [ZKWK17]. **polygons** [CZL+17]. **polyhedral** [CSC+17]. **polymorphism** [KS04]. **polynomial** [CH04]. **Pool** [HR06, VCP16]. **pools** [KR04, TK10]. **POP** [JWY05]. **popular** [PBF15]. **population** [XBXS13]. **porous** [GEBA17]. **portability** [ABDP15, CGK+16, FE17, GFBR10, JWY+05, MMSG17]. **portable** [BMV03, DPP03, DLZ16, DT01, LHC+07, RMG+10]. **Portal** [GBB+15, Nov02, SPR+07, AHB+10, AC02, ACC+07, BAD+11, BFM+06, CW07, HCD+02, HAA+07, Kac11, KBH+15b, MCY+10, NRW04, PYF02, PGP+10, YWA07, YBB+07, YLEB14, ZDA+07, ZKA07, vLDA07, ACMA07, CM07a, HBH02, NTH+02]. **Portal-based** [SPR+07]. **Portals** [EMB11, GvHKK11, Tho07, BKM+07a, MH07, NAP+07, TDM+02, YAA07]. **portals/portlets** [YAA07]. **Portfolio** [MSB17]. **portfolios** [BRCV16, WSRM12]. **porting** [DHH+13, KOK14, WWG+11]. **portlet** [WYAB07]. **portlets** [ACF+07]. **pose** [RK15]. **position** [XZZ+16a]. **positive** [HZL+16, LZWD+15]. **possession** [YXL17, ZNT+16]. **possibilities** [HGT14]. **Possible** [SCNH07, PFU+05]. **post** [LTL+17]. **postquantum** [YZCT17]. **postseismic** [ZGRS10]. **potential** [BHA15a, RMC+07, YZ10, ZGL07]. **Power** [KBB11, LbdM+16, MSP+13, PSL+16, TQL+14, ADMQO14, AMSR14, DMW+10, DGR+07, GKG+04, GYP+16, HKWV16, HTHW16, MFG+13, PLL17, RHZ+17, SLGL16, SPQ+17, WRLS12, XL17]. **Power-aware** [KBB11, LbdM+16, MSP+13, RHZ+17]. **power-saving** [MFG+13]. **powered** [ADSV16]. **powermode** [JL10]. **PPAM** [WT15]. **Practical** [EA12, FLYL16, JWY+05, XW13, CSB+16, HWXZ08, LFZ+17]. **Practice** [Ano06, FH01, TH10, BCCM16, CHPvdG07, Fox12, GTL06, Hun15, JCK+13, LWC17, RKS02, RLC16, TTL05, TDM+02, YDB+13]. **practitioners** [HMPPT13]. **PRAGMA** [PC17b, Arz17, IUCH+17, SWP17]. **PRAGMA-ENT** [IUCH+17]. **Pre** [PWJ10, YWL+17a, SGC09, WLP+17, YHHS16]. **pre-distribution** [SGC09, YHHS16]. **Pre-image** [YWL+17a]. **Pre-seismic** [PWJ10]. **pre-transformation** [WLP+17]. **precedence** [Hun15]. **Precision** [BLDW16, KD07, LCM12]. **Precision-tuning** [BLDW16]. **preconditioner** [YN03]. **predicates** [ZY+12]. **predict** [CDP17]. **predictability** [WLZ11, ZSL+10]. **predictable** [HWQ+16, MDX14]. **Predicting** [BHA15a, SLM+07, DFC12, FBC10, XDL+11]. **prediction** [AD02, ACCM17, BPL12, BDTdS13, DMR+07, DKMV07, GPV09, JFI+08, KA09, KHL17b, LLX+15a, LS05, MAVG16, MV16, NNIK+07, PSRR14, SL10, Soo16, STL+15, TZLC15, VGN+16, WZL+17a, ZTM12, ZY16, ZACG16].
predictor [BKCP09], preempting [SJB14]. preemption [KW11]. preemptive [Bou06, KW11]. Preface [BM12, LL13, Nag10, NM10, LS14]. preference [RBDD17]. preferences [ZZL\textsuperscript{+}17b], prefetching [BKCP09, CM05, Lia16]. prefix [WBO16]. prefix-doubling [WBO16].

**Premie** [LL14]. pre-processing [CV07, LQL\textsuperscript{+}15]. preprocessor [PBSB04]. presence [LGFM05, MOK04]. present [DLP03]. preservation [ZLN\textsuperscript{+}13]. preserving [AD15, BC16, DZC16, LW13, LWX17, TJ17b, WHXzL15, WZC16, WMC17, XZZ16b, YNX\textsuperscript{+}16]. preventing [Kin04]. prevention [SPW09]. Price [PGW06, BGGS14]. Price-sensitive [PGW06]. pricer [BLDW16]. prices [BGGS14]. Pricing [ATVL14, PGW06, TZZH12, CCO15a, CL07, DCJ12, DCJ14, HLCW15, LL16a, MB02, TTPJ16, TKB16, ZO14].

**prere** [WBO16]. prefix-doubling [WBO16]. Primia [CLL14]. preprocessing [CV07, LQL\textsuperscript{+}15]. preprocessor [PBSB04]. presence [LGFM05, MOK04]. present [DLP03]. preservation [ZLN\textsuperscript{+}13]. preserving [AD15, BC16, DZC16, LW13, LWX17, TJ17b, WHXzL15, WZC16, WMC17, XZZ16b, YNX\textsuperscript{+}16]. preventing [Kin04]. prevention [SPW09]. Price [PGW06, BGGS14]. Price-sensitive [PGW06]. pricer [BLDW16]. prices [BGGS14]. Pricing [ATVL14, PGW06, TZZH12, CCO15a, CL07, DCJ12, DCJ14, HLCW15, LL16a, MB02, TTPJ16, TKB16, ZO14].

**prere** [WBO16]. prefix-doubling [WBO16]. Primia [CLL14]. preprocessing [CV07, LQL\textsuperscript{+}15]. preprocessor [PBSB04]. presence [LGFM05, MOK04]. present [DLP03]. preservation [ZLN\textsuperscript{+}13]. preserving [AD15, BC16, DZC16, LW13, LWX17, TJ17b, WHXzL15, WZC16, WMC17, XZZ16b, YNX\textsuperscript{+}16]. preventing [Kin04]. prevention [SPW09]. Price [PGW06, BGGS14]. Price-sensitive [PGW06]. pricer [BLDW16]. prices [BGGS14]. Pricing [ATVL14, PGW06, TZZH12, CCO15a, CL07, DCJ12, DCJ14, HLCW15, LL16a, MB02, TTPJ16, TKB16, ZO14].

**prere** [WBO16]. prefix-doubling [WBO16]. Primia [CLL14]. preprocessing [CV07, LQL\textsuperscript{+}15]. preprocessor [PBSB04]. presence [LGFM05, MOK04]. present [DLP03]. preservation [ZLN\textsuperscript{+}13]. preserving [AD15, BC16, DZC16, LW13, LWX17, TJ17b, WHXzL15, WZC16, WMC17, XZZ16b, YNX\textsuperscript{+}16]. preventing [Kin04]. prevention [SPW09]. Price [PGW06, BGGS14]. Price-sensitive [PGW06]. pricer [BLDW16]. prices [BGGS14]. Pricing [ATVL14, PGW06, TZZH12, CCO15a, CL07, DCJ12, DCJ14, HLCW15, LL16a, MB02, TTPJ16, TKB16, ZO14].

**prere** [WBO16]. prefix-doubling [WBO16]. Primia [CLL14]. preprocessing [CV07, LQL\textsuperscript{+}15]. preprocessor [PBSB04]. presence [LGFM05, MOK04]. present [DLP03]. preservation [ZLN\textsuperscript{+}13]. preserving [AD15, BC16, DZC16, LW13, LWX17, TJ17b, WHXzL15, WZC16, WMC17, XZZ16b, YNX\textsuperscript{+}16]. preventing [Kin04]. prevention [SPW09]. Price [PGW06, BGGS14]. Price-sensitive [PGW06]. pricer [BLDW16]. prices [BGGS14]. Pricing [ATVL14, PGW06, TZZH12, CCO15a, CL07, DCJ12, DCJ14, HLCW15, LL16a, MB02, TTPJ16, TKB16, ZO14].

**prere** [WBO16]. prefix-doubling [WBO16]. Primia [CLL14]. preprocessing [CV07, LQL\textsuperscript{+}15]. preprocessor [PBSB04]. presence [LGFM05, MOK04]. present [DLP03]. preservation [ZLN\textsuperscript{+}13]. preserving [AD15, BC16, DZC16, LW13, LWX17, TJ17b, WHXzL15, WZC16, WMC17, XZZ16b, YNX\textsuperscript{+}16]. preventing [Kin04]. prevention [SPW09]. Price [PGW06, BGGS14]. Price-sensitive [PGW06]. pricer [BLDW16]. prices [BGGS14]. Pricing [ATVL14, PGW06, TZZH12, CCO15a, CL07, DCJ12, DCJ14, HLCW15, LL16a, MB02, TTPJ16, TKB16, ZO14].

**prere** [WBO16]. prefix-doubling [WBO16]. Primia [CLL14]. preprocessing [CV07, LQL\textsuperscript{+}15]. preprocessor [PBSB04]. presence [LGFM05, MOK04]. present [DLP03]. preservation [ZLN\textsuperscript{+}13]. preserving [AD15, BC16, DZC16, LW13, LWX17, TJ17b, WHXzL15, WZC16, WMC17, XZZ16b, YNX\textsuperscript{+}16]. preventing [Kin04]. prevention [SPW09]. Price [PGW06, BGGS14]. Price-sensitive [PGW06]. pricer [BLDW16]. prices [BGGS14]. Pricing [ATVL14, PGW06, TZZH12, CCO15a, CL07, DCJ12, DCJ14, HLCW15, LL16a, MB02, TTPJ16, TKB16, ZO14].
SAD13, SK04, lSsCY17, Str11, SEF+14, TZKH12, VDL+15, VCW13, WJT+14, W CZX16, W JYH16, WCLC13, XPBS11, XCHK14, XZT+11, Yos06, ZLLL11, ZWL+13, ZO14, ZHGx16, ZDG+14, dRC10]. processor 
[ABDP15, AFGl09, CLRBl5, GSG06, KD07, LHC14, LL01, MGBC16, MCP+12, Puf13, RR04, YL01]. Processors [ZYH09, AAC+15, ADMQO14, BHM+12, BHKW12, CGST17, CSWB11, DLZ16, GCPS+14, HFR+17, JLT06, KBE07, KKW+14, KL12b, KLDB10, LGLA15, LYL07, LLYL09, RVD+12, SNK+15, SPW09, SPQ+17, TTYTY15, WJ09, ZYH12, ZZL+17a].

product [ER12, HFR+17, PLR+14, VFG11]. production [NTK08, PSL+16, RLS+09]. productive [GBFP09]. Productivity [MLS+12, YBC+07, TFG+12]. products [HAJL16]. profile [KWK05, MSG10, SL10, SKNH09]. profile-based [MSG10]. Profiles [MG09b]. Profiling [CSPM13, BM07, BAVM11, TYTY15]. profit [LFPP17]. Program [JWY+05, BPdM06, CLZ+17, CRV15, HM04, KL02, SLM04, SLM05, TNIB17, TRH+02, TBK+15, YYS15, ZJL15]. program-to-program [BPdM06]. programmability [DP14]. program [JWY+05, BPdM06, CLZ+17, CRV15, HM04, KL02, SLM04, SLM05, TNIB17, TRH+02, TBK+15, YYS15, ZJL15]. program-to-program [BPdM06]. programmability [DP14]. programme [TWB13]. programmed [CZG16]. Programming [BH16, CLTT13, CGH+06, MCP+12, PA08, RKW+02, SRdS09, SF10, UR04, VFAD17, ALVY05, BL17, BB02, BAVM11, CLYC16, CNP+15, CLRBl5, DK09, DWC+15, EBGs01, EB05, FJ05, FMS11, GA08, GvDHS12, HDX+17, HvNJB15, HR06, JZZL06, JLCA07, KOB01, KIM+03, KSG11, Kes04, KHL+17a, KS05, LL05, LCFkL05, LWB13, MLS+12, MHH16, MKIO04, MTT15, MMSG17, MSB17, MRH14, NO02, PRG15, PBF15, Pre01, RRR04, RGV09, SK04, SPBL06, TFG+12, TMA03, WO14, YWC11, YB12, ZDB+14, ZDC+09, vNMW+05]. programs [ABF+10, ADK+16, ABS16, BHA15a, BB04, BV11, BK05, BL04, CL10, DAL15, Duta17, EFG+03, EL01, EHSU07, FSPC+02, FLB+05, GRS06, GM04, HL13, ITK09, KO06, LL16c, LZC+02, LCC+03, MTVF14, NA15, PAC+17, PS07, RR15, RS07, SVS+08, SSZ14, TLM17, TF03, VJHB05]. Progress [FS07, BKM+07a, BKM+07b, KKM+06]. project [GKM+08, WNN+15, ELM+16]. projects [KKM+06]. promoting [CNP+15]. proof [YL16, ZLH+15]. propagation [ACC17, CWXW+16, KB13, OFR+17, TLWZ14]. properties [ANH16, ABDO09, CSL12, HTHW16, IAIE11, KM13, MHPH03, ZQK15]. proposal [FMS11]. proposed [CG01]. protect [BGdCCA11, ZBP07]. Protecting [LWY15, WYBS16, YKD+15, SW11]. protection [ALZR11, CJZZ10, LWWYM16, LLLyL16, RR01]. protein [BPL12, BDTdS13, MPR04, NCWD+04, SL14, SRL+14, TCP+05, TTD+05, YA04, SHH+14]. proteins [FMS15]. proteomics [CV07, KBH+15b]. protocol [AKG13, AD15, BF07, BBD+13, DXWC16, EN16, EA12, FIO15, GHMX13, IHB15, KABD07, MABP13, MRMC15, MMSN+01, NLYZ12, SWW+16, TZ16, TAI+11, WMCl7, XBSX13, XJZ13, YZW+15, YWM+10, YL16, ZZC15, Zhe16, ZBZH11, BOB13, DT15b]. protocols [Aia15, BBB+14, BHBD13, DVB14, DT15b, GD06, JLHH14, LWB13, NJ15,

Qespera [MV16]. QNX [KF01]. QoC [DD17]. QoC-based [DD17]. QoE [DD17]. QoS [BPB08, CL07, CLX+12, DDM+17, GYM14, GMPT15, HAAWA+16, LLX+15a, LDXC13, DMRS15, PRD+13, QLD+11, RC09, RCKV12, TLZC15, TJK+11, WRLS12, WSW+12, XWFH08, XZHW09, YBO10, YLR+13, YSC+17, YCWH07]. QoS-aware [YCHW07, BPB08, GYM14, LDXC13, QLD+11, WSW+12, YSC+17]. QoS-based [CL07, CLX+12]. QR [BLKD08]. QSQL [RCX09]. quadrature [GSB+12]. Quakesim [PGP+10]. qualitative [LLRS03].

querying [GR13]. question [CZWH07, HHWZ08]. questions [GR13]. queue
[ESGQ+11, MV16, PTL+16]. queueing [MLBVW12]. queues [WKL14].
Queuing [DZ13, YHH13]. Quick [RCXS09]. quicksort
[MMO+16, MMO+16]. quiescence [MCG+08].

R [Ano06, PRCV16, PSM+11]. R-based [PRCV16]. RACAM [YYC10].
race [PS07]. races [DDF+17]. radial [SPZ+10]. radiation
[CSB+16, ZWW14]. radio [AD15, EA12, FXX16, JKZ03, LCMY13, NLYZ12,
SHST13, TZYL13, XBSX13, YCZ+13, YZW+15, LSY+12]. radio-frequency
[AD15, YZW+15]. radiological [WBC+17]. Radiotherapy [CRC+15b].
raising [AMRT14]. RAN [SHST13]. random.
random-walk-based [Li04]. Randomized [AKMZ13, ABDO09]. range
[GBD16, LOSJ17, XZT+11, ZLLL11]. ranked [BV16]. ranking [De08].
Rapid [WSRM12, GBMM15, NTK08, WWG+11]. rare [KHL17b]. RAST
[WWG+11]. rate [DCJ14, DA15, GMH13, MST13]. rating [SWZ12]. ratio
[YZ10, ZYL10]. rational [WLWX14, WLWX16]. rationality [LC09]. RAVE
[GAW09]. Ravenscar [KWK05]. raw [SDOV16]. RAXML [SLM05].
RAXML-II [SLM05]. Ray [MGBC16, SBC15]. Ray-tracing [MGBC16].
Rayleigh [MS07]. RBF [SPZ+10]. rCUDA [RS+15, SIRP17]. RDF
[GVK+09, LZZ+17, UMD+13]. RDMA [ETR+15]. RDMA-enabled
[ETR+15]. re [ANH16, CLH+16, CZ15b, CZQ17, DBR13, LFWS15, SKB+17,
XXXX15, YZCT17]. re-arrangement [DBR13]. re-encryption
[CLH+16, CZ15b, LFWS15, SKB+17, XXX15, YZCT17]. re-identification
Real [AT01, EN09, Fox17, HTW14, RK15, SSM04, Tur04, VK12, YJL12,
ZTM12, BVGVEA11, BLA+14, Bri16, BMPP17, CSB+16, Cuz11,
DvNM+11b, EPA15, EAVGBVS11, EAVGV14, FBH+01, FRKS12,
FLB+05, FAB+07, GGS+16, GKK09, GTL06, KO12, KHM+11a, Kal11,
KvGS+14, KBB11, KSR14, KWK05, LWB13, MGC16, Msp+13, MFF04,
MO+17, Not16a, OSK+01, PSM03, PSS11, Puf13, PRU14, RS16, RF15,
RHT13, RVVPD+17, SIOS02, SPS17, SR16, WY+17, XLY+16, XX+16,
ZG04, BJC17, NDP+05, SKD+04]. Real-Time
[Fox17, HTW14, Tur04, VK12, AT01, EN09, RK15, SSM04, YJL12, ZTM12,
BVGVEA11, BLA+14, Bri16, BMPP17, Cuz11, EPA15, EAVGBVS11,
EAVGV14, FRKS12, FAB+07, GGS+16, KO12, KHM+11a, Kal11,
KvGS+14, KBB11, KSR14, KWK05, LWB13, MGC16, Msp+13, MFF04,
MO+17, Not16a, OSK+01, PSM03, PSS11, Puf13, PRU14, RS16, RF15,
RHT13, SPS17, SR16, WY+17, XLY+16, ZG04, NDP+05, SKD+04, BJC17].
real-time-analysis [RVVPD+17]. real-world
[DV+11b, FBH+01, SIOS02]. realistic [SAOKM04]. realization
replica [PSC+17, VSK17, WSW+12, YYC10]. replicas [BF07]. replicated [AaBT17, MKB01, TMS+12, ZH08]. Replicating [Kal11]. replication
[ASS08, BpM06, DFLNP07, ESZ09, GMS09, MY17, NCD+08, XPS+15, ZNT+16]. reply [OKW15, OK15]. Report [MKO+17, WWG+11].
Reporting [LRS15]. repositories [BH09]. repository [BM10, FHO+15].
representation [mLGP03, LFH+08b]. representations [KSN16]. representing [BSZ09]. reproducibility [MWHW16]. reprogramming
[XBW+15]. Reputation [AMRW06, AAQAR+17, CHZ10, MK15a, CZWH07, CLX+12, XLL+12, ZQLZ12]. Reputation-based
[AMRW06, AAQAR+17, MK15a]. reputations [SZA08]. request [BMV03]. Requests [CKSC10, LL10, RSR06]. require [KO06]. Requirements
[KBH+15b, Can06, FPC15, MG09b, Sod07, SE01]. rerandomization
Research [GZG+16, HDX+17, IssCY17, ACMA07, DM15, EMB11, Fer15, LZWD+15, LPW15, MKX+15, SBB+15, WNN+15, YTF+01, HG14, SHG+07].
researchers [MTK14]. Reservation [GCZ+17, DFPT06, VDB09, VO15]. reservations [ET09, RSR06]. reservoir
[KCZ+05, LAC+08, MBP+05, PML+05]. resident [WCH+07, YTD17].
resilience [XPWF15]. Resilient [BDL+15, EPA15]. resistance
[FI015, ZQLZ12]. resisting [CXW17]. resolution
[BDY03, EN16, OLG+15, WYQ+13]. resolutions [JC07]. resonance
[EMEY14, KSM15]. Resource
[AC02, ACC+07, CEM+08, FBRC16, LLF08, LQL+15, Men03, NvVdA09, RSR06, SJB14, TAB+06, TCH+13, YLC11, BKH+07, BAC+15, BDP+14, BAGS02, BM02, CLQ+17, CA06, CZ11, DFPT06, DS07, DvNM+11a, EdPG+10, ET09, EBMD13, FYY+17, FXX16, God12, GVK12, GMVRG15, GSO4a, GAW09, HSM14, HHKA14, KC15, KvGS+14, KSR14, vdKE10, KTB04, LFPP17, LVM+12, Ley06, LC09, LLL15, LWB13, LAM+09, LMOT10, MLS+15, MRS+10, NB12, PYKL16, PPC+15, PGW06, PRP+15, QLC04, RCB+04, RBNG15, RSPV17, SLV12, SPJ14, SVG12, SD11a, S0016, SB17, TXZ+17, TCDMR+17, TK10, VDB09, VNG+16, WQL16, WP12, WL11b, XLZD13, YPLLJ11, ZJL13, ZM13, ZZZ+15, ZFJ16, ZLA+15, dRC10].
[WD07, BD+07, BFVRC15, CR12, CLH+08, FHO+15, GGFGB14, GD06, GKP+09, HKG08, Jun16, KBT+14, KFS+06, LBV16, NCWD+04, SWH08, SWD+15, SO16, VAC+07, Wdi10, XCL09, ZM13D11, ZBP07, ZDL07].
response [LWW06, MSST15, YZ10, ZYL10]. RESTful [ET15, CS15].
restricted [CLH+16]. restriction [TXZ+17]. results [BG04, BCM+05, CML+10, GRS06, LLRS03, MKO+17, SLM+10, VDL+15, YXLZ16].
retargetable [PBSB04]. retinal [ZBZ+15]. Retraction [Ano12].
retransmission [KCS07]. retrieval
[CM13, DXW16, LS15, MLRR99, PPP10, TSBR10, UAW09, XGHX15].
returns [DFC12]. reuse [CXW17, LVN+12, PHCR09, WGG+07, YXLZ16].
revealed [BDY03], revenue [MRS+10]. reverse
[ACC+12, AT14, RGCC15, TQL+14, RC09]. review
[ABS16, FVRM15, IHA+15, LGdVH13, MG09a]. revisited [BCK+09].
Revisiting [DVB14]. Revocable [MML16, FLL+14, WLFX17]. Revocation
[WJH06, sTzNL16]. RF [BT04]. RF-MVTC [BT04]. RFID
[FLL+14, YL16]. Riccati [MQO0H01, PIAH12]. Rice [MCAB+02]. rich
[LPW15]. RICS [TJD+17]. RICS-DFA [TJD+17]. Rights
[HCBRM16, GLL16]. rigorous [RTPPH12]. Rim [PC17b, IUCH+17]. ring
[ZW14, ZZZ+15]. RIP [KKK10]. Risk
[FRU12, BT04, CL14, DPGA11, WSRM12, DCK12]. risk-aware [DPGA11].
risk-free [BT04]. Ritrovato [An06]. RMI [WCCL05]. RNA
[KHM+11b, LS05]. RNN [JQL+15]. road
[KKHC13, RNJM17, SWL17, ZXZ+11]. Roadrunner [WJLD09, GKS09].
roadside [YBZ+15]. robin [GDJ16, LJML10]. robot [BAD+11, SHT+17].
robotic [ZJS11]. robotics [CRGR+12]. Robust
[AG17, CHM15, KBH15a, LPY+08, SB17, CCCC06, HZ+14, vdKEL10,
LXP+12, NTK08, Sha15, SVC12, WRC09, XLL+12]. robustness
[BCdlCT06, LNKZ08]. Rocks [PKB03]. rogue [AYSZ14]. Role
[KM13, LGL+15, DCFC08, HTR10, HPS05, MLL+11, Mal05, SACJ04].
role-based [MLL+11, SACJ04]. role-driven [DCFC08]. rollback
[MG09a, YLZ09]. rollback-recovery [MG09a]. rotating [DB01, MO02a].
rough [BXLJ16]. Round [LJML10, GDJ16, TQL+14]. route [KKK10].
routines [Cho01, CGGH17, LS04]. routing [DT15b, DA15, FXX16, HIB15,
JWZ13, KA16, KABD07, IWF+15, LLC+15a, NQL+17, PGL+17, RGCC15,
WZS+15, YESG+17, YWM+10, ZJCL10, ZLC17b]. RPC [BDG+10]. RSEL
[FLL+14]. RTS [SLW17]. RTSTJ [HT10, KW11]. rule
[DBH+17, LLH+09, LZZ+15]. rule-sets [LZZ+15]. rules [BTCB16]. Run
[LH05, VHBB03, LCH+06]. Run-time [LH05, VHBB03, LCH+06]. Running
[ZQD+17, CML+10, M ¨O017, RMP+13a, SV12]. Routine
[CIG+05, LS16, MST13, ADI+14, BKH08, CSC+17, CCCC06, DT15a,
GBR10, GA08, JK13, LLAd08, RMCA12, STL+15, SWD+17, TMAG03,
WRC09, WMVP+09]. Runtime-aware [LS16]. runtimes [JFT+08].
rupture [LOKW+10]. RW [BDH16]. RW-safe [BDH16]. RWS [LPC10].

S [GKP+09, GKS09]. SaaS [AMBT17b, FHH15]. SaaS-based [FHH15].
SABR [TZKH12]. SaC [SSB+14, ZLN+13]. SaC-FRAPP [ZLN+13]. SaC/
C [SSB+14]. Safe [vRGN09, BDH16, WLL11b]. Safety
[RS12, CG01, ZHM+17, HL13, LWC17, WK12]. Safety-critical
[RS12, LWC17]. SAGA [SKH09]. Sakai [SHG+07]. sample [YWL+17a].
sampled [PLR+14]. sampling [CSBL12, dOPF13]. SAMRAI [HK02].
sandwich [FP09]. Sandy [VDL+15]. SAP [AK01]. Sapphire [HM03].
satellite [SMBT07]. satisfaction [JZL15]. satisfaction-aware [JZL15]. satisfiability [CW07]. saving [MFG+13, ZQD+17]. SC-OCR [SS17b]. SCADA [ALZR11]. Scalability [DGJ11, KRS11, LL01, AYN+14, BHD13, BCA+10, CCS14, GB07, HKB07, HKAC14, LKYS04, LSK04, RVRD10, RLRG15, SGCA+16, VRMB13, VdIN+07, YLY04]. Scalable [AD15, BMA03, GEJ+08, GM10, GKPT13, JQL+15, KKT13, LB11, MB14, SCRV11, UMD+13, ZW17, BB02, BWD15, BKH08, BDF15, BKLH09, BMPP17, CFPJ+17, CTAB16, DLM13, HRR+11, Kar14b, KHM+11b, KM14, KSC12, LXRJ13, MWPL15, MTT15, MWW10, NMM+10, PSG03, PSLC11, QLL10, RTET15, SRF13, SGC09, SD15, S07, TMP16, TAI+11, WYZ12, WLFX17, ZLN+13, ZL1C15, ZGS17, dMd+17, QH10]. scalar [CSTV06, FNBS16, HFR+17]. Scalarm [BRK+17]. Scalasca [GWW+10]. Scale [PDD14, AHP+13, AML+15, BH09, BFL+10, BCM+07, BBD+14, CHM15, CBQ+11, CGN15, CPS+14, CDH+15, DVD+12, DLX+16, DZJ+15, DZM+15, EN16, EBGS01, ERZ+11, EJD17, FAPC16, HFDJ10, HTR10, HWQ+16, HLF+17, HSHT14, JAA08, JCK+13, JWL+17, JPWH02, KBT+14, KCZ+05, LW05, LBV16, LXRJ13, LXW+16, MwVwM+17, MCT+10, MB14, MJD15, MJD17, Not16a, PTL+16, PAM+15, QZY16, QLS13, RLRG15, SNH15, SK09, SLV12, SCBH09, SGC09, TJ17b, TJ17a, TRH+02, WJ12, WYZ+17, WZX12, WSWL12, XBSX13, YLEB14, YMLR16, ZYZ06, ZHGX16, dCRS11]. scale-free [JWY+17]. SCALEA [TF03]. scales [WQS+16]. Scaling [SPH13, HWZ+15, PDL+14, RPK08, SL+12, AMAB17]. Scaling-aware [AMAB17]. scan [ABFL17]. scatter [MTK16]. scattering [GSB+12]. scavenging [KD10]. SCC [CLRB15]. scenario [WST+17]. scenarios [LSMVML15, VSR+09]. Schedule [XXLL17, ABDR13, CNP+15]. scheduled [HLYD12, SAB15]. scheduler [BM08, CLQ+17, KAM11, ME08, PK17, SO16, ZJL15]. schedulers [ADI+14, KKWZ15, LLI+16, NVV09, RO12a, RO12b, ZF14]. schedules [KBEO7, RRR+15]. Scheduling [AS17, BKS+15, DJM12, EJF+16, GRS06, IQOvdG13, KLD10, LL10, SRd09, SF10, XLYL17, AJY+15, ABC+08b, Ang08, ATNW11, BFM+06, BKNL16, BAGS02, BM02, CSC+17, CHP17, CCC12a, CLT+16, CPX06, CL07, CTTW11, DSO+01, DKLJ13, DFR07, ES09, EABVG14, EFA+17, GDJ16, GSG06, GQ04, GMVRS15, GA09, HZHP09, HLG17, Hum+15, IHA+15, JZL14, JZL15, KV12, KBB17, KB17, KW11, KSPM12, K006, KV13, KR11, LF15, LHL10, LLK08, LHC14, LWFL14, LGY17, LGL16b, LHT+09, LCYJ08, LQL+09, LJML10, LQL+15, LCY16, LHY+16, LSJ16, LZBF17, MSP+13, MRS03, MK15b, NSBR07, NC05, NO12, PRT09, PRV11, PV15, QLS13, RHRB13, RF15, RHZ+17, RCA+12, RB17, SRS16, SV09, SR17, SWP17, Sod05, TKB09, TZYL13, TYT+15, TLF17, TLY15, TV14, VBWO6, Viv03, WGL06, WRC09, WLL1a, WZZL15, WQ+16, XLT+17, XWH+17]. scheduling [YWC11, ZEB10, ZWL+15, ZL12, ZH15, ZQW+17, ZXXN06, dAAVS12].
schema [CT11b, SE01]. schema-mapping [CT11b]. scheme [AR16, ALL+15, BC16, BOB13, BZD16, BBB16, CC13, CCW06, CDP17, DBR13, DA15, FLL+14, ISO+14, JNUH17, KMA04, vdKEL10, LDZ+14a, LWYM16, LFWS15, LJL10, LZC14, MMS17, NR17, OFR+17, PWMX17, STO17, SWL17, TZYL13, sTzNL16, WYQ+13, WZC16, WLFX17, WZXZ12, XCL09, XHH12, XBZ10, WXW14, XXX15, Yos06, ZEB10, ZGX11].

Schemes [WS09, CPXA06, ESGQ+11, zGWXT09, GCZ+17, LX08, LLLyL16, JNUH17, KMA04, vdKEL10, LDZ+14a, LWYM16, LFWS15, LJL10, LZC14, MMS17, NR17, OFR+17, PWMX17, STO17, SWL17, TZYL13, sTzNL16, WYQ+13, WZC16, WLFX17, WZXZ12, XCL09, XHH12, XBZ10, WXW14, XXX15, Yos06, ZEB10, ZGX11].

Scientific [Ber07, LAB+06, AFG+05, AKM+06, BBG17, BML08, BYT+12, BSB+03, CSMB15, CGH+06, DRS+13, DHJ+13, DT17, DCF08, GHB+06, HZHP09, HCD+02, JPWH02, LSE+13, LMH+14, Lan17, LL05, LPH09, LGL16b, LTKF11, LNCY11, LHLH16, LZBF17, LFH+08b, MMMP01, MOF15, MMW+12, MYDM06, MCD+15, MRJ+14, MM10, NAK+15, ODS+13, OCC+05, Par02, PFC+09, PG0+04, QLD+11, RSM06, RCX09, RC09, RB17, RRWS08, SM02, SAB15, SM09, SD11a, SKA+14, SG07, TSP+10, TMP16, TCBR+10, TCBR11, TC12, WRC09, YK10, YYL+12, ZP06, ZWL+15, ZJS+17, ZDLO7, dOOO+12, vRKS03]. SciScope [BvIF10].

sensed [Pla08, SPMP11]. sensing [CGOF15, GZG+16, LLC+15b, MWL+13, MWL+15, PJW+14, YHJ+14, ZWL+13, ZYL+06]. sensitive [DGW16, LWF+15, PGW06, ZBP07]. Sensitivity [BRK+17, OORVB14]. sensor [AKMZ13, ANPR16, BBB16, BAT13, CQXW14, CSB+16, CS13, DLJ15, FHJ13, JNUH17, JBL15, JWZ13, LL13, LDPZ14, LMO15, MS07, MH07, MO15, NQL+17, OEP+15, PMB15, SGCG09, SC07a, WBZ10, WZS+15, XBG+15, XGH15, YBO10, YKD+15, ZPG10, ZGX11, dCHMJ12]. sensors [DFH10, MWL+13, MWL+15, PJW+14, YHJ+14, ZWL+13, ZYLT06]. Seoul [WKL+11]. Sequence [BS04, SHH+14, AMHC11, CPS+14, LLB04, LS15, MP17, SCR11, SRF13]. sequences [BWD15, CL14, HSHT14, LS15]. sequencing [KMJ14, MSL+14]. sequential [Dut17, MO02b, SK04, SLM05, TNIB17]. serial [LCH+06]. serialization [BP03]. series [JLQ+17, LLX+15a, RTMZ13]. Server [Lia16, ACG15, CKOG10, CWL03, DFLNP07, GGS+16, HKAC14, LBdM+16, LGD15, MVML11, PRS01, RGA15, RO12b, dFMSPSW06]. Server-side [Lia16]. servers [AAI12, GMPT15, KSC12, RJ01, TK10, WLW11]. Service [ADD+05, CR13, KTM+09, IWL+06, MN10, ROA+07, RCX09, RDP10, WBHW08, WL02, AaBT16, AaBT17, AP10, AAHWR04, AMRK06, ACFT15, ACS10, BTCLGL17, BV16, CYD+15, CLTT13, CK13, CW11b, CM06, CM07a, CHL+08, CPS17, CM02, CRGR+12, CMS17, CKBB14, DFLNP07, DCP+17, DPGA11, DXM+17, EdP+10, ET09, EAGVBD511, EABV14, FCY17, FMM08, FN13, FP02, GYM14, GLMT15, GCN09, GKP+09, HAE09, HFTQ13, KKH13, KMS13, KJS+15, vdKEL10, LDPZ14, LLX+15a, LW16, LDXC13, LFH08a, LZC08, LW13, LSL15, LFHT15, LLC+15b, MWPL15, MWPX17, MtNK+06, MSL+14, MCC+15, MZW+16, MK15a, MPVT17, MLVNBW12, ORdSL13, ORDG15, PSM03, PPC+15, PPBB14, QEB+10, RBO+02, RSH17, STO17, SBBE07, SFCAV16, SGD15, SPSnvS07, TTV08, TRLC15, TVP17, VT15, VBW06, VGN+16, WZZL13, WSL15, WFT17, WHW10, XDL+11, XWD+12, YSL+15, YLD13, YT15, YS07, YF13]. service [YCW07, YLJZ13, ZLY+13, ZDC15, ZM13, ZT08, ZBZH11, ZHGX16, dRL10, CWZL13, DHC13, FTR15, MCCG11, TKB16]. service-aware [STO17]. service-based [CM06, EAGVBD511, GKP+09, SBBE07, SGD15, WFT17, YT15]. Service-oriented [ROA+07, RDP10, WBHW08, AAHWR04, ACFT15, CLTT13, CHL+08, EABV14, HFTQ13, KJS+15, LFH08a, TT08, WZZL13, YLD15, ZFT08]. Services [HF05, AMBT17b, AMBT17a, ACF+07, ABR+06, ACMM06, AAB+05, BCX15, BHA+15b, Can06, CV07, CPB07, CTY15, CR12, CT12, CSL08, CGH+06, Cuz11, DCY+08, FHH15, FMP10, FKP+02, FAB+07, HDFJ10, HM16, HCD+02, HLB10, Hus15, Jun16, KGST12, KBB11, LM08, LWYM16, MG09b, NAP+07, PSLC11, PRD+13, PG+10, PCS+12, RBP12, RHS17, STO17, SDB02, SM04, SPJ14, SFH13, SAM+17, TSL15, VŠC17, WBC+02, WL02, WGG+07, XXT15, YESG+17, ZIC15, ZWF+06, APPO08, CEN+06, GMS09, MSL+14, PWWR05, WGP+15]. services-based [HFDJ10]. servicing [OK15]. servlet [BPm06]. SERVmegh [KSK17].
session [JK10]. sessions [AG17, TAB+06, YLY04]. set [BGM03, BXLJ16, BHBD13, FJP+05, Kuu14, LHC14, WCR+14, vRKS03, TJD+17].

set-oriented [BGM03]. sets [BZdR+10, LZZ+15, MKKB04, RKS02].


Shannon [PSIP16]. shape [QML+17]. shaping [MB15]. shared [BOF15, BB02, BDV02, CFPP+17, CBPP02, DIK14, Kes04, KOC6, LHC14, MVWJ14, MLC04, PCVZ+04, PSLC11, RA0DF14, XCL09, YNX+16, ZP06].


signals [GQR16]. signature [DXWD16, zGWXT09, LDZ+14a, TJD+17, WXY10, YWL+17a, ZSL+15]. signatures [AYSZ14]. signcryption [LZT12, LMKT13]. significance [AMHC11, HSHT14, OM06a, YZZ+10]. signing [GLL16]. silicon [BG14].

SIM [RMP+13a, FMT16]. SIMD [KL12b, LL16c]. similar [LJML10, WLZ1]. Similarity [DH+13, AMBT17a, DHC11, LXL+09, MMW16, MJI27, MP04, RVRD10, S17b, XLYX11a, ZZ14, ZHI+13].

Similarity-based [DH+13, S17b]. SimMon [ZYC17]. Simple [Cog04, HTHW16, Kuu14, MMS17, NIIU17, ZYW+16]. simplicity [RIFR10].

simplified [LPG+14]. simulate [BSW17, VSC17]. simulated [HXY+12, MK15b, WYZ12]. Simulating [CMD11, Eng15, Lyo02, The01, BDY02, EDBS08, SCV+08].

Simulation [Ano02, CDMS15, EN09, KSM+08a, MZS+10, Tur04, vLRF+02, ATVL14, AM+15, AAV+15, BM02, CCO15a, CGN14, CSB+16, CRV15, DBG15, DVB14, DRM+07, FAPC16, FMT16, FBS16, FRU12, zGWXT09, HMPPT13, HLCW15, ISS+02, IBPA+02, JO06, KKS12, KCZ+05, LKPM09, LCT16, MGB14, MH14, MT90, Not16a, Og013, PIGK16, RHBK11, Sch02, SFH13, SFT15, TRH+02, VPD03, VLF+13, WLJ09, XRD+17, XLY+16, YPL11, ZDB+14, ZJS+17, ZYZC17, ZFT08, SNF12]. simulation-based [DBG15]. simulations [AH+13, ABC+15, AMSR14, BCA+10, BFM+10, BDW14, BDY03, DVD+12, DGJ11, DBR13, FBV+13, GQH17, GKS09, GBG+14, HTR10, KDD17, KF11, LW05, LXX+16, LTM+14, MCY+10, MFF04, MT08, MWL011, Nak02, OKP16, PML+05, RPPH12, RCA+11, RDP10, SNK+15, SW12, SHP14, TGB+10, VLJ17, WDG+14, XMJ17, YDB+13, ZKJ+07, ZCD+12].
Some [ZQK15, CG01]. SonicMQ [MP05]. SOR [KC13].
sort [KVGH11, PSHL11, HTBR12, HTBR16]. sorting
[LBH07, NSN+17, PSHL11, SJVR15]. sound [CMT13, PPMH15]. source
[BDP+14, GP07, JBL15, Nob08, PPC+15, TTL06, TLM17, WBC+17,
YWA07, YKD+15, CGK+07, MM10]. source-based [JBL15].
source-location [YKD+15]. source-to-source [TLM17]. sources
[GD07, ZSL+15]. southwest [JW10, ZZYW10]. Space
[GFL04, MJL01, ADK+16, BYN+17, CZ11, CXW17, GKS+07, GCWE15,
HKS+12, JCVU15, KA09, KAP13, LCT16, LLF08, LWLZ11, LBH07, MB15,
PL15, TJD+17, WBD+03, XXY+16, ZP06, ZDB+14, ZM13, ZJS11].
space-filling [LBH07]. Space-time [GFL04, MJL01]. spaces [FGP+11].
spacial [DZC16]. Spallation [CGK+07]. Spam [IZXM09]. spamming
[WWL+17b]. spanning [DLM13, NJ15]. Spar [vRKS03]. Spark
[DLT+16, WWL+17a]. Sparse
[ALKD16, BdL06, BHPS14, CLF+17, CNP+15, ER12, FJZ+14, GWW17,
GW15, JSS07, MNL15, NA15, OAS+15, PHCR09, PLR+14, SAD13, SLB08,
TDM+15, VFG11, WZ04, YZR14, ZDG+14]. spatial
[CLW+15, HLL+15, Jun16, KHHC13, WCA08]. SPD [YT15]. Spearman
[XYER16]. SPEC [GPW05, MvWL+10]. Special [AHP+13, Ang07, Ano02,
AM07, BA04, BHD13, BM04, Ber07, BKZ+13, BDB+13, BL09a, BL09b,
BL11a, BL11b, BL13b, BL13a, CWZL13, CCCW13, CCJ+16, dOCFJ13,
CLTT13, CR08, CL08, CC09, CW11a, CR13, CL13, CKOR13, CAG+13,
CS09, CS06, CMT13, CM07b, CS13, DRZ13, DRS+13, DVL13, DLM13,
DH13, DKL16, EL01, EBMD13, ES17, ETR+13, Fed13, FN13, Fox01, Fox05,
FG06, FZ07, FS07, FZ08, GG07, GM10, GTGT11, GvHKK11, GM01,
GHP+05, HL13, HYQ17, HQs11, HF05, HDV13, HMPPT13, HFTQ13,
Hus15, JGJL13, JX06, KS02, KM13, KR06, Kni06, KB12, Lee09, LBW14,
LBS15, LBT16, LBT17, LBFS17, LXRJ13, LMKT13, LV12, LDXC13, LW13,
MWL+13, MS13, Man08, MSP+13, Mar05, MFG+13, MISV13, MLY10,
MN10, MLA+08, Nar05, NISSAK13, ODS+13, OEP+15, OM06b].
Special [PLY13, Par02, PRD+13, PHGG10, PW05, Pie08, PB07b, PK08,
Puf13, Qiu11, QFT+14, QLL10, QLS13, RMP+13a, RHRB13, RK01, RBP12,
RTMZ13, Rum10, SN06, SCNH07, SANB08, SRdS09, SF10, SRF13, SD11b,
TM01, Tho07, TP14, TH10, TBW13, TFDAA07, Tur04, Ur07, VCW13,
WAS07, WAD12, WZZL13, WC08, WCL13, WD07, Wis02, XZ09, XLZW11,
XBS13, XW13, Xu08, XJZ13, YLD13, YLR+13, YLJZ13, ZWL+13, ZLY+13,
ZLN+13, Zha08, ZHY09, ZQH12, ZHY12, ZHZ+13, ZL09, vdS06b, AF14,
GWD15, LL13, PDD14, PCC17, RHT13, WR17, WDGG15, XXY+16, ZZ17,
BM12, BL17, DDE+12, HTBR12, HTW14, SHT11, SFN12, VK12, WDM14].
specialization [DAB09b]. specialized [MPR04]. Species [CCC+16].
specific [MHH16, RO12a, RO12b, ZS01, ZYH16, ZLC17a]. Specification
[BPB08, G07, AAW+02, BVVGVEA11, BCC+05, CWZL13, Cog03, HM04,
MYDM06, MPPH03, PS05, YGL05, YP10]. specifications [AAP13, BBG17].
Specifying [HL13, MLL+11, VH12]. Specmaster [WJP14]. Spectral
spectrometry [WJP14].
speculation [MGI17, PSJM13].
speculative [PSJM13].
speed [DPK10, DA15, MB16, ZGS17, ZKJ+07].
Speeding [LTM+14, MT09, PIAH12].
speedup [GR14, TWB13, TWB13].
Speedup-Test [TWB13].
sphere [JKV+15].
spherical [PZ17, SEF+14].
SPICE [LWY+16].
spider [MS17a, FSPC+02].
spilling [WLL14].
SPIRAL [BFK+17].
SPMD [AAW+02, LG08, RRR04].
SpMV [GW15].
SPRINT [MSM+14, PSM+11].
SQORE [UAW09].
squares [ABV05].
SR [SCLK15].
SSE [AB01, VS11].
stability [DA15].
stability-aware [DA15].
Stabilization [CSL12, CHM15].
stable [LM08].
STAC [FNBS16].
STAC-A2 [FNBS16].
stack [Gog11, GE06].
staging [ZJS+17].
stale [BL04].
state-value [BL04].
Stampede [KKW+14].
Standard [SKD+04, BDB+13, CPS17, LKT12, ZSL+15].
standardizing [SKNH09].
Standards [GBG+14, ET09, JKZ03, MRJ+14].
Standards-based [GBG+14, ET09, MRJ+14].
STAPL [TTD+05].
StarPU [ATNW11].
start [WSWL12, RM03].
starvation [WS09].
State [MRS08, BKZ+13, DHC13, IHB15, KA09, LWG+15, MG09a, YP10, ZQD+17].
state- [YP10].
state-of-the-art [BKZ+13].
state-space [KA09].
stateful [MLG15].
states [CY07, TBK+15, XRD+17].
static [Ano06, BFR05, CA06, GM04, KBB17, KMA04, SKK02].
statically [STWS12].
statistical [AMHC11, HSHT14, TWB13, WRLS12].
statistically [DZ13, PPMMH15].
statistics [EJD15, TZYL13, WCA08].
status [Dik07].
STBC [LQL14].
stealing [ADK+16, CZG16, GLM+16, GMMT17, VB16].
Stealthy [WOH+13].
Steering [WW08, CKC09, MMMP01, MP03].
Steiner [LWK15].
Stencil [EFY17, GEBA17, GBFP09, LBFS17, NDL17, PRG15, RPRG17, RIWS17, RKW17, SRM+15, VFA17].
stenil-based [RIWS17, RKW17].
stencil-code [LBFS17].
stencils [TPGC15].
step [CLS14, Hun15, IS10, MZK16].
Stepwise [HvNJB15].
Stepwise-refinement [HvNJB15].
StgDomain [QH10].
STILL [AJM12].
Stochastic [FMP10, CMD11, DPS07, DLZ16, EB10, J LH+16, LLRS03, LS05, MKSS16, RTPPH12, SS17a, SB17, SPPH14, TLF17, WLL03b, XWFO08, XWD+12].
stock [DFC12].
Stokes [FBV+13, DdB01, GSV03, HKB07].
Stone [RSM01].
stopping [HM03].
storage [AV07, AAE+09, BGGLO7, BD08, BRW06, CLH+16, CCL+17, CCW+15, CSWB11, DLZ+17b, DT17, DXZ+16, ERZ+11, GCWE15, HMF15, HGT14, HP11, HYX05, HKG08, HG11, HHPL16, JL10, LZZ+17, LZW+16, MLG15, PWMX16, PWX17, PK17, RCC17, SGJ+17, SFCAV16, SWW+16, SCLK15, XGK15, YDL09, YXL17, YSC+17, YZCT17, YYL+12, ZNT+16, ZFJ16].
store [KM03].
stores [ZH+15].
storing [ZSC+17].
Storm [BVS10].
Straight [NA15]. Straight-line [NA15]. Strassen [DS04]. Strategies
[OGA+01, SRdS09, SF10, VSK17, AZF+12, BGGS14, BGV+01, BD04, BDV02,
CWC10, CHZ10, CHZ12, DT01, Fer13, GS08, GRGP12, GMPT15, LHL10,
LFHT15, LCMY13, MBP16, MCAB+02, RVVPD+17, SM11, YOBS16].

strategy [BGdCCA11, CMW02, CZL+17, DXG13, DRS+13, DS07, FCY17,
GDJ16, HBKM06, JML+16, JK13, LLC+15a, LCYJ08, LNCY11, LHH+17,
PMAL14, PGL+17, RM03, SBDP15, TYHL12, WDG+14, XWH+17,
YL11, YLY+12, ZLZ15, ZLH+15, dOOO+12]. strategy-proof
[ZLH+15]. Stream [MY17, RS11, LSJ16, QXXZ16, RHD+16, TJ17a].

Stream-based [MY17]. streaming
[ABR+06, CA06, DJM12, FAB+07, IHB15, MABP13, MBP16, TCBR11].

streams [BMPP17, DZM+15, EPA15, HMPPT13, LOSJ17, PF12, TJ17b].

strength [JSPE15]. stripe
[LHH+17]. Strong
[Pun01, MZS+10, MRS08, AYSZ14]. strongly
[Rav16, RSM01]. Structural
[SVS+08, SSZ14, MRY+16, MJ15, MJ17, XLZD13].

structural-connected [MRY+16]. structure
[BPL12, BDTdS13, CEM+17, DPS16, DGL+12, GLM+16, HC07, JMY+17,
LS05, MWL+13, MJL01, MB14, QLLS15, RGL+15, TKHA13, ZMJ10].

Structured
[CMB06, CZ11, GVC10, LB11]. structures
[CWYX17, DDF+17, GS04b, MISV13, SL14, SER15, vRS05]. studies
[ABB+15, EMB11, KCA+05, LOKW+10]. Study
[TCP+05, XZZ+16a, ZSL+10, ZZYW10, BdL06, BY12, Bok12, CMCAA17,
CHZ10, DT01, EGG0+04, EMS11, EDB+14, GSB+12, GKR14, GFG+09,
GRS+17, HKS+12, HPVRPF14, HW+17, JJGL13, KF15, KOK14, LBT14,
LLN+14, LFU+08, MCP+12, NR08, NJ15, PRC+14, PSH11, PB15,
RCC17, RTMZ13, RVVPD+17, RGL+15, RMCHMG15, SBC15, SCB13,
SvDO15, SE10, WWL+15, WWL+17a, WTN07, vRS05].

Studying
[NCW+14, ZDD+17]. style [PW12]. sub [FTR15]. sub-ontologies
[FTR15]. Subcarrier
[HJTX17]. subcircuit
[HLO+16]. subdominant
[RRI1]. subgraph
[ZLZ+17]. submission
[BWW+08, MHR14].

submissions
[BAC+15]. subproblem
[MB16]. subroutines
[Cog04]. subscriber
[TKK+11]. subscriber-defined
[TKK+11]. subset
[Bok12, CS16, WLLL15, WLLL16].

subset
[Bok12, CS16, WLLL15, WLLL16].

subset-sum
[Bok12, CS16, WLLL15, WLLL16]. substitute
[PPMH15]. substrate
[BCC+16]. subsystem
[M002a]. subtypes
[HL13]. suffix
[WBO16]. suggestion
[XLYX11b]. suitable
[SKB+17]. suite
[DS02, GMT+07, GPW03, MM10, MvWL+10, SPQ+17]. suites
[GPW05].

sum
[Bok12, CS16, WLLL15, WLLL16]. Super
[EEK+04, BBSW17]. supercomputer
[EDB+14, FGC06, GKS09, LXW+16, MV16, PIH04, SNEP14].

supercomputers
[LSW+16, LGL+17, PS+16, RGL+15]. supercomputing
[HCC+15]. superlinear
[GR14]. Supernodal
[ZDG+14]. supervised
[DL15, DH13, TJ17a]. supply
[DSO+01, HAJL16, HLL+15]. supplying
[MAB13, MBP16]. Support
[WCCL05, AHB+10, ACMA07, BBBC02, BP03, CC10, CRC15a, CRC+15b, CWL03, CCC12b, CGK+07, DIK14, DVL13, DHH+13, FP02, God12, GMS09, HGB+08, JMF09, KSPM12, mLGP03, LFZ07, MCG+08, NAP+07, NDP+05, OSK+01, PCD15, RMCA12, RCXS09, SKK01, SO16, SE01, SWD+17, VRDTB+16, W12, WZJD13, WBB+07, YWA07]. Supported [SNM15, XZ09, DGL+12, RCM12]. Supporting [ABB+15, CGOF15, DFPT06, GDD+04, GBD16, LK03, LCT16, LWB13, MMG03, SG07, Cuz11, ET09, GKT13, HAA+07, JK10, KA11, PLY13, PC17a, WLDL08, ZHZ+13, CWZL13]. supports [KL12b, LYL07]. SURF [HPVRPF14]. surface [DCD+14]. surfaces [DG11]. surplus [RCKV12]. surveillance [Qi17]. survey [BHKW12, DSMM+15, DDF+15, EJD17, GTA10, LAL02, LCH+06, MG09a, MJ11, Mit17a, Mit17b, RRBB11, RLZ15, RB17, SK17, Sod05, VSK17, WGP+15, XTB17]. survivability [ET15, MAS+14]. sustainability [SvDO15]. SVD [KYBV17]. SW [PL15]. swap [DHM14]. swarm [dCPD13, DBH+17, KHL17b, RK15, XDE+04, ZHT08, ZT09]. SWARP [PBSB04]. Sweep [YBC+07, AAE+09, ISO+14, RMCI+07, YK10]. SweGrid [GEJ+08]. SWIMM [RGB+15]. SweDeW [LCYJ08]. SweDeW-G [LCYJ08]. swirling [SPZ+10]. Swiss [KBH+15b]. switch [LXP+12]. switched [CHM15, CKRO13, MOK04]. switched/optical [CKRO13]. switching [MVWJ14]. SX [OCC+05]. SX-6 [OCC+05]. symbolic [FSPC+02]. symmetric [AYN+14, BDR+17, BIK+11, OAS+15, YDS+14, YTD17]. symmetrical [ZJL15]. Symposium [GJ17, Run10]. SynM [ZJL15]. SYNASC [FB16]. synchronisation [WBM+10]. synchronization [BHH09, CS17, DVB14, DJK13, JK13, MS05, NN07, PCT04, RCA+12, ZTGW17]. synchronize [FJ05]. Synchronous [GDD+04, Kes04, PSRR14, dRRdCRR16, YB12]. synchrotron [ZWW14]. synergistic [ESZ09]. synthesis [TL17]. System [AS15, AFR09, GEJ+10, PXY+07, XZ09, Zhao06, ZBC+07, ACJ10, AMBT17b, AAC+15, Ang08, ASG+08, BHJ+16, BFM+06, BRWB06, BAS07, BAT+13, Cha03, CZWH07, CIZ+15, CLS14, CLR15, CLX+12, DL10, DT17, DZM+15, EK+04, FPC15, FWU+04, GHB+06, HDDG09, HXY+12, HK01, HJM+11, HYX05, HKG08, HG11, HY12, HON04, ISS+02, IT03, IBvA+02, JOC+15, JDB16, JLLH14, JK10, Kar16, KBB17, KL02, KM03, KDG+08, KCK15, KAP13, KSM15, KL10, KZC+05, LLRS03, LM08, LLWS09, LWC12, LLL15, LAB+06, MS17a, MSST15, MMW+12, MHRI14, NNvVdA09, NSSAK13, NSSAK16, PB12, Pac16, PSG03, PBD+15, PPP10, PGO+04, PGW+08, RG15, RW10, RSTV07, RG17, RSTV05, SACJ04, SNB+01, STL+15, SZR16, TTY12, TTT06, TKA+02, TMS+12, TMAG03, VGL06, WKT08, WLDL08, WXY10, WR17, WLL03a, XHZ12, XBB13, XTLG08, XLL+12, YL01]. system [ZH08, ZEB10, ZL12, ZHG16, ACD02, PA08, WK14]. System- [AS15]. system-aware [BFM+06]. system-level [KAP13]. Systematic [AT17, FG16, RWK17, ABS16, FVRM15]. systemic [BV+01]. Systems
[FG06, Fox10, Fox17, HTW14, Man08, MN10, OM06b, PDD14, RK01, SNM15, Ur07, XLIW11, Zha08, AFGL09, AM15, ALZR11, AML+15, AGMR05, AC06, An06, APB16, BDR+17, BRK+17, BBPV05, BFR05, BDGCCA11, BB02, BCM+07, BKH08, BND16, BDV02, BRI16, BDP+14, BLSP11, CCCW13, CKOG10, CGBT13, CLYC16, CBPP02, CY07, CWC10, CHM15, CLT+16, CCW+15, CLZ+17, CM06, CPXA06, CSTV06, CGN15, CN16, CCT+15, CEM+17, CDP17, DD17, Dab09a, DBGA16, DMR+07, DFP106, DLH01, DZW+11, DZL+17a, DJK13, DJK16, DvNM+11b, DL07, DXZ+16, EGBP+04, EBGS01, EB05, EJF+16, EFA+17, Fec12, FG, FAPC16, FVRM15, FD01, FMT16, FN13, FBV+13, FJG+13, FM08, GGG16, GTFA13, GSB+12, GMMT17, God12, GPVcBRO12, GOVL17, GCL08, HKVW16, HnLG03, HTR10, HPD+15, HWY+17, HCK+08].

systems

[IOOH12, JAA08, JL10, JSS07, Jon09, KNT+01, KSN16, KAL07, KF01, KL02, KSG11, KHW05, KR15, KSS+17, KRS11, KHZ+15, KD07, LBTE14, LKC08, LX08, LZW13, LDP14, LZW+16, LYF+17, LIA16, NKL08, LZC09, LNCY11, LTM+14, LHH+17, LBS15, LRS15, LCH+06, LLQL14, LDS+08, MWP15, MBP16, MGBC16, MG09a, MSP+13, MJ11, MP17, Men03, MSB17, MEE13, MWL10, MV16, NLY12, NO8, OMO6a, PVR+09, PWMX16, PWMX17, PC14, PRG15, PCJ17, PT12, PQP13, QB12, RE03, RMCA12, RHT13, RHZ+17, RCA+12, RG17, RHBK11, RCT03, SR16, SJIB14, SK09, SJSVR17, SAD13, SLV12, SLD+12, SBC15, SARL13, SFH13, SFT15, SW09, SO16, SD15, SSMB15, STWSP12, SS07, TTY+15, TLF17, TIK+11, TWIN07, TW07, VDPC03, VH12, WS09, WAD12, WC04, WST+17, WTN07, XPS+15, XW08, XXW+17, XCH13].

systems

[XPF15, XBXS13, XLLL17, XLYL17, XBM14, XLL+15, XLY+16, YTF+01, YY+10, YCL11, YGG14, YZW+15, YHH13, YZR14, YYL+12, ZLKK17, ZQZ+16, ZDC+09, ZFJ16, ZQW+17, ZJL15, Boc12, CR08, PIE08, VK12].

T3E [LSK04, PSG03]. T3E-600 [LSK04].

[T3E] [LSK04, PSG03]. T3E-600 [LSK04].

Table [GCWE15, MA15, WT07, ZQW+17].

Tables [CCG+08].

Tabu [YPLJ11].

Tackling [SK+08].

tag [God12, XBXS13].
tag-based [God12].
tags [YL16].
tail [QZYZ16].

Tailor [STWSP12].

Tailor-made [STWSP12].

Tailoring [CRKO13].
tails [RVRD10].
taking [RSP17].

Taming [LYF+17].

tandem [WJP14].

target [Boc12, ZHTO8].

Targeted [RSP17].

Targeting [DAC12, MST13].

Task [ABC+16, MS10, AHM06, ATW11, CLT+16, CGS15, CFTT17, CD+011, GD16, Hun15, K006, KZY15, KO04, LDPZ14, LYF+17, LQL+15, MS17a, MSP+13, MB14, PBF15, PV15, RR15, SAB15, SPJ14, STL+15, TKQ17, TTY+15, TLF17, TFG+12, TJF14, YOS06, ZJS+17, dSGD14, HR06].

Task-based [ABC+16, MB14, STL+15, TFG+12].
task-centric [PBF15].

task-parallel [CGS15].

TaskLocalRandom [PPMH15].
tasks [AJY+15, BM08, BKS+15, KR11, MOA17, NPTT10, PB12, PPMH15, PR11, RF15, SR16, SHA15, NB12].

TASUS [CC+16].

Tat [LPY+08].
TAU [SM03]. Taverna [CMD11, OGA+06, TMF+10, ZGST08]. taxonomy [CY08, NNvVdA09, RRBB11, RB17]. TCP [KW01, NIIU17]. TCP-Socket [KW01]. TeaLeaf [MMSG17]. Teams [HR06]. technique [Cog04, EPB14, EMEY14, JLT06, KC15, MNL15, PYKL16, RS07, WO02, WWL+17b, ZO14].

Techniques [NNON02, SRdS09, BLSP11, CGST17, CP14, EL01, HPS05, KBG+09, LLdA08, MAVG16, MBC+14, MJ11, MFG+13, Mit17a, Mit17b, PKB03, PGP+10, RLZ15, RCM12, WJH06, WMvP+09]. Technologies [Ang07, CS06, Fox17, HTW14, Nar05, SNM15, VK12, BSC+15, CY15, DR15, DKJ16, LLL16, PPST09, QD17, RBP12, RHT13, RS13, SRL13a, SFH13, SoD07, VRSJ15, VSB+15, XADLC15, ZBE17].

Technology [Ber07, ZYH09, BG04, DCY+08, EDB+14, HM16, Kin04, LWL15, MCY+07, MST+05, ZDC+09, ZHY12].

tectonic [LOKW+10].

telecommunication [AKW04]. telecoms [NTK08].

telehealth [PBD+15].

telerehabilitation [PBD+15].

teleorganizer [RVVPD+17].

temperature [CCC12a]. templates [KCB09, LH14, MWL+13].

tenancy [TSL15].

tenant [VGN+16].

terrain [Str11].

test [BLA+14, GMT07, SSZ14, TWB13].

testbed [IUCH+17, SWP17].

Testing [Low17, Ur07, ABS16, CL10, CTY15, CLL14, DLH01, EFG+03, EHSU07, PSM+11, SVS+08, SSZ14, VGL16, YSL+15].

text [CZ15a, HZL+16, PLZ14, THM+11].

textual [LHXY08, LFX+08].

texture [WCH+07].

Tflop [GKS09]. Tflop/s [GKS09]. TFLOPS [SLM+10].

theft [VRDTB+16].

their [BDV02, FLYL16, SSB+14, ZlC15].

theoretic [BXLJ16, BJ17, CG17, DTY07, YCH17].

thread-aware [CC15, TKZQ17, ACIC+13].

thermal-aware [CC15, TKZQ17, ACIC+13].

thermal-hydraulic [M02a].

theta [BG17].

theta-joins [BG17].

thin [BYN+17, MBP16, PIH04].

Things [IAH+15, PCJ17, CMCAA17, DZW+11, AD15, MK15b, MB15, SS15b, SRN+15, ZIC15, ZZY+15, dMD+17].

thinning [JdM12].

Third [Mar05].

thousand [RMP+13a].

thousand-core [RMP+13a].

thread [BDH15, CMMB13, CDN15, DBH+17, MGI17, RAUD14, RO12a, RO12b, TPGC15].

thread-aware [RAUD14].

thread-block [TPGC15].

thread-level [MGI17].

threading [BIK+11, EFG+03, EHSU07, TMAG03, ZJL15].

threads [Bou06, FBV+13, PSM03].

ThreadScope [WT10].

Three [JdM12, Ogi02, Bee12, CLS14, JN03, LDZ14b, MABP13].

Three-dimensional [JdM12, Ogi02, JN03, MABP13].

three-point [LDZ14b].

Threshold [KR15, ZCC+06, AR16, zGWXT09, KW11].

Threshold-based [KR15, ZCC+06].

throughput [EDB+14, EB14, FMT16, JOC15, Kri05, LCY08, MS07, QSX+17, SKA14, SAM+17, SVN12].

Time [ACC17, Fox17, HTW14, Tur04, VK12, ACC+12, AT01, BGV11, BLA+14, Bri16, BMPP17, BJC17, CDMS15, CY07, CN16, Cuz11, DVB14, DL01, EN09, EPA15, EAGVVS11, EABVG14, FRKS12, FL+05, FAB+07, FOTW04, GGS+16, GFL04, GCZ+17, HZHP09, HPS12, JLQ+17, K012, KHM+11a, Ka11, KD15, KvGS+14, KBB11, KZY15, KSR14, KWK05, LL10, LH05, LLX+15a, LWB13, LZZ09, LLC+15b, LCH+06, MWP17, MGBC16, MSP+13, MJL01, MGI17, MQQO10, MFF04, MO17, Not16a, OSK+01, PB12, PSM03, PZT+15, PSW11, Puf13, PRU14, RS16, RF15, RHT13, RTM13, RVVP+17, RK15, SKS+08, SSM04, SC07a, SPS17, SZR16, TJ0+17, TLM17, TY15, VHBB03, WYZ+17, XLY+16, YJ12, ZTM12, ZG04, ZGRSC10, NDP+05, SKD+04].


time-series [JLQ+17]. time-triggered [EABVG14]. timeliness [LW06].

Timely [CXW17, VO15]. times [MV16]. timing [vEGW06].

Tit-for-Tat [LPY+08].

Tit-for-Tat [LPY+08].

TLBs [Mit17a].

TM [Jac02].

Tmall [ZYZ16].

Tmall-specific [ZYZ16].

TNO [DS02].

TOAST [RPRG17].

today [DH15, LZWD+15].

Toeplitz [ABV05, PV04].

Together [ADM06].

token [DHV03].

token-based [DHV03].

tolerance [ADM06, BV11, CJZ+15, ET15, LHFT15, PK16, PGK11, WPWF15, XTLG08].

Tolerant [NDP+05, ACJ10, ALL+15, AAE+09, BF07, BZD16, BHD13, Fec12, FD01, KAL07, LHT+09, PGL+17, RGCC15, WDW+15, XW13, XBW+15, ZJS11].

tomography [SBC15].

tomorrow [DH15, LZWD+15].

TomusBlobs [CTAB16].

tool [AAV+15, DHH+13, FJP+05, HCG07, JK06, KSR14, LCC+03, RMG+10, SL14, TF03, VDC03].

Toolkit [Jac02, BM02, DKE+07, LPC+14, PTCN07, SHG+07, SC+08, ZYZ17, MTD+02].

Toolkits [QEB+10].

Tools [GM10, ABF+10, AGMR05, EHSU07, Ger05, GT07, G+HKK11, H006, LGdV13, MWW10, MM10, PKB03, ZYL+08].

toolset [BBGA03, GSW+10, Kvg+14].

top [LFZ07].

top- [LFZ07].

TOP100 [EEK+04].

Topic [GLD17, ZSZ15, HLF+17].

Topics [Man08, LL13, QLL10].

topographical [TSAK15].

topological [ZQK15].

topologies [dCPD13, PAL14, PGL+17].

Topology [RH07, VKM+09, BSZ09, CRK03, HRR+11, NIU17, QLLS15, SLW17].

topology-based [NIU17, SLW17].

tor [HYLG15, WWS+12].

torus [AMVOS17, LGL16].

torus-based [LGL16].

total [CCM+17, TY15].

tour [LLF08].

tourism [WZT11].

tournaments [RLVRG14].

trace [EJD17, FMT16].

trace-driven [FMT16].

traces [BHH09, CDMS15, EJD15].

routing [MGB16, VEJD17].

track [FB16, GYS+17].

Tracking [ATSAK15, CFV+08, FM08, CCM13, DvNM+11a, RK15, WBZ10].

trade [AAC+15, ANTZ09, DD17, HBKM06, KALO7, XLY17].

trade-off [AAC+15, DD17, HBKM06, KAL07, XLY17].

tradeoffs [MLJ01].

Trading
[YLLZ09, DDF16]. Traffic
[HLG17, BJC17, GHMX13, IZXM09, KMA04, LZL17a, LJML10, MOK04, MA15, SWLJ17, SSC+16, VO15, WMA07, WXY10, ZFW+17]. trails
[KDG+08]. trained [SNEP14]. Training [AMRT14]. trajectory
[PdCMdS+12]. transaction
[CTY15, CKOG10, LCYJ08, MS17a, MK12, SE01]. transaction-intensive
[LYCJ08]. transactions [CTY15, MISV13, QLF+06, YCW07]. transfer
[AC06, AC08, DPK10, KKL06, TZK16, YYCH10, ZGS17]. transfers
[MLVBW12]. transform [PJW+14, SP16]. transformation
[CCC12b, CC15, Cuz11, LHC14, SKK01, TXY+16, WLP+17]. transformational
[vWAH+02]. Transformations
[OKW15, CSC+17, Dut17, GKS+07]. transformed [BY12, WLL14]. transforms
[HP11, SEF+14]. transient [BG04]. transition [RVD+12].
translating [IS10]. translation [CDN15, SD03]. transmission
[ASWR12, DA15, HLHC12]. transmission-cost [HLHC12]. transmissions
[DZ13]. transparency [GMS09, SK04]. Transparent
[KFS+06, CJZZ10, DPST06, MD02, LWY+16]. Transparent-Desktop
[LWY+16]. transport [RMCHMG15, VLF+13]. transportation [DBG16].
transporting [DGW16]. Transpose [AS15, TDM+15]. Transposing
[KS04]. transhipment [LXP+12]. travelers [MCWL06]. traversal
[MNL15]. treasures [BG04]. tree [ART14, BMS+09, BB16, DLM13, FH13,
GP07, LGY17, LWK15, MLYL17, NJ15, SL04, ZJKL10, ZLLL11, GBD16].
trees [ESGQ+11, HW14, Li04, SL05, SN16]. Trends
[PC17, PT12, TFA07, CY15, DS17, ESG17, SRM13a]. Triana
[CGH+06, TWSM05]. triangular [CKL17, GRS+17]. triangulation
[CCW04, CCW06]. triangulations [DG11, PZ17]. TRIBLER [PGW+08].
tridiagonal [TYL+15]. Tridiagonalization [YDS+14]. triggered
[EABFGV14]. trophies [BG04]. Trust
[CLMM12, GYM14, KJS+15, WRC09, WZL13, ZCS06, AFG09, CWYX17,
GGHR16, HA18, MMPB12, DRSM15, OEP+15, TLWZ14, WAD12,
WZL+17a, XADLC15, YZ+15, YLJZ13, ZW09]. trust-aware
[HA18, DMRS15]. Trust-based [KJS+15, WRC09, WZL13, ZCS06].
Trust-oriented [GYM14]. Trusted [QMK12, XL+12]. trusting [CM06].
trustworthiness [Hav13, MCXP15]. truthful [GP07]. TSHMEM
[GLA15]. tsunami [SPZ+10, CZL12]. Tunable [ABC+08b]. tuning
[BVGEAFG11, BLW06, FE17, HWY+17, KAM11, Lan17, LGG16,
MLN15, Sor13, MCM07]. Tunneling [PZ08, PZ10]. tuples
[MZ06, vRS05]. turbulent [RR11]. turning [HCKF15]. twisted [WQL16].
Twitter [AAQAR+17, WWL+17b]. Two [Pac16, WBZ10, BLO6, DvdS06,
DZ13, EMB11, FIO15, GSB+12, HLHC12, LLKC08, LCJ14, MJ15, RVD+12,
RBDI17, SCBH09, TBK06, Tru15, WLLL15, ZC15]. two-dimensional
[GSB+12, TBK06]. two-hop [DZ13]. two-layer [Tru15]. Two-level
[Pac16, WBZ10, LLKC08, MJ15]. two-list [WLLL15]. two-party
two-tier [HLHC12]. Type [CG01, WL11b, FVLS15, GE08]. Type-safe [WL11b]. types [Pun01]. typing [RR01].


ZWLY16, ZCS06]. VIGO [MTA07]. violations [RC09]. VIRGO [JLHH14]. Virtual [BP03, CKSC10, EN09, GBB15, SGV12, WLP17, ZS01, ZWF06, AFT01, AMAB17, BB12, BB15, BDF15, BAZ09, CSMB15, CG10, CCL17, CH04, CFV08, DFC12, DXM17, EDB14, EB14, EMS15, GRSB09, GPW03, GE06, GCPS14, HG11, JvAB15, KD10, KTB17, KBB11, KCKC15, KBT14, LLL15, LHLH16, LSMVML15, MS17b, MST15, MVML11, MRS09, PLY13, PCH08, RGCC15, RMP13b, SJB14, SYMA17, TB12, VGL16, WKT08, XHCL15, XTB17, XXY16, YBZ15, ZXW16a, ZYN07, ZLZ15, ZLP15, BBGA03, GGR10, KKJH03, WL02].

Virtualization [AKK07, EdPG10, QZDJ16, RSC15, SIRP17]. virtualization-based [QZDJ16].

Virtualizing [WSP17]. virus [MJL01]. virus-structure [MJL01].

Visibility [Str11]. vision [Dik07].

Visual [BLA14, PDY14, CP14, MYDM06, Q17, WBC17, LSY12].

Visualization [ASWR12, ABtGT12, CJZZ10, JCJ17, LJHL10, QLS13, RGAK15, RHZ17, WTL16].

Visualizing [SHH14, WT10, vLDA07]. Visiting [SHH14, WT10, vLDA07]. Visually [SHT17]. Viterbi [LDZ14b, LK01]. VLab [NAP07]. VLDB [PB07b, PB07b, PB07b, PK08].

VLIW [GSG06, HBKM06, KB06, KBE07, LHC14, LYL07, LYL09]. VMBackup [ZXW16a]. VMI [MPVT17]. VMI-assisted [MPVT17].

Vocabulary [mLGP03]. Voice [GRGP12, PCL17, YJL12]. VoIP [PCL17].

Volatility [DCJ14, DLZ16]. Voltage [AMAB17]. Volume [DCJ14, DLZ16].


Waterman [RGB13, ZDX12]. Watershed [RHD16]. Watershed-ng [RHD16]. wave [OFR17]. waveform [RSTV05]. wavelength [WBD03].


Weaver [BTY12]. Web [DZ11, DHC13, BBH02, MSL14, WGP15, CPSP17, GMPT15, LFT15, MCY10, QCB17, SS15a, TK10, WLDL08, YLB14, vHKT12, SAM17, AC02, And13, AHH14, ADD05, AAI12, BvIF10, CTY15, CRC15, CWD03, CLZX10, CW07, CDL08, CHZ12, DCY08, DWC09, ET15, FABE11, FHN15, FNP10, FP09, GH08, GMS09, HFDJ10, HKAC14, HF05, KGGT12, KSC12, LVR12, MMMP01, MK15a, MG09b, MWL15, MN10].
MVML11, PWWR05, PZZ08, PZZ10, PYF02, PFC+09, PCS+12, QEB+10, RGA15, RRWS08, SBBE07, SDB02, SZL09, UAW09, VCP16, WBC+02, WBC+17, XLYX11a, XLYX11b, YSL+15, YF13, ZX09, ZGST08, ZL09, Zic12. web-based [WLDL08, YLEB14, vHKT+11, MN10, AC02, CRC+15b, CW07, LVN+12, MMMP01, RRWS08, WBC+17]. Web-inclusive [DWC09].

Web-of-things [DZW+11]. web-portal [MCY+10]. weight [ON01].

weighted [BF07, And13, GDJ16, Rua15, XWX+17]. weighting [PLZ14]. weightless [DFC12].

Weka4WS [TTV08]. Wenchuan [JW10, PWJ10]. WETICE [DR15]. where [LSS15]. Which [MS17b, PRS01]. whole [BK05, MSV+10]. wide [BMA03, GEJ+08, RLS+09, RMP13b, WWL+15, XPBS11, BBGA03].

wide-area [BMA03, XPBS11]. widely [PGW06]. Wiedemann [SAD13].

WiFi [GQR16]. wiki [BM10, DCEK15]. wikis [DSMM+15]. will [FMS11].

WiMAX [TKHA13]. window [BBC16, LJJ+17, BBC16]. window-based [LJJ+17]. window-LFU [BBC16]. Window-LRFU [BBC16]. windows [CMCAA17, QB12, KF01, KBT+14, XBB13]. WinGrid [MT09].

Wings [KDG+08]. Wings/Pegasus [KDG+08]. Winograd [DS04]. Wireless [AM07, BOB08, CSB+16, HJTX17, Not16b, AKMZ13, BBB16, BAT13, CXW14, CLH13, CGBK13, CFTT17, DLJ15, DFH10, DMA13, DZ13, DA15, FH13, GHMX13, HZC+14, JNUH17, JBL15, JWZ13, KBH15a, LL13, LDPZ14, LMO15, MDX14, MLRR09, MO15, OEP+15, RS13, SGC09, SC07a, VT15, WBJ10, WRLS12, WYO+13, WIZ+15, WMC17, XBW+15, XJJZ13, XGXH15, YBO10, YHHS16, YKD+15, YCW07, ZPG10, ZL12, ZGX11, dCHMJ12].

WISP [BBG17]. within [ACC+15, BPB08, BHA+15b, DvdS06, PPC+15, YDB+13]. without [HM03, ON02]. WLAN [YYZ+17]. WMSC2010 [CR13]. WMSNs [VO15].

Wolf [KB17]. word [GSG06]. word-interleaved [GSG06]. words [XLYX11a]. Work [ADK+16, GLM+16, CZG16, DKKL06, FMS11, FRU12, GMMT17, MTHK14, MRS+09, SRM+15, TSBR10, VB16]. work-stealing [CZG16, VB16]. workflow-based [RCLS16]. workflows [BML08, BPB08, BYT+12, CLTT13, CMD11, DCG11, DKKL06, DT17, DYY16, GAE+06, HPHB+15, Hoh06, JBL16, KB17, LPSF11, LGL+17, LGL16b, LCY08, LZO8, LWLZ11, LZO10, MBIO6, SRL+14, SW11, TKB09, WKT08, WRC09, WIL11a, WZZL13, WCLC13, XZHW09, YPLJ11, YYL+12, ZWL+15, ZFT08, dSGD14, CR08].

workflow-based [RCLS16]. workflow
WGG+, XLYL17, XWH+, ZJS+, ZH15, dAAVS12, dOOO+12.

**Working** [GG07]. **Workload** [BDV02, SCC+10, ZF14, DKMV07, HHKA14, KHW05, MFG+13, SW09]. **workloads** [BPT+16, GGS+16, MOF15, MCC16, PSL+16, RGA+15, WQS+16]. **Workshop** [Ang07, CC09, CW11a, CR13, CS06, DDE+12, DMD16, Kni06, Mar05, PB07b, PK08, QFG14, ZZ16, BL17, MKO+17, CR08, Qiu11, QFT14, Tho07, TH10]. **Workshops** [WDGK15, GWD15]. **workspace** [CBHTE11]. **workstations** [RCLSK16]. **WorkWays** [NAK15, GMS09].

**world** [Del08, DvNM+11b, FBH+01, HSRN11, HM03, RLS+09, SIOS02, BBGA03]. **world-wide** [RLS+09, BBGA03]. **Worm** [CWXW16]. **wormhole** [ZLC17b]. **Worst** [HPS12, LLN+14]. **Wound** [LLZ+17]. **WPAN** [CLH+11]. **Writing** [GBFP09]. **written** [MLVB05]. **WS** [GMS09, PWWR05, XDL+11]. **WS-CDL** [XDL+11]. **WS-GAF** [PWWR05]. **WS-Naming** [GMS09]. **WSGE2006** [CR08]. **WSPE** [RGV09]. **WSRF** [Slo06]. **WSRP** [YWA07].

x [RS16, Ros06, SBC15]. **X-Folders** [Ros06]. **X-ray** [SBC15]. **X.509** [BFG14]. **X10** [MRH14]. x86 [CL16, CL16]. x86-Android [CL16]. **Xen** [RGA+15, RHZ+17]. **Xen-based** [RGA+15]. **Xeon** [KKW+14, MTK16, SSK11]. **XeonPhi** [CCO+15b]. **XML** [AFPO08, CT11b, DXG13, SW12]. **XMT** [BB13, BC14]. **XMT-2** [BB13, BC14]. **XpressSpace** [ZDB+14]. **XSEDE13** [WDM14]. **XSL** [CCC12b]. **XtreemFS** [HCK+08].

**YARN** [LL16b]. **Yunnan** [MZS+10].

zero [MVWJ14, MZK16]. zone [KABD07]. zone-based [KABD07]. **ZOOM** [CBBCD08]. **Zorilla** [DvNM+11b].
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